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Translator’s Preface 
 

 When Mrs. Michlean Amir, reference-archivist of the United States Holocaust Memorial 

Museum, asked me to read Usher Celinski’s memoir, I unreasonably believed that this must be 

another ‘Yizkor Book’ I have read and translated before.  The name of his town, Skarzysko-

Kamienna, was known to me by stories I heard from my friend, Alek Silver, Editor of “Onheib 

Magazine” of Toronto, Canada, a former slave laborer at the Skarzysko Ammunition factory. 

 

 I was privileged to review a book by historian, Sir Martin Gilbert, “The Boys,” for 

“Moment Magazine,” great stories of 732 concentration camp survivors, many of whom were 

inmates at the Skarzysko HASAG armaments factories, the same notorious camp where Usher 

Celinski slaved for two years.  But most of the memoirs about Skarzysko Ghetto and the Hasag 

slave labor camp and factories, I heard from my friend, Harriet Steinhorn-Roth. 

 

 In May 1949, I was called by the Director of HIAS of Baltimore, Dr. Eugene Kauffman, 

asking me to greet and interview two new arrivals, Holocaust survivors, that HIAS accepted to 

settle in Baltimore.  I met Harriet (Hajuta) and her mother, Brana Feldman.  From my interview 

with the two refugees, I heard gruesome stories about Skarzysko Ghetto and the ammunition 

factories.  This visit began a life-long friendship.  Through HIAS of Baltimore, I was able to help 

Harriet and her mother adjust to life in America.  I was present at Harriet’s graduation at 

Baltimore Hebrew College, at her wedding to Irving Steinhorn and at the births of her daughter 

Pauline and her sons, Allan and Mark.   

 

 Harriet, after graduating from the Baltimore Hebrew College with degrees in education 

and Hebrew literature, became Educational Director of Shaare Tefila Hebrew School in Silver 

Spring, Maryland.  She and Irving were active in the Washington Yiddish Cultural Committee 

and in “Club Shalom,” the organization of Holocaust survivors.  Harriet frequently lectured, 

presented workshops and spoke at area synagogues, churches, schools and has written 

extensively about her and her mother’s Holocaust period experiences.  In 1981, after 30 years of 

marriage, Irving passed away.  Harriet continued teaching, creating curricula for Holocaust 

education and writing.  Her play, “The Escape” received an award from the Washington Jewish 
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Educators Assembly and was published in “The World Over” magazine.  In 1986, Harriet 

married Judge Marvin Roth, a distinguished scholar and lecturer. 

 

 The reason I write here about Harriet is the following:  When I received the Celinski 

Memoir, knowing that Harriet was in the Skarzysko Ghetto and was an inmate in the ammunition 

factory, I called her.  I discovered that Usher Celinski was a cousin of her father. 

 

 Harriet got in touch with Celinski’s widow, Mrs. Bertha Celinski, age 92, in Montreal, 

Canada, asking for more detail about Usher’s life in Canada.  All she was able to find out was 

the date when Usher was born and the date when he passed away.  Reading and translating 

Celinski’s memoir was a discovery of facts, episodes and names I did not find elsewhere in any 

of the Yizkor books I read or translated.  What impressed me about Celinski’s writing is that he 

is not ‘gilding the coins.’  He tells the facts and his thoughts, as they were.  He gives us, 

researchers, historians and students of the Holocaust period valid facts of the saddest chapter in 

human history – the Holocaust. 
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Introductory Notes 
 

 The town of Skarzysko-Kamienna (in Yiddish, Skarzhisk), in the Kielce district of 

Poland, was a lively Jewish community of 1,600 Jews, a lot of them employed in the 

metalworking industry.  Jews settled there in the late 19th century and organized Hebrew schools, 

shtiblech of Hasidim, political parties, Zionist youth groups and trade unions.   

 

 The town was occupied by the Germans on September 6, 1939.  The population increased 

from 2,000 to 5,000 with the arrival of refugees from Plock and Lodz in early 1942.  The SS 

opened the munitions factory with forced labor and brought in 17,000 workers.  The ghetto was 

liquidated on September 28, 1942; 3,500 Jews were deported to the Treblinka death camp.  The 

labor camp was liquidated in August 1944; 700 Jews were shot and 6,000 transferred to 

Buchenwald and other camps.  Among them was Usher Celinski. 

 

 In this memoir, dedicated to the memory of his murdered parents, his father, a Hebrew 

teacher, his mother, wife and their baby daughter, all murdered in Treblinka on ‘Simchas Torah’ 

1942, together with his family.  His brothers, Samson and Israel, perished in Auschwitz in 1943.  

His sister Miriam was shot in Skarzysko at the labor camp in 1944.  On January 18, 1945, the 

town was liberated.  The few Jewish survivors who returned to the town were not welcomed 
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back; they were murdered by local Polish men, police officers.  The remaining Jews left Poland.  

With the help of a relative, Usher Celinski settled in Canada. 

 

 This is his memoir about his family and his hometown, Skarzysko-Kamienna.   

 
Herman Taube 
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BEFORE THE HOLOCAUST 
 

My Home 
 

I remember our home, on Third-of-May Street in Skarzysko, an old wooden house that 

was falling apart by bits and pieces.  We lived in two rooms, four by four, a family of six people.  

There were no floors.  When you entered from the outside, there was no difference; you trampled 

on the same ground.  In one of the rooms stood a stove made of brick.  It served us for cooking 

and heating our home.  But seldom was this kitchen heated, as there were no funds to buy coal or 

wood.  This stove was always standing still, unheated, displaying the empty cups and pots.  In 

the winter months we all were freezing.  It did not help that we lay deeply huddled to each other.  

We all shivered from the chilling cold.   

 

I remember my mother, walking around the rooms sad and despondent.  We children 

were hungry and there was not any food to feed us with.  Her heart was in pain watching the 

poverty in her home, looking sadly on her gaunt, hungry and ragged children.  From time to 

time, she raised her arms in prayer and quietly whispered something.  My father wasn’t home all 

day, as he taught children in the ‘Talmud-Torah’ Hebrew School.  Late in the evening he 

returned, gloomy and sad, feeling guilty not to be able to support his family from his small 

salary.  After eating a poor dinner, he gave a deep sigh and called on my seven-year-old brother 

and me to study passages of the Holy books.  I was not a great, diligent student, and my father 

was upset about it.  He spoke to me like an adult, a grown-up:  “Study, my son; this will open 

your eyes and you will see an illustrious world.  Later in life, you will regret that you did not like 

to study.”  In my heart I felt that my father is right, and it hurt me that I caused my father grief.  I 

made myself a promise that from that day on I would pay more attention to my studies.  But, I 

couldn’t help it.  As soon as we would start, I would look into a corner, my mind would wander 

off and I didn’t concentrate on my father’s reading.   

 

My older brother, Samson, seeing the want and distress in our home, decided to learn to 

become a shoemaker.  He learned the trade from our cousin, Pinchas Celinski.  He devoted 

himself wholeheartedly to learn this vocation.  Having a ‘good head’ he fast learned the 

shoemaker trade.  The first six months he worked for free, no pay whatsoever.  After the six 
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months passed, he received a few zlotys weekly.  Even being only 15-16 years old, he had 

already planned a practical purpose for his future.  He realized that working for someone else, he 

would never be able to make enough to support himself and his family.  He decided to open a 

shoemaker’s shop for himself.  He saved every zloty he made and by the end of the year he was 

able to buy all the needed instruments for his shop.  Slowly he developed a clientele and a good 

reputation as a qualified shoe-repair man among the Christian and Jewish neighbors.  Soon he 

was so busy that he hired my brother, Israel, and taught him the trade.  This helped him and our 

family. 

  

The situation at home profoundly improved.  The kitchen stove was heated daily, the pots 

were boiling and the aroma of borsht, fried onions and often the smell of a meat-stew permeated 

the house.  My mother changed; she suddenly started to look younger.  She would stand at ‘her’ 

stove and tinker with all the pots.  I will never forget when all our family was sitting at the table 

and our dear mother, smiling happily, served our meal.  With tears in her eyes she expressed her 

happiness to be able to serve her family a full, appetizing meal. 

 

My Brother is Called to the Army and Our Luck Turns Again 

 

 In the year of 1930, a calamity befell our family.  Samson, my brother, the main provider 

of our family, was called up for military service in the Polish army, to serve one-and-a-half 

years…this was the end of our five years of ‘normal’ living.  My mother appealed to the military, 

saying that my brother was the only provider that helped sustain our family, that we were now 

facing hunger and hardship.  A few weeks later a letter came from the military, saying that my 

brother must serve and finish his term of service in the military. 

 

 The period of squalor and hunger returned to our home again.  Work dwindled away, 

becoming less and less.  The stove was again cold; my mother again walked around in a 

depressed mood and her eyes were sad, full of pain and worry.  The situation at home did not let 

me rest.  I tried to find something to help my family.  I was then 12 years old.  It was not an easy 

task for a 12-year-old lad to find work.  To learn a trade is also not too easy.  To learn a trade or 

profession, you must pay the proprietor or master a considerable sum of money for teaching you 
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and the first year you were asked to work for nothing.  These conditions I wasn’t able to afford.  

I therefore was searching for a way to make some money, to be able to help my family.  My luck 

smiled on me, and I was able to find employment in the local Jewish Bank, ‘Kasa Kupiecka 

Kreditowa’ (The Jewish Credit Bank), as a delivery boy.  My salary was 30 zlotys a month, a 

very small earning, but for me it was a great achievement. 

 

 It was not enough to support my family, but it helped in a limited way to provide some 

help to meet our needs and to help my brother Samson, who served in the army, in Piotrków 

Trybunalski.  I loved my brother dearly; he was always good to our family and to me, and I was 

happy to be able to send to him a few zlotys from time to time.  I was happy on my job in the 

bank.  I had the opportunity to meet people, the citizens of our town.  All day I was running 

around as a bank messenger.  I would have done this even if they would not have paid me.  I was 

also free from studying with my father.  I was treated as a ‘grown-up,’ a money-maker.  To my 

great sorrow, after a year of working in the bank, the bank closed.  At the age of thirteen, I 

became unemployed. 

 

A Good Polish Man Helped Us Open a Grocery Store 

 

My mother, feeling responsible for our family, was searching for a way out of our 

miserable situation.  Being empty-handed, not having any funds, she turned to our Polish friend, 

Heniek Tchaskowski, asking if he would help us.  He greeted our mother in a friendly way.  My 

mother told him about our sad, hopeless situation.  The only way out of our plight was to open a 

grocery store, but we lacked any financial sources and she asked him if he could find a way to 

help us.  The humane way Mr. Tchaskowski treated my mother was above all our expectations.  

He gave her several hundred zlotys and wished her good-luck in her new business.  She could 

pay back her loan in no hurry as her business prospered.  Mother thanked him for his 

kindhearted, benevolent deed toward us.  Our Polish friend was an affluent person; still, to loan 

someone such a substantial sum of money was really an expression of a great human heart.   
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 My mother returned home with the ‘treasure’ and immediately started planning how to 

organize her grocery store.  We planned to install a door in one of the windows in our home and 

to make shelves on one of the walls in one of the rooms, for display of the merchandise.  My 

father mailed a letter to his brother, a carpenter in Szydlowiec, asking that he immediately come 

to us with his tools and build the shelves and check-out counter for the store.  My uncle arrived 

and in two weeks our poor home was turned into a grocery market.  All the family went to the 

wholesale house of Samuel Briks to buy the merchandise for our store.  We picked the most 

current food products and other salable items that were displayed in similar grocery stores. 

 

 We displayed the goods and, overnight, my father and mother, the woman of valor, 

became shopkeepers.  The beginning was not easy.  My mother was waiting for customers, but 

the neighbors were in no hurry to come to us.  Each woman had her grocer or place where she 

had done her shopping for many years.  There were many Jewish grocery stores.  What else 

could they do to make a living?  Jews were not accepted for government jobs.  At the local 

factories, a Jew could not find employment.  All other sources of employment were closed to 

Jews.  The Polish government administration did show great interest in the Jewish population, 

not in helping them find employment, but in eliminating them from professions and 

economically suppressing them.   

 

The only way out of this sad situation was to open a grocery store, where the whole 

inventory was worth less than a month’s salary of a Polish functionary.  In the meantime, we had 

to get from the grocery store enough food to live on.  The business did not carry us, the shelves 

were getting empty, but, with the passing of time, our situation improved.  More and more 

customers started coming to deal with us.  My mother’s honesty and the way she treated her 

customers helped a lot to improve our business and we were able to make a living.   

 

 Now, a new disaster befell us.  By the end of the year, we started to receive letters about 

paying taxes for the inventory we had in our store.  We had no money to pay the taxes, so a 

‘Sekvestrator’ (Tax Agent) came and confiscated all the merchandise on the shelves.  It was 

heart-breaking and pitiful to watch my mother, wringing her hands, watching as they emptied the 

shelves.   
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Unadorned, Simple Jews 

 

 You could count on your fingers the number of affluent Jews of Skarzysko-Kamienna.  

The rest, who belonged to the category of simple, humble and down-to-earth people, who 

worked arduously to earn a living and provide their families the most needed requirements, were 

the small merchants, craftsmen, laborers and a considerable group of ‘declassified’ Jews.  They 

themselves were not able to describe what they were occupied with and how they made a living. 

 

 Most of the owners of small businesses struggled rigorously to provide a living for their 

families; many of them did not possess their own volume capital and were always drowning in 

debts.  The tax people and the Sekvestrators were steady visitors in the Jewish stores and 

removed the last little merchandise, leaving the owners in despair with empty shelves.  Before 

market days, we could see the shopkeepers and market merchants running around town looking 

for a loan without interest, to be able to buy some wares to sell to their customers.  Others looked 

for a loan to pay off a previous loan that they borrowed from a benefactor, who himself needed 

the money to buy some goods for the market day. 

 

 The tax collectors were a heavy, stressful pressure on the Jewish merchants and market 

sellers.  They were malicious in assessing and collecting taxes.  It started with the ‘owszem’ anti-

Semitic policies in Warsaw and reached to all tax agencies all over the country.  They played a 

sad role in devastating Jewish businesses.  No easier was the life of Jewish shop workers and 

home manufacturers, especially in the ‘Jewish trades’ like tailors and shoemakers.  Numerically 

there were too many of them; more than were needed.  This brought great competition and 

unemployment.  The only time they were busy and the days were too short, were the days before 

the Christian holidays.  Then you would find the tailors bent over their sewing machines, or 

shoemakers hammering, sitting up until late in the nights.  Also the women and children in the 

homes helped in the struggle for bread and potatoes.  Some of the artisans, who all year long 

struggled for survival, were able, around the holidays, to be hired.  They joined the unions, 

demanding salary raises and payment of the wages in time.  Often, they decided to strike and the 

shop owners and their workers both suffered.  The workers accused the shop owners of 
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becoming exploiters.  The strikes resulted in the workers and their employers being left without 

any income. 

 

Market Days in Skarzysko-Kamienna 

 

 Tuesdays and Fridays were the market days on Targowa Street in our town.  On the 

Lenikiz Place (?) the farmers and village dwellers from our area came to sell and trade their 

agricultural products in exchange for needed items for their households.  These market days were 

a source of living for many Skarzysko families and for families from nearby towns like 

Szydlowiec and others.  They all came to our town to sell their products and workmanship.  Very 

early in the morning the market merchants (we called them ‘Straganes’) spread out on folding 

display tables an assortment of wares of their own production, or merchandise they ‘borrowed’ 

from wholesale businesses (the left-over to be returned when the day was over).   

 

From the moment you arrived in the market place, you would see an assortment of men’s, 

women’s and children’s clothing, cheap materials for low prices, a miscellany of underwear, 

shoes, canned foods, toys and other household articles.  The farmers and peasants first tried to 

sell their own merchandise:  goose, chickens, butter, cheese, calves, an assortment of vegetables 

and fruits, from their own gardens and fields.  After they sold their own goods, they started 

buying the most important things needed for their households:  salt, kerosene, tobacco, matches, 

corn flour for baking bread, grainy millet kasha.  After they finished buying the food items, they 

started looking for a pair of children’s shoes, a head scarf or a new outfit for Sunday church 

services. 

 

 The clamorous, buzzing noise grew from minute to minute, people buying and selling.  

They argued, haggled, bargained with each other; they slapped, smacked each other’s hand as a 

sign of agreement; the farmers walked around from one ‘stragan’ to another seeking bargains.  

These were the market days that continued for many years and many Jewish families were 

depending on these days, some by buying the farmers products and some by catering to the 

farmers’ needs. 
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 Occasionally there were arguments between the merchants and the farmers, often after 

the farmers had too much to drink, but they did not last too long and they calmed down.  People 

always tried to calm the tempers.  After the arguments they again slapped hands and continued 

their transactions.  Sometimes the police calmed some hot heads and tried to stop some scuffles.  

Things changed in later years, when anti-Semitism came crawling out all over Poland and 

became in style in the government circles.  The ‘Endecia’ and ‘Nara’ started to preach:  “You to 

Yours” – Polish people must buy and support only other Polish people.  “Don’t buy from Jews” 

was the slogan all over Poland.  They started to picket Jewish stores and did not allow Polish 

people to enter Jewish businesses. 

 

 With vicious energy the Polish anti-Semitic youth started to attack the market place 

grounds and the Jewish ‘straganes’ (platforms and booths).  On the market days, they 

maliciously incited the farmers, not only to boycott the Jewish merchants but also to rob and beat 

up the market Jews.  In the last years before World War II started, it became dangerous to go and 

sell anything at the market.  Constantly, young anti-Semitic hooligans incited the farmers to 

attack Jews and the police pretended that they did not see anything.  If Jews complained, they 

were accused of public disorderly behavior and insulting the Polish honor. 

 

 Also for Jewish butchers and cattle brokers who used to travel around the villages to buy 

farm products and used to have most friendly relations with farmers, helping them to get needed 

credit, machines and farm utensils, things changed for the worse, because of the anti-Semitic 

propaganda.  Hate toward the Jewish brokers and butchers became open and it was dangerous to 

travel to the farms in the area. 

 

Youth Movements 

 

 The majority of Jewish youth finished their education at the ages of 15 to 16.  Only a 

select group of our youth, after graduating from public schools, was able to continue their 

education in a ‘gymnasium’ or trade school.  Many Jewish children in general did not attend 

public schools.  They received their education at the homes of local Hebrew teachers, or Talmud-

Torah-Hebrew schools.  Graduating at the age of 13-14 from the 7th grade public school, or the 
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highest class in ‘Cheder’ (Hebrew School) they started to look for practical purpose, to learn a 

trade, in order to make some money and help their parents.  This was not an easy task.  All 

technical trade schools did not accept Jewish students.  All big factories were closed to Jews 

‘with seven locks,’ their offices ‘JUDEN-REIN’ (Jew clean).  The only way out for youth was to 

learn the trades of their fathers and mothers, tailoring and shoemaking.  So the majority of our 

young people went to the Jewish craftsmen, tailors and shoemakers, starting out by watching, 

feeding, caring for their children and performing all needed house duties until they were allowed 

to learn how to use the needle or hammer. 

 

 In the beginning, when learning a trade, you worked for nothing; in fact the youth were 

forced to pay the artisans for teaching them their new vocation.  Especially when it was decided 

to learn a subtle, exquisite occupation like a watch repairman or photographer, this cost a lot of 

money.  After going through the ‘transformative period’ the shop owner started to pay his 

trainees 5-6 zlotys weekly salary.  In many cases, as soon as the proprietor started to pay his 

trainee, he fired him and hired another youngster. 

 

 After learning a trade and growing up, the majority of our youth left town, roaming the 

world, seeking a future.  They moved to Lodz, Radom, or Warsaw and soon settled there.  For 

the holidays, or after the season, when there was no more work, they used to come home and tell 

‘miracle’ stories about life in the big cities, where living was more interesting than in our town. 

 

Social and Philanthropic Institutions 

 

 Despite the situation of the majority of Skarzysko Jewry, living in poverty, always 

worrying how to feed their families, the Jewish community was leading an active, well-

organized social life.  Maybe the reason was that the people cared about the less fortunate 

families and their situation and this forced them to found an assortment of agencies dedicated to 

helping the needy in times of emergency.  Three Jewish bank houses existed in Skarzysko-

Kamienna:  People’s Bank, Business-Credit Treasury, and General Credit Union.  The three 

banks were founded in the late 1920s and served mostly the merchants and artisans.   
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The People’s Bank was located in the house belonging to Moshe Biter, on Third-of-May 

Street.  It was founded in 1927, but did not exist too long; for financial difficulties they closed a 

few years later.  The Business-Credit Treasury was located in Saul Feffer’s house, on Factory 

Street.  The owner and director of the bank was Leibel Pasternak.  Founded in 1928, this bank 

also closed several years later.  The same happened to the General Credit Union, located in the 

house of Zelig Weinreich, on Pilsudski Street.  The directors of the bank were David Nogil and 

Zelig Weinrib.  They controlled the largest number of stocks and shared the bank’s Presidency 

until the bank closed.   

 

The most popular bank institution was the Free Loan Association, which helped people 

with limited, short-term loans.  There existed in our town many philanthropic institutions that 

helped needy families in emergency situations, such as the ‘Linas Hatzedek,’ ‘Bikur Cholim’ and 

others.  They were founded by the ‘Kehilah,’ the Jewish community council, and from free 

donations, contributions and money that arrived from overseas.  In the first year after WWI, help, 

food parcels and clothes arrived from America and were given to needy families.  To these 

institutions we can also add the local Talmud Torah-Hebrew School, where children from poor 

families received a free education.  The Hebrew School was located in the wooden building of 

the old Beth-Midrash-Prayer House on Buznitza Street.  In the 1930s, the building fell apart and 

the school was relocated into the new, large Bet-Midrash Prayer House.   

 

 The Hebrew School was supposed to be financed by the Jewish Council, but they never 

did achieve this task.  The school was supported by one generous man, David Bach, who himself 

was hardly able to support his own family.  Every week, he used to go around town to collect a 

few zlotys to pay the Hebrew teachers.  Thanks to David Bach, the poor Jewish children were 

able to learn a little Hebrew and keep off the streets. 

 

Social Pursuits and Aspirations 

 

 During the days, the Skarzysko Jews were occupied with seeking how to make a living 

and worrying how to provide food for their families.  The merchants, little store owners, artisans, 
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porters, carriers, all of them were in constant pursuit of ways to survive another week, another 

day. 

 

 The nights in our town were all distinctively different.  Unlike the days full of worries, 

after closing the stores and the shops, after days of hard work, people changed their work clothes 

and were carried into another globe, a world of ideals, dreams and hopes.  Not only facing his 

own spouse and his children, but also the outside world, humanity, community, ideals of 

freedom, redemption of the Jewish people, about deliverance. 

 

 A large part of Skarzysko Jewry was ardent Zionists, belonging to various divergent 

Zionist movements:  General Zionists, Revisionists, Left and Right ‘Poaley Zion,’ Hechalutz, 

Gordonia, Hashomer Ha’Tzair, and many others.  Jewish homes displayed the alms boxes of the 

Jewish National Fund and ‘Keren Hayesod,’ and everyone, according to their affordability, 

helped the efforts of redemption of Jewish soil, to build a Jewish homeland. 

 

 All the Zionists groups had one ideal in common:  To help and see an independent Jewish 

State in Palestine.  They constantly argued, each one trying to find sympathy and membership 

for their branches.  They organized lecture series and literary evenings, and invited speakers 

from their national headquarters in Warsaw, drawing large audiences. 

 

 Especially active were the Zionist youth belonging to the ‘Brith Trumpeldor.’  They were 

admired by the other young Jews for their uniforms, military parades, and recreational sport 

activities.  Around the ‘Hashomer Ha’Tzair,’ Hechalutz, and Gordonia gathered the bourgeois 

youth and youngsters of working families.  These organizations gave much to their members of 

the education they missed.  They helped them discover new horizons, new paths to a wider 

world.  Many of the youth joined ‘Hachsharas,’ preparing themselves for a new life in Eretz 

Israel.  Our town also had a ‘Hachshara;’ many of our youth attended the preparatory training for 

prospective emigrants to Palestine.  They became devoted fighters and builders of the Jewish 

homeland. 
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 Besides the Zionist organizations, there was in our town an active Communist 

organization, and branches of the socialist ‘Bund’ and their youth group, the ‘Zukunft,’ 

concentrating their search for membership from the workers unions.  The communist party was 

illegal; those belonging to their branch were sentenced to many years in jail, in the Concentration 

Camp Kartuz Berezy.   

 

During the election period to the Polish ‘Seim’ (Parliament) and to the City Council, the 

political atmosphere was always heated.  All parties called mass meetings in the hall of the local 

theater or in public places, electioneering and agitating for their candidates.  One did not hold 

back or spare insult and ferocious attacks against the other candidates.  The speakers promised 

‘mountains of goodies’ if we would elect their candidates.  After the elections, the moods calmed 

down and the fighting candidates again became good buddies, up to the next election. 

 

A Day in Skarzysko 

 

 Skarzysko was granted town privileges in 1923.  In 1924, The National Ammunition 

Factory was built (also known as MESKO).  Every morning at 5:30, the factory sirens awakened 

the sleepy town and on the quiet, sleepy streets, people started to appear.  Around the 

‘Uziondnitza Kolonji’ and ‘Kolonia Robotnitze’ started massive movement; thousands of 

workingmen, workingwomen, professionals, clerks and civil officials all hurried to their posts or 

plant positions.  The first working shift started at 6:15 a.m. and all workers must be promptly at 

their places.  At 6:30 a.m., a new, powerful siren whistle was heard daily from the railroad 

junction.  Our town was an important railroad junction, with two main lines (Krakow-Warsaw 

and Sandomierz-Koluszki) crossing there.  The central railroad employed a thousand mechanics, 

workers and personnel.  Slowly the streets awakened to full movement of people, storekeepers;  

artisans opened their shops.  Jews hurried to morning prayers.  Milkmen and women delivered 

milk to the doorsteps of the houses, also fresh bread and other baking goods, still hot, just out of 

the ovens.  Workers rushed to the Witvitski foundry, to the EMAL factory, to the sawmills and 

paint factory.  Also the Jewish tailor and shoemaker shops opened their doors.  From their 

windows you could hear the noise and clamor of sewing machines and the striking of shoe 

hammers. 
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 At the Singer sewing machines, the young seamstresses and dressmakers sang while 

working on the sewing machines, borrowed from Moshe Winograd for a monthly fee.  Payments 

for the seamstresses were minimal.  They worked overtime, from early morning to late evenings.  

In many homes these girls, dressmakers and seamstresses, were the only providers for their 

families; the fathers were ill or unemployed.  They carried the load of supporting the younger 

children, saving every zloty for a dowry.  Without a dowry, the girls had no chance of ever being 

married.  The two ritual slaughterers in our town, Mr. Moshe Erlich and Yechezkel Wajcman, 

already finished their morning prayers and walked toward the slaughter house on Rzeznitza 

Street.  Butchers waited in line with their cattle and calves.  The grocery stores opened and the 

customers hurried the owners, “Yeanta!  (Hurry up!)  My husband must not be late to work.” 

 

 The streets were full of children on their way to public schools or gymnasium and Jewish 

children were on their way to the Hebrew school.  The younger kids were on their way to the 

private Hebrew teachers.  The older ones walked more composed, slowly.  They were already 

studying Talmud at Leizer the Teacher, on Fabriczna Street.  Children from poor homes walked 

to the Hebrew school in the new Bet-Midrash Prayer House. 

 

 The teacher, Palasecki, a Litvak (from Lithuania) only God knows how he turned up in 

our town, taught a class of grown-up youngsters Talmud and Mishnah (the collection of post-

Biblical laws).  Some of them would probably graduate and become ritual slaughterers, 

‘Dayonim’ (assistant rabbis charged with kashrut questions and settling minor disputes among 

Jews) and who knows?  Maybe even Rabbis. 

 

 The Litvak rented a room in Mendel Feldman’s home, where every Shabbat people 

attended services.  The Litvak became known for his keen mind and great knowledge, and often 

the local Rabbi Mordecai, son-in-law of Mendel Feldman, called on the Litvak for consulting 

and advice. 

 

 On Pilsudski Street, across the ‘Magistrat’ (City Hall) they built a new Polish public 

school several floors high.  Hundreds of Polish and Jewish children rushed noisily to their 

classrooms.  This was one of the most beautiful buildings in our town.  All other schools were 
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still open in old, wooden houses, not to be compared with the new edifice on Pilsudski Street.  

On Staszica Street, in wooden structures, surrounded by a sport square were located the eighth 

grade ‘Polish State Gymnasium.’ The students in this school were from Polish and Jewish 

affluent homes.  For less fortunate children, to be accepted in this school was only a dream. 

 

 On the central and business streets, Third-of-May, Pilsudski and Staszica, they opened 

the stores, removing the heavy iron shutters from the doors and windows.  We saw a display of 

goodies, delicatessens, of all kinds.  In the display window of Yechiel Goldblum’s jewelry store, 

his iron-gated display window showed rings, watches and other beautiful things.  You could see 

through the windows well-dressed employees sitting at the display counters, serving early 

customers. 

 

 The small store owners left their spouses alone in their businesses and they themselves 

ran around seeking a loan to pay bills, not to allow signed promissory notes to elapse.  In the 

business section of town appeared the load-carriers and wagon coachmen, looking for some 

prospects of odd jobs to earn some money.  I watched a businessman calling the carrier, on his 

back a cargo so heavy that he walked away with bowed knees, still happy that he started the day 

with making 50 groszys (half zloty). 

 

 On market days, Tuesdays and Fridays, the whole city awakened very early.  Also the 

people not involved in buying or selling anything on the market got up early.  Even the school 

children arrived at the Hebrew schools very early, their mothers chasing them out from the 

houses, not to disturb them while they got ready to go shopping or selling something.  From all 

directions, all roads, farmers walked, rode; the farm women in their colorful head scarves, high-

laced shoes.  The grain merchants, butchers, housewives, peddlers looked into the wagons, 

groped, felt the chicken, the calves.  The farmers were in no hurry to sell.  They liked to find out 

earlier how much things sold for on this day.  How much for corn?  How much for a calf?  What 

is the price of butter or sour cream? 

 

 Soon they shook hands; the butchers helped the farmers unload the calves from the 

wagons and led them away, even before reaching the market place.  The farmers counted the 
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money, stopped on the way at the bar, buying a herring and washing it down with a glass of 

vodka to refresh their spirits. 

 

 On non-market days, time went slowly.  The shop owners stayed or sat in the front of 

their stores waiting longingly for customers.   

 

 The load carriers, girdled with their heavy rope, kept looking on all sides, hoping that 

someone would call them to deliver something, anything.  Sometimes, the silence and tranquility 

of the streets was disturbed by a passing funeral, traveling through the streets to the cemetery 

outside the town.  Following the black-covered coffin walked the family, friends and neighbors 

of the deceased.  The silence of the street was broken by the screams, shrieks and wail of the 

widow, often there were cases when elderly parents fainted.  Curious women shopkeepers looked 

out, inquiring who the dead man or woman was.  They shook their heads in sympathy:  

“Unfortunately, he left a widow and small children.  Truth, he was never a great provider, but 

still a man.  Who will now take care of a widow with young orphans?” 

 

 Our Polish neighbors also watched curiously the Jewish funeral procession.  They were 

moved by the crying of the children and yelling of the widow.  This was strange to them.  At 

Christian funerals, people were more restrained and conducted themselves with dignity and 

civility. 

 

 As the train arrived from Warsaw, they also unloaded Yiddish newspapers.  Mr. Getzel 

Resenberg, a religious Jew, picked up the bundle of the newspapers, “Moment,” “Haint,” “Folks-

Tzaitung” and distributed them to the subscribers.  Fifteen minutes after 3:00, we heard again the 

loud siren from the ‘Witwurnia.’  The first shift finished their chores; the call was for the second 

shift to start.  At 4:00 p.m., we heard the whistles of the railroad plans and iron mills, thousands 

of workers hurried home, walking or on bicycles; the city again became noisy, boisterous and 

lively.  Polish workers and clerks entered Jewish stores to buy needed foods, merchandise.  They 

knew the owners from many years back; they greeted each other friendly, asking personal 

questions about family, children.  They helped the customer pick what they need, sometimes 
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arguing about the price of some items, both sides making arrangements about the size and time 

of payment of the merchandise, both sides satisfied with the sale. 

 

 But, times changed.  Many Polish customers that were dealing with the Jewish merchants 

for many decades began staying away.  Since the anti-Semitic propaganda by students, older 

‘Endekas’ (Nationalist Democrats) started shouting that Jews were a ‘strange element’ in Poland, 

and it was the obligation of Poles to buy only from Poles.  Many Poles stopped coming to the 

Jewish stores.  Other Poles looked at the posters, proclaiming:  “You – To Yours” and paid no 

attention to them, continuing to do business with the Jewish merchants.  They did not see that the 

Jews were charging them more than the Polish store owners. 

 

 On the contrary; the Jewish stores treated them better, their prices were lower and the 

merchandise better than in the Polish stores.  Some Polish workers insisted that the hot-head 

students were not doing anyone a favor with their hate propaganda against the Jewish population.  

But the students were not satisfied with propaganda only.  Attacks on Jews became daily 

occurrences; they showed their ‘heroism’ especially against older Jews. 

 

Evenings 

 

 The stores were closed and the gates locked.  The Jewish workers and journeymen 

returned home tired after a long day and ate their poor dinner.  Religious Jews rushed to evening 

services and took time to discuss local political news.  The young people left their homes for 

strolling on the central streets, the Pilsudski and Third-of-May.  Here the boys met girls, strolled 

around and learned to know each other, made dates and rendezvous and got romantically 

involved.  Especially on Saturday nights, the streets were fully packed with youth and elderly 

people strolling.  On Sundays we saw well-dressed Polish boys and girls, crackling nut seeds.  

The young bachelors from affluent homes entered with their dates and friends to Chayim-Shea 

Dimonds restaurant, always serving a menu of roasted goose flesh, livers, the best fish, ice cream 

and many other good things that only these rich bachelors were able to afford.  The poor 

youngsters treated their dates with soda water and 10 groszy bars of chocolate they enjoyed.  In 

the local clubs of the party and youth organizations, it was always cheerful.  They danced 
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‘Horrahs,’ sang Yiddish, Hebrew and Polish songs, and had constant discussions about the 

historic right of the Jewish people to Eretz Yisroel. 

 

 The Zionist leaders, Yechiel Kozlowski, Advocat Mordecai Goldstein, Yechiel Zloti and 

others, regularly addressed the youth with lectures on many subjects, social and cultural 

problems facing our youth.  They helped us to better understand our situation. 

 

 Also in the locals of the professional trade unions, on Third-of-May Street, it was always 

noisy.  Here young and older workers spoke about their work problems, shop relations, low 

salaries, and how the shop owners paid no attention to the appeals and demands of the workers.  

Some worked more than the eight hours as agreed by the union and shop owners.  They also 

discussed culture and education needs, and planned activities for their membership.  In a near-by 

room, the drama club rehearsed a show. 

 
 

THE WAR 

 
 Skarzysko-Kamienna was captured by the Germans on September 6, 1939.  They 

immediately instituted a reign of terror.  They murdered five Jews, arrested Jewish community 

leaders and exacted exorbitant ‘contributions’ from the Jewish Council and the families of those 

arrested.  The Germans, with local helpers, ran around in the Jewish neighborhood, beating and 

robbing young and old, whoever fell into their hands. 

 

 Every day the Jewish Council was forced to deliver several hundred Jews for work at 

German bases.  For this purpose, the Jewish Council was ordered to organize a special “Work 

Office,” nominating a man by the name Albirt, an honest, goodhearted man.  According to the 

regulations, every Jew obligated himself to work two days a week for the Germans and 

according to the registration list of the Jewish population, the ‘Work Office’ mailed notifications 

of where and when one must report for work.  Assembly place was on Fabriczna Street, near the 

Prayer House (Beth Midrash).  Every morning at 7:00, the Jews gathered and were marched off 

to the assigned working places.  The wealthy Jews found a way to avoid going to work for the 

Germans.  They hired other Jews to take their place and with the approval of the ‘Work Office’ 
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the hired Jews did their work.  On the assembly place you would see daily, heartbreaking sights, 

men and women, designated to go and work for the Gestapo mercilessly beaten.  They would beg 

Mr. Albirt to intercede and send them to other places where they would be treated more 

humanly.  But he couldn’t help.  He was ordered to assign people according to their requests.  

There was no way to buy yourself out of the assignments. 

 

 It went so far that Albirt was forced to call out the Jewish police to help him quell the 

lamenting mass of people and help to distribute the assembled workers to the proper groups.  It 

did take some time to control the mass of the despondent, despairing people.  To their praise, we 

must say that their behavior was civil and decent; they did not use force or beatings and were 

often punished themselves for not being ‘strong’ enough against their misfortunate brethren. 

 

 After dividing us into ‘commando groups’ we received a half kilo of black bread and 

marched off, escorted by the Jewish police to our working places, marching fast, but still arriving 

an hour late.  The German overseers and foremen greeted us with insults, some with rubber 

sticks hitting us and the Jewish policemen.  I worked all week for the Germans, two days were 

obligatory; the other days I replaced some wealthy Jews who paid me to take their places.   

 

I worked in different places:  the Gestapo, the SS, the City Hall, at the ‘Colonia 

Uziendnice,’ Witwicki factory and others.  In some places the working conditions were 

murderous.  The German overseers walked around with their rubber sticks in their hands and 

beating the Jews became their entertainment sport.  The work we had to perform was over our 

strength and the tasks had to be performed in speedy tempo.  We could not catch our breath the 

way they chased us and hurried us.   

 

What the Germans were trying to accomplish was for me hard to understand.  If they 

needed us as working slaves, why this inhuman behavior?  We felt we were fainting away from 

exhaustion.  Could it be that this was their goal?  It was hard for us to understand.  Even the 

elderly Germans, the ones with the rubber canes and loaded guns, from where came such bitter 

hatred?  So much sadistic behavior.  They all seemed to lean in one direction, to show animal 

behavior toward us.  The Germans noticed that every day the same people were coming to work, 
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and some Jews were ‘buying themselves out’ and paying not to work for them.  One day we 

were greeted with insults and beatings.  Why were the wealthy Jews not coming to work?  They 

announced that the paying Jews would pay with their lives if they continued to evade coming to 

work.  On that day the Germans whipped and flogged us more than ever.  The hours were 

dragging longer than usual.  We were waiting for the short lunch interruption, to be able for a 

little while to move away from the German overseers. 

 

 Our lunch meal consisted of a chunk of bread we received in the morning, when we 

arrived to work and a cup of hot water, which they called coffee.  The people among us who 

were in possession of an onion were considered having a ‘rich’ meal.  To be truthful, many of us 

who worked daily for the Germans belonged to the poorest families and never lived in great 

luxury, but the distance from what it was, and what it was happening to us now, is hard to 

describe.  The hunger and misery was now much greater than ever and the want and hardship of 

the Jewish families reached all of us. 

 

 Among us worked Mayer Goldmintz; not so long ago, he and his family lived a normal 

life.  He was the owner of his own house and a clothing store, employing several people.  Now, 

he worked for the Germans and tried to survive by offering himself as a replacement for some 

still wealthy Jews.  Every day he said the blessing said by Jews, after escaping a great danger and 

surviving another day.  After the day was over, the German overseer announced that the next day 

we should not come to work, that we would be replaced by the “filthy affluent Jews with the big 

bellies.”  

 

 On the same evening the Gestapo and SS visited the Jewish police station on Staszica 

Street and attacked the Police chief, Mayer Briks and Police commandant, Herszl Winograd, for 

not delivering the wealthy Jews for work.  They ordered that the next morning, all those who had 

paid for replacements must report for work.  If not, they all would be severely punished. 

 

 From the police station, the Gestapo and SS band went to the ‘Judenrat’ (Jewish 

Council).  Also here they used insults and beating.  They made Mr. Malinger, the chairman of 

the council, responsible that all the Jews must report for work.  In addition, they demanded as 
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punishment, an exorbitant ‘contribution’ in gold and money from the community.  Next morning, 

we watched a small group of the wealthy Jews marched off to work.  The Germans were not 

satisfied -- too few rich Jews.  They went themselves to the Jewish neighborhood and forcefully 

entered Jewish homes and dragged out young and old, elderly religious Jews, immediately 

cutting off the beards and ‘Peyes’ (ear locks).  They did this with sadistic joy in the presence of 

the public and civilian Germans.  It was a pitiful scene to watch the bloody faces of the elderly, 

religious Jews, the pain on their faces and the laughing of the public. 

 

 The elderly Jews were forced to carry heavy loads, boxes with ammunition, not for their 

physical abilities or strength.  The Germans made a comedy-play out of the elderly Jews.  On the 

heavy boxes they carried, they inscribed the words:  “Lebns-Gefar!” (Life Danger!)  The hands 

trembled in fear when carrying the heavy boxes, worrying they would drop a box and the load 

would explode.  The Germans gathered in a line, enjoying themselves like at a theatre show, 

making fun of the elderly Jews, calling them “Lazy Juden!  War Criminals!  In war time there is 

no God, we will skin your bulging bellies.”  They hardly finished the day’s work and were 

ordered to appear the next day again. 

 

My Silent Wedding 

 

 In the adjacent town of Wierzbnik-Starachowice, 20 kilometers from Skarzysko, I met a 

girl I dated for quite a long time, and in 1940 we decided to get married.  We set a date to ‘stand 

under the canopy’ for our marriage ceremony in Wierzbnik.  We hired a carriage and together 

with my parents, we went to the neighboring town.  On the road we were stopped by German 

guards.  They wanted to know where we were traveling to.  We said, “To visit family.” 

 

 The guard started screaming:  “You damned Jews!  You are traveling to barter.”  After a 

severe beating, they allowed us to proceed and did not order us to turn back.  Arriving in 

Wierzbnik we were put up at my future in-laws; all of us were happy that we came out alive 

from the Nazi road guard.  On the same evening, both families came together and my father 

(who had rabbinical permission) performed the wedding ceremony.   
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The happy occasion was a mixed event of joy and fear; all the time we were worried that 

Germans would knock on the door.  Finding a gathering of people could be very tragic for all of 

us.  All wished us “Mazel Tov!” (Good Luck!), tasted some food and hurriedly returned to their 

homes.  I was thinking how differently our wedding would look if this had been before the war 

started months ago.  We did not belong to affluent families.  We could not afford to celebrate an 

ample wedding reception, but it would have been a traditional Jewish wedding, with family, 

friends and neighbors.  The whole neighborhood would have known about our wedding.  For my 

parents this would have been the happiest occasion, accompanying their son to the canopy.  

Now, in war circumstances, all this was done in total silence, secretively, hoping the Germans 

would not discover that Jews were carrying on with weddings. 

 

 The next morning, my parents returned home.  I remained for a few days with my bride, 

on a so-called ‘honeymoon’ that was far from honey sweet.  In the mornings when I was ready to 

get up, my wife advised me to stay covered in bed, in case the Germans came looking for men to 

be taken for forced labor, so they would not find me. 

 

 After a few days, I returned to Skarzysko, to my work at the German factory where I was 

employed.  I received an official document that I was allowed to travel daily from Wierzbnik to 

Skarzysko for work.  Still, I was scared every day on the road, when German guards stopped me, 

searched me, inspected my documents and my permit to travel on the railroad trains.  I presented 

to the guards my papers and I could not believe that they allowed me to proceed.  Because 

regularly Jews were not permitted to travel by train, often the guard did not pay attention to the 

factory permits and the Jews got a beating and were thrown out of the trains.  They believed, 

even when a Jew had permission to travel by train, he should not use this privilege.   

 

Before taking the risks, returning to Wierzbnik, I always stopped by my parents’ home to 

check how they were doing.  One year after our wedding, my wife gave birth to a beautiful little 

girl.  Our happiness was indescribable.  I went to services and named her Malka-Tova, after my 

wife’s 75 year-old grandmother, a woman not in the best of health.  She had called my wife and 

said to her:  “Yehudith, my days are numbered.  If you give birth to a girl, promise me that you 
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will name her after me.”  My wife kept the promise.  The same day my daughter was born, her 

grandmother passed away. 

 

Yellow Patches in the Ghetto 

 

 New evil decrees came daily, one after another, upon our heads.  We were ordered to 

wear Yellow Patches.  The population of our town increased with the arrival of refugees from 

Plock and Lodz.  The Germans created a ghetto and all the Jews were forced to move out of their 

homes and concentrate in a small area.  It was hard to find lodging, a roof over your head in the 

new ghetto area.  Many families lived on the side of the street and alleys of the few assigned 

ghetto streets.  The wealthy found shelter by paying exorbitant sums for a room in a house.  For 

the poor people, the new order was catastrophic.  They had no place to lodge their families.   

 

The Polish people were ordered to move out of the ghetto area.  For them this order was 

no tragedy.  They took over the Jewish homes in the other parts of town; some got enormous 

sums for their houses in the ghetto area.   

 

My parents lived in one room in the house that belonged to Saul Feffer, on Third-of-May 

Street.  The furniture was one bed, one iron stove, and my brother’s shoemaking shop.  My 

brothers and sister slept on the cement floor, all night shivering and shuddering from the cold.  

Instead of resting at night, all of them sat up all night.  Tired and exhausted, they hurried in the 

morning to work in the labor camps. 

 

 My brother Samson worked at the railroad unloading coal.  The work was arduous.  The 

people were petrified of the harsh, callous treatment of the workers by the German overseers that 

embitter their lives with their animal behavior toward the Jewish workers. 

 

 The overseers beat them mercilessly and played around with their guns.  Shots fell in all 

directions, always hitting one of the workers.  I felt pain and sadness looking at my father, the 

Hebrew teacher, a man with a heart problem.  He was forced to carry loads of stones under 

constant, brutal hurrying and beatings by the guards.  At work, they cut off his beard, making fun 
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of him.  It was hard for me to see my father in this condition.  I felt guilty at the savage ferocity 

my father experienced, and I was not able to help him.   

 

My sister worked at the ammunition factory, sector ‘CE.’  This was one of the most 

dangerous, nefarious sectors in the factory.  She worked with chemical materials that were eating 

away the bodies of the workers.  The people employed by this poisonous ‘picric-tratil (?)’ you 

could recognize by the way their skins were changing to the yellow color.  Working a 12-hour 

shift, obliged to fill a daily quota, my sister’s looks changed; her hands, face and clothing were 

yellow because of the chemicals.  This affected all of her bodily functions.  Her stomach refused 

to accept any kind of foods; she was constantly vomiting.  For the months my sister is working at 

sector C, she became so emaciated that it was hard to recognize her.  Many of her co-workers 

died.  There were also terrible epidemics because of the unspeakable sanitary conditions. 

 

I worked on Staszica Street, at the firm of Klewicz.  Before the war, the firm was a small 

enterprise.  With the arrival of the Germans, the owners declared themselves to be ‘Folks-

Germans’ and immediately began profiting from it.  They became a big construction company, 

employing several hundred people.  The company was officially under German control and 

carried out all their orders.  This gave the owner the right to use Jewish slave laborers, and it 

gave them the opportunity to get rich.  Their company grew from day to day.  They paid the 

Jewish workers minimal wages for their hard work, and for a weekly salary we were able to buy 

a few loaves of black bread.  No wonder that many Poles, who considered themselves great 

Polish patriots until the war, discovered suddenly that they were ‘Folks-Germans’ and with new 

patriotism shouted:  “Heil Hitler.” 

 

 Hasag Concern, the German munitions factory that operated in our town with Polish 

forced labor, was converted into a Labor Camp where 25,000 to 30,000 Jews were brought in 

and between 18,000 and 23,000 perished.  

 

 In September 1942, the ghetto and Jewish Council were liquidated; 3,500 Jews were 

deported to the Treblinka death camp, and five hundred who were still able-bodied were sent to 

the Labor Camp.  The prisoners worked producing ammunition.  Work in one of the ‘Werke C’ 
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plants was underwater, where mines filled with picric acid were produced.  On top of all this, 

mass executions of Jewish prisoners continued; every few days there were ‘selections.’  The 

selected prisoners were killed by the factory police. 

 

The Run to the East, To the Russian Side 

 

 It was clear to us that under the Germans, there was nothing to hope for.  We looked for a 

way to escape to the Soviet side, as some other families had looked for.  In the unfortunate 

situation, it was a difficult decision to make, to abandon the place where we were born and 

raised, a place in which our family had been for many generations, to leave and start wandering 

‘na-venad’ (homeless), to sell the last poor pieces of our household, grab the most needed things 

and run.  But people did leave and crossed the border to Lemberg (L’viv), a place that became a 

Soviet escape, an asylum and sanctuary for the Jewish remnants, running from the German hell. 

 

 The city was besieged by thousands of refugees, running to save themselves from the 

Germans.  This Polish Galicia provincial city was impossible to recognize.  All the public places 

were full of refugees searching for a place to rest and searching for food, which was not an easy 

task.   All the synagogues, prayer-houses, and public institutions were full of Jewish ‘bieziences’ 

(refugees), looking for a room, a corner, a roof over their head, which was an impossible task.  

To buy food products was almost impossible, as most of the shelves in the stores were empty. 

 

 On ‘black-markets WAST’ there were some food items, but the prices were fantastically 

high.  Only the people who had a lot of money or merchandise to exchange could afford to buy 

some food.  Many thousands of people gathered around the ‘public kitchens,’ waiting in line for 

hours to get a cup of soup, which had to last them for the next 24 hours.  The Soviet government 

and the Jewish institutions tried to organize help to cope with the situation, but more refugees 

kept arriving.  To deal with the mass congestion and the avalanche of arrivals, the Soviets 

decided to clear the border crossing of running refugees, and to move the mass of homeless 

people deeper into the other cities of the Soviet Union. 
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 Not having any opportunity to find housing and being hungry, we forgot what we had 

been facing back home, and with others from our town, we returned to Skarzysko, sharing stories 

about the sad situation of those who crossed the border to Lvov.  All the people who had planned 

to escape from the Labor camp postponed their plans. 

 

My Brother’s Story 

 

 Close to the start of the war, Israel, my brother, was mobilized into the Polish army.  

Many months passed and we didn’t hear anything of his whereabouts.  All our family was 

worried about his fate, especially our dear mother.  More than any of us, our mother would cry 

day and night, praying that he should return home alive.  His wife, Datzi, (Waserstein) ran 

around, inquiring about the returning war-prisoners, asking them if they knew anything of her 

husband’s fate. 

 

One night, while we were all asleep, we heard a knocking on our door.  We were all 

scared to death, thinking that it was the Germans.  Who would awaken people at night, if not the 

German guards or police?  My father was the one that opened the door.  To our great surprise 

and happiness, it was my brother, still wearing his Polish military uniform.  We all cried and his 

first words were:  “Thank God, you are all alive.”  He held our mother in his arms, hugged and 

kissed her, and wept.  We all cried with him.  We all got up, surrounded our brother, and could 

not believe that this had really happened, that he was alive and had returned to us.  Our mother 

made tea, as no one was thinking of going to sleep.  We sat up listening to our brother recount 

his experiences in the Polish army:  

 

“When I was mobilized, I was sent from Skarzysko to Kielce, where I received my 

military uniform and the full military outfit.  After a night at the military barracks, we were sent 

to Lodz, but then the German air force noticed our military transport and attacked us with a 

torrent of bombs.  We marched away to the town of Lask, and our officers decided to resist the 

Germans with a counter-attack of their German units.  We took up positions, but all night it was 

quiet.  Suddenly, late at night, the Germans opened a cross-fire attack from all directions.  

Around our frontier-unit lay hundreds of killed and wounded.  From all directions we heard 
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screams moaning: “Help us!”   In the darkness, I crawled toward the wounded, but I wasn’t able 

to see the faces of the moaning injured.  I finally reached one and he told me his name:  ‘I’m 

Moshe Guttman from Skarzysko…’  I started to shiver all over my body, this was my dearest 

friend, my youth pal…I told him that it was me, Israel Celinski.  His last words were: ‘Shema 

Israel, I’m dying, please, tell my family where I am buried.’  He died on my hands, defending our 

Polish homeland from the German vandals.  The bombardment lasted all night, and we were 

disoriented and didn’t know in what direction to return their fire.  In the morning the 

bombardment subdued, the clamor stopped, and we received orders to leave our positions and 

withdraw to the Madlin Road.  Before leaving we fulfilled his wish, and we buried him together 

with the other fallen soldiers in a field outside Lask.  I said ‘Kaddish’ and cried bitterly for my 

friend and all the Polish and Jewish soldiers who died so young and so tragically in the first 

days of the war.  We marched hurriedly on the road to the Madlin fortress, a position from which 

to defend and protect Warsaw.  We marched day and night, while no food was available as our 

food supply and field kitchens were destroyed.  The military command group was in shambles.  

As soon as we reached Madlin, we were once again attacked by German planes.” 

 

“The fortress was damaged from the air planes attacks.  No electricity, no water, we 

were hungry.  Still, we courageously resisted the German army units who continuously attacked 

us from the skies and the ground.  Polish resistance lasted weeks and we did repulse the German 

onslaught.  Our Polish capital is not recognizable.  In the four weeks, the German army turned 

this beautiful city to a gloomy ruin.  When we withdrew, the city was still in flames; the defense 

of the city now taken over by the civilian population, under the leadership of President 

Staszinski.  The city lie in total darkness, no electricity, no water, lack of most-essential food 

supplies.  The city is surrounded by the Germans, but they were not able to enter the center of 

the Capital.” 

 

“But, the resistance was not able to hold on.  The population was hungry, tired, the half-

destroyed Warsaw was forced to surrender.  The German armed forces marched into the last 

Polish resistance fortress.  All our military units stationed in and around Warsaw were taken by 

the Germans as war prisoners.  Together with other soldiers I was sent to a prisoner camp on 

the periphery of the city.  Here they let us feel what it is like to be a war prisoner of the German 
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army.  We did not receive any food, we were constantly hungry.  They did not allow us any rest 

day or night; they treated us like wild animals, regularly insulting us.  After several weeks in the 

barracks of war prisoners, they gave us written ‘release documents’ and allowed us to return to 

our homes.” 

 

“After being released and walking several streets away from the prison barracks, I was 

stopped by an SS man.  I presented him with the release document I just received, stating that I 

am allowed to return to my hometown.  The SS man started screaming:  “Shut up, you Polish 

swine, follow me!” 

 

“He led me into a nearby building that looked like a jail, marched me off to the third 

floor and locked me in a dark cell.  I found in the cell some more Polish soldiers, who like me, 

were just allowed to leave the war prisoners camp.  We discussed ways to get out of this prison 

and decided that the only thing to do is escape.  At nightfall, we linked our military belts together 

and started to lower ourselves from the third floor cells to the ground.  I was chosen to be the 

first one to try.  I reached the ground and the others followed.  We came to the gates of this 

building, surrounded by a large wall.  The guard was sleeping.  We walked holding our shoes in 

our hands, not to hear our walking.” 

 

“We crawled one on the other’s shoulders and in a few minutes we were on the other side 

of the building.  Quietly, through side streets we walked away from the mail building.  We came 

across a large house with a garden and decided to hide here over night, because to walk around 

during the night was dangerous.  We could fall into the hands of some Germans.  In the morning, 

the Polish owner of the house did find us in his garden.  Without a word, he invited us to his 

home and his wife served us breakfast.  We thanked him and his family for their hospitality and 

were ready to leave.  The owner suggested to us that we wait.  He wanted to take his horse and 

wagon and take us to the railroad station.  We did take his offer and thanked him for it.” 

 

“At the station, each of us bought tickets for the direction they planned to travel.  On the 

way home there were moments of fear and anxiety, when we faced the German and Polish ticket 

and document inspectors, but, Thank God, I made it home.”  With this, my brother concluded his 
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story of his experiences in the Polish army.  In the end, he shared with us his plan to escape to 

the Soviet side, to Russia.  His opinion was that our situation here under German occupation was 

hopeless. 

 

An Auto-Da-Fe at Our Home 

 

Life in our ghetto became more unbearable from day to day.  The Jewish population 

suffered under the terror and murderous persecutions, hunger, cold and epidemics.  The hunger 

in the ghetto grew; people were starving, died daily, the bread-cards from the “Juden-Rat” 

(Jewish Council) were only for a half kilo of bread, no other food.  We lived on watery soup we 

received, one ounce daily, from the soup kitchen. 

 

In our home the starvation settled broadly, the pots were empty for months long.  We had 

nothing to cook.  My mother looked ill, depressed, it hurt me to look at her face.  On top of all 

afflictions and distress, came winter and we froze in our cold room. 

 

On the eve of Yom Kippur, our family gathered at the table.  Mother dressed herself in 

her silk scarf she still saved from better times.  She blessed the holiday candles.  I could see the 

tears in her eyes.  My father was ready to recite the ‘Kol-Nidre’ prayer. 

 

We prayed at home because after five p.m. we were not allowed to go out from our 

homes.  Suddenly we heard a banging on our door and the German shouted “Aufmachen!” (Open 

Up!).  We all sat numb.  My father opened the door.  Two SS men with rubber sticks in their 

hands, hardly stepped over the doorstep, started beating my father over his head and he 

collapsed, falling to the floor.  They started screaming, “In war time there are no holidays.”  

They knocked over the candlesticks to the ground.  They noticed my father’s bookshelves; with 

wild fury they grabbed the books, started to pluck the pages throwing them on the ground, to the 

burning floor.  My father and we all watched the pages of the holy books, Wilno-Talmud, 

Maimonides, the Bible and other holy books my father looked after like the pupil-of-his-eyes, 

going up in flames.  For the first time in many years, I saw my father crying.  These books were 

his life, some of them were his dowry he received from his father-in-law, my grandfather, as a 
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wedding gift, he treasured all his life.  Now, he looked at the books, burned, destroyed by 

German hands.  After the SS men left, my father calmed us down, declaring “The holy books are 

fire; you cannot destroy fire with fire.” 

 

My father covered himself with his ‘Tallis’ (prayer shawl) and with a trembling voice he 

started to recite the Yom Kippur prayers.  He tried with his prayers to inject a spirit of continuity, 

a redress for the holy books desecrated, burned by the SS hands. 

 

Wierzbnik – Starachowice i 

 

 I lived a double life, working in Skarzysko and residing in Wierzbnik.  I traveled daily 

back and forth by train, and it gave me plenty of aggravation and often beatings by German 

guards, who resented the right of a Jew to use train travel.  Life in Wierzbnik was not much 

different than in Skarzysko and, probably, like in hundreds of other Jewish towns and cities 

where the Germans rule. 

 

 The Jews of Wierzbnik were confined in a few narrow streets, all forced to wear the 

yellow patches.  Here too the people were starving; those who were employed at slave labor 

received a half kilo of bread and a watery soup from the community kitchen.  For hundreds of 

families this was their only nourishment.  The ones that were employed were paid a sum of 

money, enough to buy an extra loaf of bread.  The “work-office” at the Judenrat (Jewish 

Council) had the responsibility to deliver daily the number of workers requested by the Germans.  

Jews were doing the heaviest, oppressive work at the steel foundries, at the ‘morten-furnaces’ in 

the ore mines in nearby Tichowa village and at the railroad.  Jews performed heavy tasks at the 

most difficult production at the local ammunition factories.  For their weekly salaries they were 

able to buy four loaves of bread.  The Germans demanded ‘contributions’ from the Jewish 

council, by constantly arresting Jews by the Gestapo.   

 

I saw one of the members of the Judenrat, Yerachmiel Zinger, walking around bandaged, 

head and arms.  I could hardly see his swollen face.  It is unbelievable to comprehend the 

vicious, malicious behavior of the Germans.  One day, they came to the town Rabbi and ordered 
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him to follow them.  In the center of the town were already gathered a crowd of people and 

Germans.  They attached a number of Jews to a wagon, on the back of the wagon they tied the 

Rabbi’s beard and ear locks and under beatings with whips they made them drag the wagon over 

the streets of the town.  The Rabbi fainted, fell to the ground, and the Germans ordered the Jews 

to splash a bucket of water on the Rabbi and forced the Jews to continue pushing the wagon 

forward, under the sounds of laughter and the lashing of the whips.  They kept repeating their 

‘recreation’ by reviving the Rabbi with buckets of water for more than an hour.  The Jews forced 

to attend this spectacle stood there sobbing, but that was deafened by the loud German laughter.  

The Rabbi was ill, with high fever and pains for weeks after this wretched day. 

 

 One morning came an order to the Jewish police from the Gestapo that all males from the 

Ghetto must immediately report to the rail station.  Those who did not report would be shot.  A 

panic overran the ghetto, we realized that we were in great danger, but there was no place we 

could hide or escape.  Hundreds of men started to gather on the assigned place.  The Gestapo 

ordered the people to build lines, five men in a line, and marched them off to the wagons already 

waiting at the station.  The men were taken to the Russian border to dig fortifications.  It looked 

like the Germans were getting ready for their ‘lightning attack’ against the Russians.  None of 

the Jews taken that day to dig the border emplacements ever returned to Wierzbnik. 

 

 On June 22, 1941, when Germany invaded the Soviet Union, they took away my travel 

permit to travel by train.  Now I could no longer return home after work to my wife and child.  I 

tried, through all kinds of means, at least one day a week to visit my family, but this was not 

always possible.  I kept a steady contact with my wife through letters I sent with Polish workers 

who returned daily to Wierzbnik. 

 

 In August 1942, the Nazis gathered all the remaining Jews in town and sent them to 

Treblinka.  Among them were my wife Yehudith and my dear, one-year-young daughter Malka-

Tova. 
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Germany Attacks the Soviet Union 

 

 Intoxicated by their victories in Europe, declaring that are the ‘Herren-Folk’ – the 

‘predominant nation’ to rule the world, they attacked with great military power, the Soviet 

Union.  The Nazi hierarchy celebrated the initial, great victories with parades.  In all cities and 

towns they installed huge microphones, broadcasting the news in German and Polish about their 

immense success against the Russians.  The Polish population was asked to be calm and be 

adaptable to the new situation and follow the orders of the victorious Nazi leaders and their 

German armies that would soon occupy Moscow.  They assured the Polish nation that Nazi 

Germany, the mightiest nation on the globe, would protect their land. 

 

 For the Jews, these broadcasts were sad news.  Every victory on the war front was a knife 

in the back of the remaining Jewish population.  Everyone wondered, “from where will come our 

help?” 

 

 I was still working at the train station unloading arriving war materials.  One day, while I 

carried a heavy load, I saw a long train of many wagons, full of people.  From the little window 

openings, we saw outstretched hands and heard one lament, “Please give us water!  Water!”  

They begged in Russian and we realized that these were Soviet war prisoners.  Some of us and 

many Polish workers found utensils, cups, discarded bottles and started to give them to the 

exhausted prisoners.  As we came near the little window of the wagons, the German guard cursed 

us, “You Polish swine!  No water is permitted to be given to the Russian war prisoners.”  It was 

hurting us to watch how the guard took away and poured out the water we tried to give the 

thirsty prisoners.  Who knows how many days these war prisoners were on the road without 

food, without water?  The days were scorching hot.  Who else than we Jews could sympathize 

with the suffering of the prisoners?  Also the Polish workers looked at them with pity and 

compassion, but we were unable to help them.  The German guards were ready with their 

machine guns and rifles, ready to shoot in our direction if we tried again to come close to the 

wagons. 
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 The next day, a train full of Jews of all ages stopped at our station.  Elderly Jews were 

praying; women holding their small children were begging, in Russian and Yiddish, for a piece 

of bread, for water.  For several days they were traveling and were starving.  Also the Polish 

workers showed pity toward them and tried to give them a fruit or piece of bread.  But the guards 

shouted, “Get away from here, you Polish swine.  These people are criminals, enemies of the 

Reich!”  The train moved, I saw the outstretched little hands of the children and my heart hurt. 

 

 In 1942, I witnessed many such transports, trains loaded with Jews from all over Europe.  

Skarzysko was a central train station; from here travelled echelons full of Jews.  On the station, 

they asked us questions in many languages, “Where are we?  Where are they taking us?  How are 

Jews treated here?  How far is it from here to Smolensk?”  Sometimes I was able to exchange a 

few words with people.  Most of them thought that they were going to work somewhere in 

Russia.  This was the German version, but some realized that they could not trust the Germans; 

therefore, they kept asking questions about the areas.  We ourselves did not know what to tell 

them.  We also did not know that the transports were led to the death camps of Auschwitz, 

Treblinka and Majdanek. 

 

Slave Labor 

 

 Almost all remaining Jews of Skarzysko were slave laborers for the Germans.  The 

‘intelligencia,’ merchants, professionals, all of them were employed in transport, at cleaning, 

washing floors and the toilets at factories and their offices.  They performed their chores not only 

while being beaten by their overseers, but also by insults, sarcastic taunt and constant barbs.  The 

Germans made a special effort to assign work in distinct contrast to the person assigned to do the 

dirty, humiliating work.  The ‘intelligencia’ were forced to do the most dirty work.  People who 

never did any physical work were assigned to carry heavy, back-breaking loads. 

 

 I worked for the ‘Klewicz Concern,’ where I carried out back-breaking labor, mostly on 

the night shift.  I received a permit from the Klewicz Concern that I was allowed to walk the 

streets after the “Police Hour.”  From time to time, I was stopped by German guards and they 
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checked my document, allowing me to walk the streets in late night hours.  Mostly they let me 

continue; many times they could not resist their passion and opportunity to beat me up. 

 

 One night they assigned me to pump out the water from a pit.  To my terrifying fear, the 

more I pumped, the more water kept entering the pit.  I knew that I would be blamed for not 

performing their order in time.  I worked with all my strength to deplete the water from the pit.  

The night dragged on and I could hardly stay on my legs.  Having started work at 7 p.m., I finally 

saw the morning lights.  At 7 a.m., the Gestapo man came to control my assignment.  Noticing 

water was still in the pit, he started wildly to scream, accusing me of being a saboteur; that I had 

not worked diligently enough to stop the water.  He ordered me to report in a hurry to the area 

‘Gestapo-commendatory’ (headquarters) on Pilsudski Street.  How I was able to drag myself 

home I still can’t comprehend.  Telling my family what transpired last night, all started to cry.  

Getting ready to report to the Gestapo headquarters, I asked my family to pray that I would 

return alive. 

 

 At the headquarters, the Gestapo man interrogated me, asking, “Why didn’t you pump 

out the water from the pit?”  I told him that I worked diligently all night, but the water continued 

to come back.  It seems that he believed me.  He told me, “Damned Jew.  This time I forgive 

you; next time you will pay with your life.  Get lost!” 

 

 I returned home and my family, brothers and sister thanked God that I returned alive from 

the Gestapo; this was not a frequent occurrence. 

 

Jewish Life was Licentious 

 

 I worked on the railroad, laying rails.  Close to me, Leibl the butcher’s son, almost a 

child, only 15 years young, was doing the same arduous work of carrying the heavy rails.  He 

was our darling and we cared about him.  A train with wounded German soldiers returning from 

the front zone stopped at our station for several hours.  It was lunch break.  Leibl was sitting on 

the rails eating his piece of bread.  One of the soldiers on the train called him to come forward.  

The German, laughing, hollered, “You are a spy.”  He aimed his rifle and opened a salvo of 
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bullets, killing the young boy.  This happened at midday, in the presence of hundreds of German 

soldiers, for the eyes of the Jewish slave laborers, in the presence of the Polish employees of the 

railroad. 

 

 A few days later while I worked unloading coal wagons, one of the German overseers 

started to scream, “You damned Jew; you are not working fast enough.”  He grabbed his gun and 

started hitting me over my head.  I was bleeding all over, but he forced me to continue unloading 

the coal.  My face looked like one mass of coagulated hardened blood. 

 

 Together with me unloading coal also worked David Bach, son-in-law of Mendel Beker.  

David was a quiet, modest young man.  Until the war he occupied himself with study and 

charitable activities, collecting funds for the sick, elderly and lonely people of our town. Many 

people were thankful to David for providing help to their families in times of need.  He himself 

lived in poverty.  He and his entire family suffered hunger and cold in their unheated room.  

After a day of work, he took a piece of coal, hiding it in his rags.  Close to his home, two SS men 

stopped him and searched him.  We heard shots.  We found David in agony.  Near him was the 

piece of coal.   

 

On the way to work one night, Hershl Winograd, the commandant of the Jewish police, 

saw a Gestapo guard leading a detained Jew.  He recognized the man as Leibl Pogozioler.  He 

was called this because he was a native of the Pogozioler village.  Winograd asked the Gestapo 

guard why the man was arrested.  The guard replied, “This Jew committed a crime against the 

German ban, finding himself on the street after the police hours.  By law, he will be shot.”  

Winograd tried to save the Jew’s life, telling the German that he was a good worker, a father of a 

family with small children.  He appealed to his humanity to let this man go home.  The Gestapo 

guard told Winograd, “Get away!  If you don’t leave immediately, I’ll kill you right now.” 

 

 The Gestapo guard marched Leibl Pogozioler to the Leniki Place and shot him.  From his 

wife we later found out that her husband had just gone outside the backyard to relieve himself.  

The guard appeared and arrested him.  Jewish life was worthless.  There was no Judge and no 

Justice. 
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Assassination through Hunger 

 

 The Germans used hunger to exterminate and fully liquidate the Jewish population.  All 

sources of income were taken away.  The delivery of vital foods to the ghetto and Jewish 

barracks at the slave labor camps were closed.  The watery soup and the half kilo bread were the 

only nourishment for the remaining Jewish families.  Meat, butter, milk, eggs, vegetables, and 

fruits were only memories from a far past.  I still can see the long lines of men, women, children, 

waiting for long hours in front of the community kitchen, waiting for the doors to open.  From 

their eyes, their emaciated, haggard bodies, their sad look cried out hunger.  The cup of watery 

soup infuriated the hungry; as soon as they finished licking the cup or little pot of soup, the 

hunger came back to nag and torment them. 

 

 The greatest grief was to watch the sorrowful look of the children.  The childish faces 

were not the semblance of toddlers; no smile, no play or running, the hunger swallowed up all 

their energy.  The five-six year-young kids acted like the grown-ups, the same worried faces like 

their parents, wondering, “Where can we find something to eat?”  In our neighborhood lived the 

family of Yitzik Walowski.  He was never among the affluent families, but struggled to provide a 

living for his wife and three beautiful children, Moshele, red-haired, blue-eyed was 9 years old; 

Yankele, a blond, was 7 years old; and Esther, dark-blond was 11 years old.  Red-haired Moshele 

used to come to our house and ask, “Ren Leibush, please teach me.  I want to study.” 

 

 My father was teaching him Talmud.  Moshele had a keen mind.  My father used to 

compliment his parents, saying what a pleasure it was for him to be Moshele’s teacher and that 

the boy was a child prodigy.  Also, Yankele used to come to our home.  He was of frail health, 

always complaining that his heart hurt him.  My mother tried to offer him some food.  After 

eating, he used to say, “Now, I feel better; my heart hurts less.”  We loved the three children like 

our own.  They also were attached to me.  From time to time, I used to treat them with some 

sweets.  They used to hug me and kiss me. 

 

 Now, what remained of the children were three emaciated skeletons, the childish gleam 

in their eyes disappeared.  They looked around at their surroundings with an extinguished gaze.  
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Their father was the first one to die from hunger.  The children did not wait too long to follow 

him.  The children we had hoped to see growing up all perished from hunger.  Hand in hand with 

voracious starvation came epidemics, diseases, illnesses, the lack of hygienic conditions, the 

overcrowded ghetto and the almost full exclusion of Jews from medical supervision and help 

were additional tools for killing Jews.   

 

On the Third-of-May Street, across from the soup kitchen was the Jewish Hospital, under 

the supervision of Dr. Cahan.  From early morning the hospital was besieged by a mass of sick 

people of all ages, young and old, waiting in line to get some help.  The possibility to receive any 

meaningful help from the hospital personnel was minimal; even the serious cases of illness could 

not be helped because of lack of medications.  Even the number of patients they did accept, did 

not receive any help.  The doctors, empty-handed, were not able to take care of the ill admitted to 

the hospital. 

 

 The killing of Jews through epidemics and malaises was an important part of the German 

savage plan of annihilation they executed with gruesome horror.  The rule was that the Jewish 

population was not entitled to receive any medical help or medicines.  The outstretched hand of 

an ill child, the call for help by an elderly patient was not answered.  How tragic it was that Jews, 

who contributed so much to medical research and raised a generation of scholars and doctors, 

were forbidden to receive medical help. 

 

 Alleviating the emergency situation was the underground smuggling of food and 

medicines.  It cost fantastic sums of money and only the very affluent were able to buy needed 

foods or drugs.  The majority of the population was left starving and dying.  The help provided 

from the underground was a drop in the ocean; the ‘Angel-of-death’ cut mercilessly the young 

and old.  Without cessation you saw funeral processions on the ghetto streets.  Children followed 

expired parents; exhausted parents carried their dead children to their eternal rest.  Still, the 

smuggling, life-dangerous and risky, went on.   

 

Jews from Skarzysko traveled, through underground ways, to Szydlowiec, Radom, 

Kielce, Wierzbnik, and to the near-by and outlying villages, bringing home food products and 
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some medications.  The hard problem was how to bring the goods into the ghetto, surrounded by 

guards and police.  But the smugglers were in partnership with some of the guards.  They were 

paid off and received part of the food to allow the smugglers to pass.  But this was a very risky 

task; they were never sure that their guard would have duty when they returned.  Many of the 

Polish and Folks-German guards were loyal servants of the Germans.  They followed the orders 

to let the Jews starve to death.  When they got hold of a smuggler, they confiscated the goods 

and killed the smuggler or handed him over to the Gestapo.  One of the smugglers was Nachum 

Katzev.  The police arrested him for smuggling a cow into the ghetto. 

 

 Nachum Katzev knew the policemen from before the war.  He started to deal with them, 

promised them a large sum of money to allow him to buy the cow and bring her into the ghetto.  

The Polish police handed him over to the Gestapo; they sent him to Kielce and killed him.  The 

prices of smuggled product were fantastically high, for many reasons.  The smugglers 

themselves paid exorbitant prices.  The payoffs cost a lot of money; the smugglers themselves 

tried to make a profit. 

 

 Only a small segment of the population benefitted from the smugglers.  The poor masses 

had already sold their wedding rings and any worthwhile possessions for a loaf of bread.  Only 

the few people who owned some foreign funds or some gold items bought the smuggled goods.  

Also, some members of the ‘Judenrat,’ the police and the bakers were not starving like the rest of 

us.  They lived much more comfortably, not always by honorable deeds.  Some Polish people 

were smuggling goods into the ghetto.  They did a good business and they risked less than the 

Jewish smugglers.  They were not afraid the Polish guard would stop them, as they did with 

Jews.  The prices for the smuggled food got costlier from day to day, and less people could 

afford them.  The hunger grew and more and more people were dying. 

 

One of the Few 

 

 For generations, Poles and Jews lived in this land.  In the history about the growth and 

development of this country, Jews played an important role.  In the 14th century, Polish King 
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Kazimir The Great recognized the usefulness of the Jews for his country and bestowed on them 

all rights. 

 

 Not always were their rights respected or recognized by the landowners or Church 

leaders.  Many times Jews were used as scapegoats for the miserable treatment of the poor 

masses by the rich landowners.  Also in the last century, the period between the two wars, the 

Jews were used as a tool to be blamed for all misfortunes in Poland.  When Hitler came to power 

in Germany in 1933, the Polish government fell under the influence of the Nazis, starting a 

vicious propaganda against the Jewish population, a policy of job discrimination, high taxes, 

arrest and an open call for the expulsion of a million Jews from Poland.   

 

The official government party, the ‘Sanacja’ together with the nationalistic, anti-Semitic 

parties, ‘Endecja’ and ‘Nara’ did not waste time waiting for results.  They organized attacks on 

Jews, pogroms in the cities of Pszytik, Minsk-Mazowiec, Brzesc-Litowsk and other towns.  

Under the eyes of the police, they robbed and killed Jews.  The central government did not lift a 

finger to stop the pogroms.  In the Polish Seim (Parliament) the deputies Pristerowa, Priest 

Szczetshak and others congratulated the ‘patriotism’ of the brave youth trying to turn the Polish 

masses to ‘protect their country against the Jews.’  This was the situation in September 1939 

when Germany invaded Poland.  After the first shock and consternation of lost independence, 

just after 20 years of Polish rule, the population quickly found a common platform with the 

Germans as far as Jews were concerned.  Anti-Semites and hoodlums of their free will 

volunteered to help the Germans search for Jews. 

 

 The majority were happy that the Germans were doing their work of solving the ‘Jewish 

question.’  From great excitement they did not realize that after they solved the Jewish problem, 

they had plans on how to treat the Poles.  Only a small part of the Polish population showed 

mercy and helped their unfortunate Jewish neighbors.  These noble souls were condemned by 

some of their own people; they despised them, calling them ‘Jew Lovers.’  They were considered 

by the Germans as enemies of the Reich, and when discovered, they were severely punished.  

For hiding a Jew, they were given the death penalty. 
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 I knew a man in our town, by the name of Stachil Kaitin, who paid with his life for 

helping a Jewish family.  Stachil was born in Skarzysko; he grew up in the Jewish neighborhood, 

spoke Yiddish fluently, always played with Jewish kids.  When he grew up, he worked at the 

store of Hershl Musicant.  He traveled with Hershl and his sons to the villages and towns on 

market days, helping display the toys and merchandise, under the skies.  He learned how to 

invite the peasant customer to their display and praise his wares, and the gathered farmers knew 

him already and liked him.   

 

Before the war, anti-Semitic bands used to attack Jewish peddlers, overturn their stalls 

and destroy their merchandise.  Stachil used to resist the attacks, and protect Hershl, his sons and 

his merchandise.  With the arrival of the Germans, Stachil remained the loyal friend of the 

Musicant family and continued his friendship with his Jewish neighbors.  As the Jews were 

forced out of their homes and confined in the ghetto and their situation worsened, Stachil did 

everything possible to help the Musicant family.  He became one of the smugglers, delivering 

vital food products to his Jewish friends.  He made some profit from his risky pursuit, but his 

intention was also to help the starving Ghetto Jews.  He also became the liaison between the 

Jews arrested for smuggling and other ‘sins,’ taken to jails in other cities, delivering and bringing 

back letters.  Risking his life, often getting a beating from guards, he found channels to get 

information about the conditions of the arrested.  This was a great help to the families; they never 

knew if their kin was still alive.  Often he faced great obstacles when trying to deliver the 

smuggled food supplies, but he did not resign; he continued to bring food until the liquidation of 

the ghetto.  Many families survived thanks to Stachil Kaitin and they remembered him with 

thankfulness and a blessing. 

 

The Jewish Police 

 

 The Jewish police were recruited from two opposite elements; one large group was 

drafted from the ‘Jewish intellectuals,’ and the other group came from the ‘Jewish strong men’ – 

the underworld.  The police attracted people for two reasons:  a momentary good life and a 

promise (this was the going opinion) that they would survive.  Many of the men who joined the 

police did not foresee what kind of function they would perform, what role they would have 
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oppressing their misfortunate people.  A part of the policemen did display moral behavior and 

humanity toward their suffering brethren, but gradually, they fell lower and lower until they lost 

their human physiognomy.  Those who did not want to lower themselves to the oppressive 

situation realized that the police was not the place for them.   

 

There were exceptions, such as the Jewish policeman, Yerachmiel Morgenstern.  I knew 

Yerachmiel since my childhood; we used to attend Hebrew school together and he was 

considered as one of the best students.  Our teacher predicted that he would grow up to be a 

genius.  Now, I encountered Yerachmiel wearing a policeman’s uniform.  How he turned up 

serving in the police, I don’t know, but I had several occasions to see him in action.  One night 

we heard a banging on our door; in great fear we opened the door.  It was Yerachmiel 

Morgenstern.  He needed people for work.  The Gestapo demanded that he immediately deliver 

to them a group of Jews.  It was winter, very cold and we were all hungry and tired.  Yerachmiel 

saw how difficult it was for us to get up from the floor where we slept.  He started to excuse 

himself, “Believe me, dear people, I have no pleasure waking people in the middle of the night to 

go to work.  But you all know what it means not to fulfill a Gestapo order.  Believe me; my heart 

is bleeding, seeing how my people suffer.  I can’t face it anymore.  I feel my life is ending.”  He 

ordered us, three brothers to get dressed and follow him.  Even though his orders were that all 

men must report for work, he allowed my father to remain at home. 

 

 Yerachmiel Morgenstern was 26 years old when he got sick with cancer.  He suffered 

head pains and one day he had a blood gush from his mouth.  The doctors tried to save his life, 

but were not able to help him.  He passed away.  All who knew him were saddened.  Under his 

police uniform was vibrating a compassionate Jewish heart. 

 

The Ghetto Struggled for Survival 

 

 In the narrow alleys of the ghetto, the Jews were squirming and struggling with hunger, 

diseases, epidemics, constant searches, hunting by the Polish police with the SS and Gestapo.  

We struggled not to let them annihilate us.  According to all logical calculations we Jews, in 

these circumstances, were long already doomed.  But we were a stubborn people and would not 
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surrender to the German death sentence.  We would survive; we would live to witness the Nazi 

defeat.  A never-seen confrontation went on between the German Reich and the remaining 

emancipated remnant of the ghettos.  From this conflagration we suffered great losses, millions 

of our people perished, but with all available strength, we resisted, hoped, and fought, until 

victory.   

 

Life in the ghetto went on, the smuggling continued; we even had weddings, observed 

holidays, searched out the latest news from the underground.  We read about ‘orderly retreats’ by 

the beaten German armies and we prayed and hoped for the German downfall.  We still tried to 

find Polish righteous people from among the anti-Semitic masses, decent people who resisted the 

hateful Nazi propaganda and were still willing to help us.  The murderous actions of the Nazis 

were getting meaner with every German defeat on the war fronts.  They took revenge for their 

losses and defeats and setbacks in Russia and on the Western front, on the remnant of Jews. 

Jewish blood was spilled wide and bright in all ghettoes and concentration camps.   

 

The liquidation of the ghettoes was now organized not only by the Gestapo, SS and the 

Einzatz-Gruppen of the German military, but also by the German government and their special 

agencies designated to the final solution – the killing of European Jewry.  Also, the German 

scientists and laboratories worked diligently to develop a better ZIKLON gas with which to 

murder Jews.  Building engineers, working overtime, tried to find new and faster methods to kill 

Jews and war prisoners.  The Germans reached the highest level of cannibalism in human 

history, by building slaughter chambers that killed millions of people.  On the seventh day of the 

Sukkoth holiday, 1942, the Jews of Skarzysko Ghetto were marched off to those slaughter 

chambers.  Skarzysko became JUDEN-REIN. 

 

I Became a “KATZET Inmate” 
 

 I was then employed by Klewitz Company as a painter.  The company expanded 

immensely and built large development buildings, employing many Jewish slave-laborers.  The 

Labor bureau at the Jewish Council delivered daily the requested number of workers.  At 8 a.m., 

they were divided in groups and German trucks took them to different building projects. 
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 Along with three more painters, Godl Flam, Mendel Herszenfas and Mayer Schperling, I 

worked at the ‘witwornia,’ painting the ‘Verks-Consum,’ the place designated for the distribution 

of food and bread cards to the Polish workers.  The ‘witwornia’ was a section of the ammunition 

factory, where many thousands of Jews were incarcerated and couldn’t leave the camp area.  

From Greffer, the German chief of the ‘Verks-Consum,’ we received an official document that 

gave us permission to enter and leave the factory.  After we finished work at the ‘Consum’ we 

were sent by work-overseer Grabowski, a ‘Folks-German,’ to work at the ‘witwornia.’  At 5 

p.m., when we tried to leave, Grabowski was waiting for us.  He tried to convince the German 

guard not to allow us to leave, that he himself would escort us to the ‘Economy Barracks’ of the 

labor camp.  The guard told him that he could not do this; that we had permits to leave on our 

own, and that we did not receive any orders otherwise.  Reaching home I told my family of the 

danger I found myself in today.  I asked my father for advice on what to do.  My father was of 

the opinion that I should on my own report the next day for work; if not, they would come again 

and pull me out during the night and this could be more dangerous for all of us.  I agreed and we 

went to work.  In the evening, Grabowski again insisted that the guard not allow us to leave on 

our own.  This time he convinced the guard and my co-workers and I were taken by Grabowski 

to the Labor Lager. 

 

THE “ECONOMY” 
 

 On the short backwoods of our town, there stood the large ammunition factory.  Before 

the war, the factory was under government supervision and was called “The Government 

Ammunition Factory.”  The factory was one of the largest of this kind in the country, employing 

close to 10,000 workers.  In the time of Polish rule, no Jews worked there, not a single Jew was 

employed even in the technical engineering or administrative departments.  During the 

occupation, the factory was taken over by the ‘HASAG CONCERN’ (The Hugo Schneider 

Aktien Gesellschaft) and started full production of ammunition.  The factory was divided in three 

departments, located a distance of several kilometers from each other.  They were designed as 

“Werke A,’ ‘Werke B,’ and ‘Werke C.’  Contrary to the Polish times when they diligently 

observed the Arian racial rule not to allow Jews on the factory terrain, the Germans brought here 

thousands of Jews from all over Poland as slave laborers.  They locked them in the barracks at 
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Werke A.  The Polish name for the concentration camp was “The Economy.”  The name 

continued under the Germans. 

 

 Entering the huge camp building I got bewildered, I got dizzy from the mass of thousands 

of men and women who were gathered here in this enormous hall.  As far as I could see, there 

were long lines of three-level wooden planks; on the upper planks laid women, on the lower one, 

men.  The planks were bare, covered with dirty straw.  The odor and the filth were so 

overwhelming that I wanted to believe that no people lived here.  What I witnessed with my own 

eyes must be a mirage, a hallucination that would quickly disappear.  Unfortunately, this was the 

sad, factual truth.  On the dirty, straw-covered planks swarmed all kinds of vermin, lice.  They 

crawled around, eating alive, biting the poor inmates, the thousand Jewish slave workers.  Now, I 

had become one of them. 

 

 I gazed at the people, the men and women I knew all my life, I could hardly recognize 

them; soiled, faded, gaunt and ragged, hard to recognize ‘God’s creations.’  I tried to find a free 

plank for rest, but everywhere I turned, I was attacked by an army of vermin; my ‘war’ with 

them was a lost battle.  I wasn’t able to sleep all night and I awoke in the morning beaten and 

bleeding all over.   

 

The Folks-German, Grabowski, ordered all painters to report to him.  He led us to the 

boiler section, ordering us to crawl up on the boilers and scrape off the blight rust.  The work 

was very dangerous; the boilers were tall and round, you could easily crash down to the bottom 

and there were no protection lines to help you get back up.  And, it did happen.  One of us, 

Abraham Wasserman from Zwolen, did slide down.  The rust went into his mouth, eyes and 

nose.  He lay on the bottom of the boiler, wounded from his mouth and eyes leaking blood.  We 

pulled him out of the boiler and took him to the city hospital.  He lost the right eye.  He returned 

to work some days later.  For several weeks we worked cleaning the boilers, always worrying 

who would be the next one to slip down and break a neck.   

 

One day I met one of the camp chiefs, Rosankiewicz, and asked him why they kept us 

here in this camp and did not allow us to go home.  He answered, “Here in the factory you are 
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more secured than at home.  In a few weeks from now, all Jews of Skarzysko will be deported.  

It is better for you to remain here.”  It turned out that he was telling the truth.  A few weeks later, 

they liquidated the ghetto and deported our families to the death camps. 

 

The Ten Murdered Martyrs 

 

 An extraordinary ‘Apell’ in the camp was always a terrifying announcement.  It was 

always linked to ‘selections,’ the disposal of inmates, sending to the gas chambers, executions 

and other molestations the Germans were planning for us.  When one evening came the camp 

chief, Impling, accompanied by the Work chief, Battenshleger, followed by Eizenschmidt, from 

the Gestapo, under them a whole unit of armed SS, we were all scared to death with fear.  In the 

barracks there were no corners in which to hide.  We were like in a cage, when the guards tucked 

in their hand in the cage, they were able to take you out.  So the Jewish police and the guards ran 

around, shouting wildly, “Out!  Out to the Apell place!” 

 

 The same way we ran to hide a while ago, we ran back to the ‘Apell place.’  For being 

late we were punished.  So, all ran; the strong, weak and sick, some who hardly could stay on 

their feet, all must appear on the ‘Apell place.’  Several thousand men and women, separated 

men from women, lined up, five to a row, all dead scared, not knowing what was going to 

happen.  It was enough to look at the faces of the gathered Germans, to foresee that they were 

planning something sinister.  Accompanied by his consorts, the camp chief strode slowly by the 

lines of the inmates and pointed with his finger who to ‘step out.’  I stayed in the line; my knees 

were shaking with fear that I would be one he would ask to ‘step out.’  It was clear to me that the 

inmates he pointed out were sentenced to death.  Would I be one of them; would I, in an hour or 

two from then, lie somewhere in a ditch with a hole in my head?  Often I prayed to ‘get over’ the 

sufferings and die, my knees shaking of fear, following every hand movement of the camp chief.   

 

A group of ten Jews, picked by the chief were lined up in a row, surrounded by the armed 

SS.  The camp chief continued his selection, pointing his finger at inmates, some hardly able to 

step out from the lines.  It was hard for us to figure out what made him decide what inmates he 

ordered to step out.  What was the procedure he used, tormenting a thousand inmates gathered in 
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rows, holding them in panic, fearful and scared to death that they would be selected to step out?  

Was it a way to demoralize the ‘Katzetniks;’ to eradicate from us the natural attachment and 

solidarity to our fellow inmates? 

 

 I felt a moment of relief when the chief passed our row not pointing his finger at us.  I 

knew that for the moment we were saved.  Still, while fellow inmates were picked to die, I felt a 

sigh of relief that the camp chief did not point his finger at me.  In front of the lines, pressed 

together, were two groups, ten inmates in a line.  No one told us why they were ordered to step 

out.  We stared at them like people from another world.  They themselves realized their destiny; 

you could read it from their faces.  There was so much pain in their eyes; they looked at us as 

though depending on us to help them.  After the selection was over, Battenschleger, the chief of 

‘Werk-Shutz,’ gave a speech: 

 

 “A number of Jews escaped from the camp.  Therefore, ten Jews will pay with their lives 

as punishment.  They will be shot.  You will know for the future that for every attempt to escape, 

for every violation of the German regulations you all will be severely punished.” 

 

 After he finished his speech, the two selected groups, under a hail of blows, were 

marched off to the execution place.  One group was ordered to dig a mass grave for the ones they 

shot.  It is hard to say whose destiny was the easier one, the ones to be shot or the ones that were 

ordered to dig the mass grave for their brethren.  Then ten selected to die, the picked Jewish 

martyrs, stayed and watched how fellow Jews dug their graves; graves for their own relatives, 

their own people.  The Germans were sophisticated murderers; they did not allow the chosen 

inmates a moment of rest, afraid that some, having nothing to lose, would protest, resist.  They 

rushed the ‘damned Jews’ to run and dig in a hurry; for slowing down, they themselves would be 

shot.  The shovels dug in a hurry, the grave was getting deeper.  The selected ten inmates were 

ordered to turn their faces toward the grave.  We all heard the rifles salvo and an outcry, 

“SHEMA ISRAEL!”  They fell into the open grave.  The second group was ordered to cover the 

grave.  I never met and didn’t know the names of any of the Jewish martyrs.  I didn’t know from 

where they came to this camp. 
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Werke A 

 

 Werke ‘A’ was one of the three sections of the large ammunition factory, attached to the 

‘Hasag Concern’ with its central offices in Leipzig (?)  The two other sections were Werke ‘B’ 

and ‘C.’  In all the sections were now employed thousands of Jews.  The Jewish slave-workers 

were performing the most dangerous, nefarious tasks.  The management of the factory was 

German, also all higher positions in the production of ammunition was controlled by Germans.  

On the lower levels of supervision were Polish workers who were employed here before the war 

when the factory was a Polish enterprise.  The majority of them were shop-foremen, or qualified 

professionals.  They were the direct bosses overseeing the Jewish ‘Katzetniks.’ 

 

 The fate of the Jewish slave-laborers was more dependent on the Polish foreman than the 

German inspectors, with whom they were not in daily contact.  The Polish employees received a 

regular salary.  The Jews worked for nothing; just a chunk of bread and two watery soups daily 

was their ‘payment’ for their hard work.  The Jewish workers were constantly abused, insulted, 

beaten.  The smallest mistake, error or slip-up was considered sabotage and many were shot.  

Women were treated by the same cruel rules as the men; they also were regarded as slave-

workers.   

 

 Werke A by comparison with the other two sections was considered one of the ‘easier’ 

parts of the factory.  In reality, it was the same hell-on-earth, with all the pain, pangs and torment 

they were able to think of to irritate and torture the Jews.  It is not imaginable how our people 

were able to endure in these conditions.  I say, “endure,” but many of the slave prisoners were 

not able to bear up with the ruggedness, continued hunger, sickness and abuse, even in Werke A.  

People died here like flies.  Daily, they removed truckloads of people to be buried at Werke C, in 

a mass grave that was the ‘resting’ place that swallowed up thousands of Jews.  Their place was 

taken over by new transports of Jews from other ghettoes, new prey for the German murder 

machine.  The new arrivals worked at Werke A, three shifts daily, day and night, producing 

grenades, bullets, automatic guns, and rifles that were hurriedly delivered to the war fronts, to 

make sure and secure a German victory.  How doubly tragic was the disposition of the Jewish 
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slave-laborers; they were forced to produce the armaments against their rescuers and they 

themselves were being viciously destroyed. 

 

 What were their vocations?  What were their interests in life?  In normal circumstances it 

is possible that I never would have met them, but now they were dear to me; these nameless ten 

martyrs were my brothers.  Together with them we shared their savage murder by the Germans.  

I was deeply ashamed for my selfish behavior, the way I followed the Camp-chief’s hand, 

hoping he would pass my row and not pick me, but someone else. 

 

 I wasn’t able to sleep all night, the tantrum scenes of that day kept me up, distressed and 

tormented me.  Today, 22 years later when I write this memoir, I am still haunted by this 

selection I witnessed. 

 

I Received Twenty Lashes 

 

 I could not live with the thought that I was a ‘Katzetnik’ and would remain forever 

locked up in this camp.  The conditions here were becoming unbearable from day to day.  I 

thought of all kinds of ways to escape from this hell.  According to my thinking, I was 

accidentally thrown into this camp and there must be a way to get out of here.  Wasn’t I able, 

after work, to return home every evening?  I still possessed the permit to leave the factory after 

work.   

 

One evening I followed my Skarzysko group of workers.  As they did, I also presented 

my permit given to me by Greffer, the German chief of the ‘Verk-Consum.’  I asked for 

permission to go home.  The guard said that he couldn’t do it.  At that moment, the German 

camp chief came by and asked the guard what we were talking about.  He said that I asked for 

permission to go home for the night.  The chief got mad, asking, “How do you allow yourself to 

bargain with the guard, with something that only I can decide?”  He marched me off to his 

bureau, called in two Nazi guards and gave his verdict:  immediately to give me 20 lashes.  I lost 

consciousness and fainted.  The Nazi guard poured water on my face and slowly continued the 

lashing.  The same procedure was repeated on my co-workers.  For weeks I walked around in 
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pain from the beating.  I wasn’t able to sit or lay down; my upper and lower back was swollen. 

Still I went to work; otherwise, they would punish me again with more lashes.  The lashes 

verdict made an end to my illusions that it was possible to get out of here legally.  From this 

place was no way back. 

 

Business Merchants 

 

 We were not able to survive on the daily ration of two watery soups and the piece of 

bread we ‘katzetniks’ were allotted by the Germans.  All of us looked for some solution to 

alleviate the hunger and need for medications in order to survive.  Some were able to smuggle 

into the camp some valuable things:  a ring, a watch, foreign currency; this became very helpful. 

 

 The Polish workers in the factories were bringing to work food articles and selling them 

to the hunger emaciated Jews.  For Polish ‘zlotys’ especially dollars or golden items, we were 

able to buy from the Polish workers everything we asked for.  These lucky inmates were able to 

buy some bread, some sausage; that helped them survive.  Also, if the new arrivals were dressed 

in good coats, shirts, underwear, this also was a good article to exchange.  The inmates who were 

not able to buy bread or other ‘luxurious’ foods did buy the soup from the ones that didn’t need 

to eat the watery camp soup. 

 

 But not all of us were so lucky to possess worthy, sellable merchandise.  The majority of 

the inmates owned only the ragged clothes they wore.  We thought of ways to save ourselves 

from hunger, death facing us from all directions.  Former merchants, among them people who 

used to run large wholesale businesses, displayed their business talents here, in the camp.  I don’t 

know from where, but they were able to acquire pails, buckets and pots, boiled coffee.  They 

walked around shouting, “Hot Coffee!  10 groszy a cup!”  This went on during both day and 

night shifts.  No one knows from where and how these ‘merchants’ were able to cook the coffee 

so early in the mornings.   

 

Late at night when we returned from the night shift, the sales still continued.  They 

carried the pails of coffee and the watery soup, priced from 50 groszy to a zloty for a quart 
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(depending on the circumstances of demand and offer).  From all directions we heard the calls of 

the ‘merchants,’ “Hot Coffee! Soup! Soup! A slice of bread!”  The inmates, already lying in their 

planks crawled down from their planks, dug up a 10 groszy coin and bought a coffee.  The more 

‘affluent’ bought a soup and a slice of bread, crawled back up on their planks and, with shivering 

hands, drank their coffee or soup.  The nearby inmates stared jealously at the next plank ‘rich’ 

inmate, devouring soup and bread.  They felt even more the emptiness of their stomachs.  For 

long hours they turn from side to side on their planks; the hunger did not let them sleep.  The 

shouting went on, “Hot Coffee!  10 groszy a cup!  Delicious Soup, 50 groszy a quart!”  We 

couldn’t take it.  We couldn’t afford, from our ‘salaries’ such a luxury to buy a soup and a slice 

of bread. 

 

The Hospital 

 

 This was a diabolical joke, to call this soiled, filthy stall a ‘hospital.’  Better if they would 

call it ‘the dead chamber’ because the people that were sent there were already half dead and no 

one came out of that place alive.  Therefore, no one was in a hurry to go to the hospital; people 

who could hardly stay on their legs, being ill, continued to go to work, not to be forced to go to 

the hospital.  There were cases of typhus, inmate having very high temperature came to work; 

otherwise, they were forced to go to the hospital.  The hospital hall was furnished with broken 

planks, covered with dirty straw, full of lice and vermin.  For the sick patients to survive here 

would be something against nature – impossible.  No medical help, no drugs were given to the 

patients.  They were laying forsaken there on ‘God’s mercy.’  It would be a miracle if someone 

came out from there.  The Germans did not expect this ‘miracle’ to happen.  Every day heavy 

trucks came here, loaded up patients like discarded garbage and unloaded them into the mass 

grave at Werke C. 

 

 This hospital was the last earthly station for the ill katzetniks.  No wonder that the 

inmates were afraid of this place.  The hospital was a frightening word everyone was scared of.  

So, the ill and the so-called healthy were laying together in their huge barrack.  During the night, 

they moaned and groaned from pangs and aches.  On the sound of the morning alarm clock, they 

crawled down from their planks and the last little energy left, they dragged themselves to work.  
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Many of them, in course of the day, received jabs and beatings with the rubber sticks for not 

working fast and diligently enough.  The sick people, because of their situation, made the life in 

the barracks unbearable.  Many of them were not strong enough to crawl down from the wooden 

planks to relieve themselves.  Many could not hold back and did their ‘physiologic needs’ on 

their sleeping plank.  The smell in the barrack was unbearable.  Even animals could not live here.  

The Germans were coming here for inspections, to check the ‘cleanliness.’  They screamed at us, 

“You dirty, condemned Jews, if you don’t clean up this place, all of you will turn to manure.” 

 

SKARZYSKO PART II 
 

A Jewish Betrayer 
 

 Among us was a stool-pigeon, a young man, aged twenty, named Milstein, a native of 

Suchedniów.  That Jewish tale-teller gave us a lot of trouble.  He informed the Gestapo of the 

trading business between the Polish workers and the Jewish inmates.  He also disclosed to the 

Gestapo the conversations and opinions of the camp inmates, which one were criticizing the Nazi 

regime and were waiting for their downfall.  Receiving these reports, the ‘security sentries’ 

conducted frequent searches of the entrance gates to the camp, took away the food products, and 

punished with merciless beatings the workers who tried to smuggle in some food items.  A 

number of people whose names this informant gave to the Gestapo, paid with their lives.  They 

were arrested and disappeared.   

 

As some time went by, we noticed that this informer stuck his nose into all corners of the 

camp.  According to the inspections and searches, we realized that there must be one among us 

who was the stool-pigeon.  We started to avoid him as much as we could.  In the end, he moved 

around sorrowfully rejected and finally disappeared from the camp.  Maybe the Gestapo 

transferred him to another camp to do the same kind of work.  It was also possible that the 

Gestapo finished him off.  Gestapo always ‘rewarded’ informants with a bullet in their heads.  

This final act of his disappearance was greeted with satisfaction; as far as I can remember, this 

was the only time that Jewish inmates were glad that someone was taken away by the Gestapo.  

We were glad for two reasons:  We stopped being lined up for inspections because of his 
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‘dossiers’ on us to the security sentries and, even more, we were ashamed that among us was 

such a low character stool-pigeon. 

 

I Saw My Parents 

 

 In an unexpected, delightful moment for me, I received a letter from my parents, clothes, 

a pair of shoes and 300 zloty.  My parents met a Polish work group foreman who came daily to 

the camp to take his group of inmates to work.  Through this Polish man, Mr. Miernik, I received 

the letter and parcel.  With tears in my eyes I thanked Mr. Miernik for his wholeheartedly act of 

kindness.  As soon as Mr. Miernik left, I started to read my parents’ letter.  The Ukrainian guard 

noticed that I was reading something and wanted to know what it was.  I told him that I received 

a letter from my parents.  He ordered me to lie down on the ground and started beating me with 

his rifle over my head and all my body; my head and face were all bloody.  When he noticed that 

I was half dead, he left me on the floor and walked away. 

 

 Several days later, I was summoned to the office of the camp chief.  He told me that he 

wanted me to paint some rooms in his new bureau.  He would assign to me several helpers and I 

was to immediately start painting.  I said, “Yes, Herr Chief, I will start immediately.  But I will 

need some tools to do the job that I must bring from the town.”  The chief called for a Jewish 

policeman and ordered him to take me and the helpers he assigned to me to go and buy the 

needed materials and tools and make sure we returned immediately to do the job.  When we 

secured all the materials, we appealed to the policeman to allow us for short visits with our 

families in the ghetto.  The policeman, not one of the worst, gave us two hours to be back.  I 

opened the door of my parents’ room and their surprise was so shocking that we all stood there 

numbed, paralyzed, not able to say a word.  It had been only a few weeks since I was 

incarcerated in the camp and we did not see each other, and it felt that this was an eternity.  After 

the first shock, we hugged and cried.  My mother brought something to eat and I shared with 

them our life in the camp, the bitter days and nights we endured.  The two hours went by fast and 

I had to return.  I told my parents that I would not last long in the conditions we lived in.  
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 I wanted not to return, but to stay with my family.  My parents swallowed the tears, but 

they advised me to go back.  “Don’t fool around with the Nazis; there is no hiding place from 

them; they will find you and we all will be punished.”  It was a sad moment to leave my parents, 

my brothers and sister, and we all cried.  My father placed his hand on my head and blessed me, 

“Go, my child, may God watch over you and save you.”  My mother also consoled me, “My 

dear, dear child, you are still young.  You will survive this calamity and will live.  Don’t worry 

about us.  We are already old people and what God has destined for us we will accept.”  With a 

heavy heart I left my parents’ place, feeling that this was the last time I would ever see them.  

Just a few weeks later, the ghetto and the rest of all Skarzysko Jews were taken to the death camp 

Treblinka. 

 

Banishment from the Skarzysko Ghetto 

 

 The Nazis had a special joy of tormenting Jews during Jewish holidays.  All the Jewish 

holidays turned for the ghetto Jews to days of sorrow.  During holidays, the SS and Gestapo 

wildly celebrated by spreading misery in the Jewish sections.  Also, the banishment of the 

Skarzysko Jews they planned on the Jewish holiday of the seventh day of Succoth, the day 

according to Jewish lore, every man’s fate for the coming year is irrevocably sealed in Heaven. 

 

 On this holiday morning, German and Ukrainian SS military units, all armed with 

machine guns, stationed themselves all around the ghetto.  All Jews were ordered to gather with 

all their belongings at the ‘Saul Peper Place.’  They permitted the Jews to take with them their 

clothes, bedding and other household things.  Instead of a joyous holiday of ‘Hoshana Raba,’ the 

day became Yom Kippur, a sad fast day, when the Jews of Skarzysko were chased by the Jewish 

police, rushed out of their homes and hurried to the gathering place.  They rushed the people to 

hurry up because the Germans were threatening a massacre.  Quickly, you saw hundreds of 

families, from young to old, carrying loads of bags, suitcases, bundles of packages.  Families 

tried to hold on to each other, God forbid, not to become lost in the blatant racket of the mass of 

Jews hurried by the police and SS guards.  Terrified children clung to their mothers, their eyes 

full of fear.  Old people could hardly walk, but the Jewish police kept hurrying them.  Many 
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carry their ‘Tallith,’ tasseled prayer shawls and prayer books.  No one knew where they were 

taking them.  They might as well have a prayer shawl and prayer book. 

 

 On the ‘Saul Peper Place’ gathered all Skarzysko Jews; they sat or stood watching their 

belongings and not to lose their children.  Suddenly armed SS, Gestapo and German soldiers 

surrounded the mass of people; their appearance caused an uproar, a commotion.  The Gestapo 

started running around like wild animals, beating the people left and right, dragging away 

children from the men and women, separating elderly people and children in one group; teen-

aged children to another group.  The lamentations of the children, the cries of the mothers 

overwhelmed the shouting of the soldiers, who continued wildly, with the help of their rifle butts 

the ‘selection,’ the separating the people into groups.  The first group, nursing mothers with their 

children, were taken in cattle trains to Treblinka concentration camp.  The elderly and disabled 

were shot on the place.  The other groups were marched off to the camp at Hasag, the German 

munitions factory, Werke A, B and C.  All this happened on September 28, 1942.  Three 

thousand five hundred Jews were deported to Treblinka, 500 able-bodied sent to the labor camp.  

Only a small group of Jews were still interned in barracks on Kolejowa Street and were daily 

marched to assigned slave work.  This group was also liquidated and Skarzysko remained Juden 

rein – empty. 

 

 On the same day, September 28, when the ghetto was cleared out, the Gestapo ordered a 

selection.  All Jewish inmates were assembled, a line was formed and the camp chiefs pointed 

with their fingers, right or left.  The ones on the left were taken to work, so the Germans said, to 

the city.  They were taken to cattle trains to the death camps. 

 

 Tragic was the fate of my Skarzysko compatriot, Note Baruch Torles.  He came from a 

very orthodox family and he was very religious.  He prayed every day and observed a kosher 

diet.  When he was ordered at the selection to the left, he raised his hands to Heaven and happily 

cried out, “Lord of the Universe, I thank You for Your gracious favor, that You remembered 

me.”  He was among those taken to the cattle trains on their last road. 
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The Tragic Death of My Two Cousins 

 

 After the deportation from the Skarzysko camp, two of my cousins, Shlome-David and 

Majer, were interned in Werke A.  Shlome-David, 29, was a husky built fellow, a butcher by 

trade.  He was assigned work at the ‘Werk-Consumat,’ the place where the inmates and the 

Polish workers received their daily food rations.  One day he was hiding a piece of meat.  It was 

discovered by the German guard and the next day he was transferred to Werke C.  The 

conditions at Werke C were unbearable, so he decided to escape.  He made it across the wall, but 

after reaching the other side, he was stopped by the German guards and was shot.  His wife and 

little daughter perished in Treblinka.  So, in a short period of days, a whole family was erased 

from God’s earth. 

 

 My second cousin, Majer, was born in Szydlowiec, but lived for many years in Skarzysko 

and made a living as a shoemaker.  He was a religious person.  On Shabbat he took off his work 

clothes, the spirit of the holy rest day shined on his face.  His tall figure, his beard and ear locks 

made him look like a scholar and presented a harmony of a personality.  In the camp, Majer was 

working as a gravedigger.  His overseer kept hurrying him, beating him constantly to work 

faster.  One day, accusing Majer of being too slow, calling him a lazy sluggard, he pulled his 

revolver and killed him.  Majer did not have the opportunity to cry out “Hear O Israel!”  The 

tragic loss of my two cousins depressed me deeply.  We often met and became close friends.  

They perished so tragically at such a young age. 

 

The “King” In the Camp 

 

 During the war years, a young man appeared in Skarzysko by the name of Zalcman.  No 

one knew from where he came or who he was.  We called him ‘the Lutwak.’  Others claimed that 

he was from the town of Apt; in this case, he can’t be called a Lutwak.  He became active in the 

Skarzysko Jewish Council (Judenrat) and did some minor jobs for the ‘work committee.’ 

 

 After the expulsion of the Jews from the ghetto, he came to the camp and was given work 

in the ‘economy branch’ at Werke A.  He was a smart, smooth talker, spoke a perfect German 
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and was knowledgeable in Jewish Talmudic books.  Here in the camp he rose to a high position 

of ‘Lager Chief’ of the economy branch.  Then he let us feel who he really was.  He played the 

role of ‘camp king.’  He started inspections of the barracks, accompanied by the Jewish police.  

They let us know that the King was coming by ringing bells.  This was enough to make us shiver 

in fear, because his inspections were always connected with beatings and torture.  He always 

tried to find something to annoy us, pick on us and the rest of the hungry, exhausted inmates.  He 

himself, the other of his prominent helpers and the Jewish police were dressed in special 

uniforms, polished, shiny boots.  From their faces you could read their healthy, well fed look. 

They did not miss anything in the camp.  They had plenty of food to eat, drink and revel.  

Exactly like the Germans, their entertainment was the beating and making fun of the unfortunate 

inmates. 

 

 These ‘prominent policemen’ did imitate the Germans.  They considered themselves 

better than us, almost a ‘higher race.’  So, why not follow the German example, beating, 

humiliating and tormenting the Jewish inmates?  ‘King Zalcman’ set the tone by his miserable 

treatment of us.  He considered himself ‘assistant king’ to the Nazi leader, Hitler.  On his barrack 

inspections, like the German guards, he used to scream, calling us ‘Dirty Jews!’  And with his 

rubber sticks he beat the men and women until they fainted. 

 

 We all prayed for his demise and his ending was tragic.  One day the Gestapo took him 

away and he disappeared.  He must have done something that the Germans did not approve of.  

He was taken by Polish Volksdeutsche and carried off to the ‘other world.’  The whole camp of 

katzetniks felt a relief that we got rid of the King, the oppressor of the inmates.  To our great 

shame, he was one of us. 

 

Female ‘Cousins’ 

 

 Several thousand men and women dwelled in one barrack, slept close to each other, but 

didn’t see the person next to them as a man or woman.  The ‘God of love’ didn’t live here.  

Young men and women, in the prime of their lives, forgot what love is.  The emaciated, hungry 

skeletons had no sexual desires.  The only thing still functioning in the half-dead inmates was 
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their stomach and desire for food; this craving, ache for a spoon of soup, a bite of bread ruled all 

their senses.  For a piece of bread, they were ready to risk their lives and they often paid for it 

with harsh punishments, just for smuggling a potato, a piece of bread from the kitchen or ‘Werk-

Consum.’  Many paid with their lives for taking something from the factory to trade it for a piece 

of bread that helped relieve the hunger for an hour. 

 

 But in the camp there were inmates that did not suffer hunger; even in these 

circumstances, they lived in comfort.  To this category belonged a group of prominent Jewish 

camp functionaries, the Jewish police, Kapos, specialist-overseers at the workshops and the ones 

who ran a business on a wide scale.  These men were the first ones to be reminded that there was 

such a thing as love; that there were in the camp young, beautiful girls, very easy to reach.  These 

men started to huddle themselves to the young girls; in the beginning they were coy, bashful.  

One would suddenly ‘discover’ that he found a female cousin and took her under his care.  He 

would help her with food and provide for her some clothes.  The female, young cousins started 

living again.  They threw away the old rags, the color of their faces improved, and they looked 

lovelier, more attractive and pleasing to their new-found cousins.  Almost every Jewish 

policeman was now wrapped around a young, beautiful cousin.  They never found any ‘female 

cousins’ among the older girls and women in the camp.  The older women then started to pay 

more attention to their looks.  Maybe they also would find a ‘cousin’ to help relieve the hunger 

for an hour. 

 

 The barrack has now another appearance.  In the corners, huddled to each other you 

would see couples, men and their female cousins, eating food provided by the men cousins.  

They covered their corners and their bunks from jealous eyes of other inmates, enjoying their 

food and each other.  In the summer nights these couples sat together in all corners of the 

barrack, dreaming about freedom, of liberation, of a happy life in the future.  Many of the 

‘cousins’ got married.  The procedure was simple.  They decided on a date.  On an evening they 

invited some of their close friends in the barrack.  Usually they would find someone from their 

town, a learned Jew, who conducted the wedding ceremony.  The ceremony was mixed with 

tears.  The groom, the bride and also some relatives or guests, all cried on their sad fate, the 

present one and even more, the one that was awaiting them, never knowing from day to day what 
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their oppressors were planning for them.  Tomorrow could bring a ‘selection;’ instead of eternal 

love they just promised each other, they would be separated, never knowing to where the other 

was taken.  But, at the moment, the married couples huddled to each other, searching a little 

intimacy, coziness.  Maybe it was just for a little while.  In this bitter life at the camp, one happy 

moment was an eternity. 

 

 You were able to see the tremendous changes in the behavior of the new married couples 

in the camp by their make-up composition; age, intellect, origin or derivation, all accepted 

principles and traditions of love, or mutual affection, were here mixed up and erased.  Young, 

gentle student-aged girls cuddled up to older, burly guys.  An intelligent, educated girl, who was 

able to recite ‘Pan Tadeusz’ from memory, carried on with a policeman who never heard of 

Adam Mickiewicz.  Here, all dreams and fancies of the young girls were decomposed, 

disillusioned and replaced with dreams of extra food rations, not to starve to death.  The ones 

who provided an extra chunk of bread, helped to get a better work place, to these ‘providers’ the 

young girls were drawn.  They were now the ‘aristocrats.’  They didn’t care about his 

background or education.  Here ruled his capability to deliver food.  If he could do this, he was 

able to pick for himself any ‘female cousin’ he desired. 

 

Without a Groszy 

 

 Together with other Jewish painters, I worked at the ‘Colonia Urzadnica’ (Colonia 

Office).  Our foreman was Kozienowski, a decent Polish man who supplied us with food 

products (naturally, he made a profit buying for us some foods.)  One day, he brought a few 

loaves of bread.  I bought a loaf and some potatoes.  I took some money from under my cap and 

paid him.  Minutes later the Ukrainian guard came in, telling me that they saw all through the 

window.  He hit me over the head with his rifle and ordered me to follow him outside and take 

off my cap.  He took away all the zlotys in my possession, all my means to support myself with 

some extra food.  He wanted to know from where I had gotten this money.  I told him that I 

found it in our barrack.  His answer was, “You were obligated to turn the money over to the 

German guard station because the inmates are forbidden to possess money.”  He ordered me to 

lie down on the ground and started to beat me with his rifle.  After the cruel beating, he asked me 
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if I want to go to the German guard station to return the money.  I answered, “No.”  Being 

convinced that there was no danger from me, he put the money in his pocket and allowed me to 

return to work. 

 

 On the way back from work, all of us were stopped and searched.  They took away all the 

money and the bread.  I was left without groszy, now not able to buy a cup of watery soup or an 

extra piece of bread.  This meant that I was condemned to a hunger death.  I saved myself 

temporarily by selling off my clothes, my coat.  My situation was miserable.  I walked around in 

rags, without shoes, hungry.  And then came the winter.  I was desperate and helpless.  I didn’t 

know what to do.  There was no one to speak to.  Everyone I knew had his own worries and 

troubles.  No one could help me and there was no one who was ready to help me.  At the age of 

24, I felt lost and helpless.   

 

I found a chance to send a letter to my brothers. They worked in town at the coal 

transports.  I wrote to them about my sorrowful situation, and implored them, as fast as they 

could, to help me with whatever they were able.  Soon after my note reached them, my older 

brother, Samson, accompanied by a German, came to the camp.  Also among the Germans were 

decent people, ready to do a favor for a Jew.  On my brother’s appeal, he gave him an 

opportunity to visit the camp.  My joy was indescribable when I saw my brother.  Also my 

brother was greatly moved by this encounter.  He gave me a loaf of bread, a robe made of the 

bed cover that was used on our bed, and a pair of shoes.  He promised that he would continue to 

help me whenever possible.  He told me that they were supporting our sister who was 

incarcerated in Werke C.  I thanked my brother and the German was remembering me and for 

their help.   

 

A few weeks later, Israel came, and brought me a loaf of bread.  I told my brother how 

miserable and lonely I felt.  My brother told me that they would do everything possible to 

continue helping me and my sister.  I never saw my brothers again.  Soon after, the Nazis 

gathered the remnants of the Skarzysko Jews who still were working for them and sent them to 

the Szydlowiec Ghetto. 
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“Experienced” Robbers 

 

 The winter of 1942 was a miserable hard time, especially thorny for the inmates of the 

German slave labor camps.  Dressed in rags, half barefoot and hungry, we were forced to stay for 

hours on the ‘Appel places’ and march kilometers long distances to work in harsh, frosty weather 

under the open skies.  Many of the camp inmates fell like flies.  While working, we often noticed 

that one of us, his legs would start to shake, then he would fall to the snowy ground and die.  

Only in the camps we saw inmates succumb in this way.  While walking, at meals, in sleep, 

quietly they expired, without a sigh.  They didn’t have time to utter “Shema Yisroel!” (Hear-O-

Israel).  Only the Nazis were able to devise such methods in their annihilation works.   

 

Sunday was the only day in the week when the slave workers were able to rest and attend 

to their personal needs.  Everything was done on this rest day; patch up the holes in their rags, 

wash the only shirt they possessed trying to rid themselves of the lice (a pest not easy to rid off).  

Particularly in the camps, the lice felt very much at home; they settled here as ‘permanent 

residents.’  Also on Sunday was the trading business more lively than on any other day.  On 

Sunday the hunger made us feel the emptiness of our stomachs; we sought some nutritional food 

item to deal with the nagging hunger.  Also the social political life was more intensive on 

Sundays.  We walked around the barrack from end to end, trying to find relatives, friends.  

People gathered in groups and shared the little news they were able to discover, overhear.  From 

this little news from the war front, the inmates became optimistic.  They hoped Hitler’s defeat 

was coming soon.  Some pessimists saw the opposite; until Hitler suffered full defeat, nothing 

would be left of us; no one would survive.  Both arguing sides were convinced that their opinions 

were right.  The inmates listening sighed – who knows?   

 

 But not all Sundays passed calmly, leaving the inmates to resuscitate the little energy left 

in them.  The tactics of the Germans was to keep the Jewish inmates jittery, in constant fear, 

always under the whip.  A moment of rest for feeling secure was dangerous for them.  On 

Sundays the inmates were taken to unload and load wagons, stand on ‘Appel’ and witness 

executions.  So even on Sundays, the rest day was loaded with fear and danger.  The next story I 

am writing about here also happened on a Sunday.  We finished swallowing our watery soup and 
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the inmates started performing their Sunday tasks.  A unit of Ukrainian SS came to the Economy 

Barrack, with their machine guns pointing at us and ordered a thousand of men and women to 

leave in a hurry and gather on the ‘Camp Place.’  Everyone was to take with him or her all their 

possessions.  There was panic in the barrack.  Are they taking us to the cattle trains?  The ones 

who still possessed money or some valuables, some foods, didn’t know what to do with them.  

The hungry inmates appealed to them, “Please let us have some of the food you are hiding; let us 

gather on the way to our demise with some food in our bellies.”  Some did this; they divided 

their hidden foods among the hungry inmates.  Others didn’t answer the appeal of the hungry; 

they stuffed themselves with the extra bread and other foods, but refused to share anything.  

From the gathering place, the inmates were marched off to the factory territory. 

 

 At the factory assembly place we were ordered to lay down on the ground with 

everything we carried next to us.  Battenshleger, the chief of the ‘Werk-Shutz,’ addressed 

thousands of Jewish inmates, demanding they turn over to him anything valuable still in our 

possession:  money, rings and gold.  Inmates not obeying his order would be shot.  After his 

diatribe, he ordered several hundred inmates to pick up their belongings and enter the large 

factory hall.  Here they were greeted by a band of infuriated, wild SS shouting, “Damned Jews!  

You condemned criminals!  Put down your baggage and take off your shirts and shoes.  All 

valuable things throw in this iron box.  If we find anything valuable in your possession after the 

inspection, you will be shot right here.”  The inmates removed everything they still had, money, 

earrings, wedding rings, watches, everything left from their former ‘affluence.’  They already 

knew that for the murderous SS bandits it was not a big deal to shoot Jews.  The thousands of 

inmates still on the outside ground were shivering from the cold and fear.  They didn’t know 

what was happening to the group of several hundred inmates that was marched off earlier to the 

factory hallway.  They didn’t know what was awaiting them.  After a half hour, the first group 

came forth and a new group of inmates was marched into the factory hallway. 

 

 From the released first group, we found out what happened inside the factory hallway.  

We started feverishly to search for a place to hide our valuables.  We dug small holes in the 

ground, making markings under the trees and hid the valuables.  Some things of value we would 

take with us.  We were afraid to risk too much, knowing it could end tragically. 
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 Every half hour another contingent of inmates was marched into the factory hallway.  

The iron box was already full of Jewish possessions:  wedding rings, earrings, and a watch the 

groom received from his bride as a wedding gift.  I did not possess any gold or diamonds.  I was 

able to hide some money, several hundred zlotys that helped me to buy bread.  It is hard for me 

to explain why I decided to hide my zlotys in my shoes and risk my life.  I also can’t explain why 

I accepted money from my friend from Skarzysko, Yechiel Feldman, to hide for him.  When we 

entered the factory hallway and my group went through the same procedure, the same insults and 

beatings and the sound of valuables being thrown into the iron box, the SS man, standing next to 

me asked why I was not turning over my valuable possessions.  I said, “I have nothing valuable 

to turn over.”  I survived to be let outside.  To my luck, no body reviews took place.  This 

inspection lasted all day.  We did not receive any food on that Sunday.  In the evening when all 

of us had passed the iron box, they returned us back to the camp.  The people were moaning and 

crying.  They had lost their last possessions remaining from their past lives, their homes, dear 

ones.  Nothing was left to buy an extra portion of bread or a cup of watery soup. 

 

No Place to Escape 

 

 Together with me two of my Skarzysko friends, Mendl Herszenpas and Mayer Szperling, 

were employed at the “Work Colony.”  We painted the houses settled by German officers.  

Mayer Szperling and Mendl Herszenpas were planning to escape.  I found out about it and they 

asked me if I would join them.  It was hard for me to decide and agree to their proposal.  The 

thought of escaping from the camp did not let me rest day and night.  But, I knew that escaping 

was tied to the danger of being shot, if captured. 

 

 One evening, while the thousands of Polish workers were leaving the factory, my two 

friends succeeded in crawling over the walls and disappeared.  Several days later I received a 

note from my brothers through a Polish acquaintance.  In the note, they let me know that they 

saw my friends in the Szydlowiec Ghetto together with their families.  My friends shared with 

my brothers the terrible conditions at Werke 2.  They wondered why I did not come together 

with my friends.  In Szydlowiec the situation was much better; all of us could be together.  With 
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the note, they enclosed 100 zlotys.  This was the last letter; the last contact with my brothers.  A 

few weeks later, on January 8, 1943, the ghetto of Szydlowiec was surrounded by German and 

Ukrainian SS units and all Jews, men, women and children, were marched to cattle trains on their 

last road to Treblinka and Auschwitz.  Among them were my two friends, Mayer Szperling and 

Mendl Herszenpas.  One thousand men were sent to the Hasag munitions factory, to our 

Skarzysko-Kamienna camp.  There was no place to which to escape.  At almost the same time of 

the ejection of the Jews from the Szydlowiec Ghetto, came to me a Polish worker in our factory 

who told me that his father, a train engineer on the railroad, was transporting trains full of Jews 

to Treblinka, Majdanek and Auschwitz.  There, the Jews, in the thousands, were daily gassed and 

cremated.  The Polish workers asked me to keep this information secret.  If I shared this story 

with other inmates, his father would pay with his life.  It was for me hard to believe the story that 

the Polish worker shared with me.  I thought, “Is it possible they will be gassing, killing my 

parents?  My wife and child?  The Skarzysko, Szydlowiec Jews?  All Jews of Poland or Europe?  

All these transports – trains with Jews that passed through Skarzysko.” 

 

After the Jews Came the Polish People 

 

 Arriving one morning to work, we noticed that the situation was not normal.  The 

German factory supervisors and shop masters were running around very nervous and full of fury.  

From the Polish shop overseers we heard that a train loaded with ammunition from our factory 

had been blown up.  This happened only ten kilometers outside the Skarzysko train line.  Mines 

had been planted on the rails and exploded.  The transport of many tons of ammunition 

designated for the war front was destroyed.  The Germans insisted that this was done by ‘The 

Polish Swine.’  All day they savagely moved around the factory beating the Jews and the Poles.  

The ‘Folks-German’ Dolski, a former officer of the Polish army and now chief director of Werke 

A, ran around like a poisoned rat, screaming, “We will take revenge on you, Polish dogs.”  One 

of the Polish workers was hanged that day.  A few days later, the Polish workers came to the 

factory all shaken and deeply upset.  They told us a gruesome story.  Hundreds of Gestapo went 

on a rampage on Polish homes, beating the men, women and children, dragging away people 

from their homes and owners of businesses.  Many Polish people were shot in place.  The Polish 
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workers were scared to return to their homes; here, in the factory they were more secured.  So it 

happened as we did foresee. 

 

 After the Jews, they started murdering innocent Polish people.  Until now, a large 

majority of the Poles were indifferent, unconcerned and detached from us.  There were some 

who were ‘happy’ that the Germans were ‘solving’ the problems of too many Jews in Poland.  

Now, the Polish people themselves became the victims.  There were no more Jews in Skarzysko.  

The Germans turned their criminal tyranny on the Polish population. 

 

New Transports  

 

 Life in the Skarzysko Camp limited the life span of its inmates.  Their survival chance 

was a very short one; depending on days, weeks, hunger, hatred, diseases and physical abuses.  

The beatings were finishing off the inmates.  At the nearest ‘selection’ they were pointed out 

with a finger sign, “Left!  Right!” and ordered to step out from the lines.  We all knew what 

awaited them. 

 

 Until that time, the depleted lines were replete with Jews from other ghettoes.  They had 

no problem bringing into the camp new slaves, replacing those incapable to perform the virulent 

work.  Then the situation changed.  No more Jews in the ghettoes.  Small groups of Jews still 

remained in the Death Camps, where the crematoria were not able to cope with such an 

avalanche of Jews, extricated from the dissolved ghettoes and slave labor camps.  They waited 

for their turn to be marched to the gas chambers and the crematoria ovens.  The urgent appeal of 

the Hasag Concern for slave laborers for their ammunition factory temporarily saved some Jews 

from annihilation. 

 

 The new transports reaching our camp were named ‘KOEL.’  They all looked scared, 

their eyes full of fear.  They kept constantly asking us how we were treated.  What kind of work 

tasks were we performing?  About the Concentration Camp Majdanek, from where they had just 

come, they told us horrible things.  There their lives were completely abandoned; they were 

outrageously treated.  For the smallest transgression or fault, they were mercilessly beaten.  
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When beating wasn’t enough, they did not spare bullets.  We tried to calm their tense minds. We 

told them that here, in this labor camp, the situation was more bearable and the discipline here 

was not so rigid.   

 

In the first moment it was hard for them to believe it.  They couldn’t imagine that there 

existed a place, under the German occupation, where circumstances were any good.  It was also 

hard for us, the old inmates at the Economy Camp, to believe that there were camps with worse 

conditions than here.  It looked like there were no limits to the Germans’ maliciousness; it was 

impossible to fathom the low degree of their behavior.  Many new arrivals were able to come 

with hidden money, jewelry and other worthwhile things.  How they were able, despite all 

inspections and searches in Majdanek, to smuggle out these items was hard to figure out.  The 

only thing we did know was that a scrap of gold could often save a life from hunger death; 

therefore, despite the strict controls and warnings by the Germans, people risked by all means to 

hide it.   

 

The new arrivals with the ‘Koel’ transport, the ones with scraps of gold and other things, 

like hungry wolves started to buy bread, mostly from the Polish workers.  The others just looked 

with hungry eyes, swallowing the spittle of their watery mouths.  To help one another was a 

seldom manifestation among the inmates.  The ‘well-fed’ stayed away from the hungry; the 

better dressed kept away from the ones in rags.  Here also existed ‘class-division;’ different 

status.  The half-fed, the police and the ‘prominent’ considered themselves better than us.  Very 

often we heard some of them use the same lingo as the Germans, “You dirty Jews.”   

 

In the same period when the human transports arrived, large trucks loaded with clothes 

arrived from Majdanek.  I was employed unloading the trucks.  All unloaded clothes were 

marked with a red oily paint, with the word “X” and the letters “K.L.”  All men’s and women’s 

clothes had these markings.  In our camp there were rumors that the load of clothes came from 

the inmates killed at the Extermination Camps.  That the clothes came from Jews was not hard to 

recognize.  The Jews of Poland were known to dress differently than the general public.  This 

uncommon, explicit wear was easily recognizable by the workers employed at the unloading of 
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the transported clothes.  Some of the workers were given some of the rags, but nothing fit them.  

All of the clothes were too large for their emaciated bodies. 

 

Twice On the Same Day I Was Saved From Death 

 

 Winter 1943.  The rags I wore were falling apart.  They couldn’t be mended or patched; 

the same with my shoes.  I didn’t have a groszy for a cup of soup.  I walked around in constant 

hunger.  I didn’t know anything about the lots of my parents and brothers.  I feared I would never 

hear from them again.  I was no less worried and concerned about the destiny of my wife and my 

child.  From all my family, the only relative I still had was my sister, who worked here in Werke 

C.  I worked in the factory yard shoveling snow.  I shuddered from the cold but also burned up 

from high temperature.  I could hardly stay on my legs; my two co-workers are took me under 

their arms and brought me to the doctor.  He took one look at me and sent me off to the hospital.  

The male medic pointed to a broken bunk, covered with some dirty straw and asked me to lie 

down and wait.  With a heavy heart I followed his order.  As soon as I lay down, I was greeted 

by a welcome from an assortment of vermin.  There was nothing available to cover myself up, 

the snow blew from all directions; the cold was unbearable.  The ‘nutriment’ for the whole day 

was one cup of imitation café and two watery soups.   

 

 My condition so deteriorated that I was not able to digest even these nutriments and I 

returned them back.  There were men and women here in the hospital, some with typhus and 

dysentery also inmates who suffered from exhaustion and hunger, not able to move with any 

parts of their bodies.  From all directions you heard moaning, patients wailing, asking for help, 

their lament wasted.  There were no doctors at this hospital, no medications.  The only thing here 

that brought redemption was the angel of death.  I barely survived the night.  In the morning, I 

appealed to the hospital overseer, Finger, to release me.  I felt better and I wanted to return to 

work.  The overseer looked at my face, still burning with temperature, but he gave me a note that 

I could leave and return to work.  I changed into my dirty rags.  The only shirt I had was falling 

apart.   
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I left the hospital.  Instead of going to work, I went to my barrack with the hope that I 

would be able to use this day for rest and maybe I would feel stronger the next day.  A few hours 

after I left, a heavy truck arrived at the hospital and all the patients were, like rags, thrown on the 

truck.  They were taken to Werke C, shot and buried in a mass grave.  The thing I feared most 

happened.  I saw it with my own eyes.  Thousands of men and women from Werke A, B and C 

were buried in this mass grave, their bodies covered by slaked lime.  In 1944, when the ground 

was burning under the Nazis, they tried to erase their murderous crimes.  A special “Zonder 

Command” was busy for several weeks burning the bodies of the thousands of inmates, Jewish 

martyrs.  They covered the mass grave, planted shrubbery, trees and flowers. 

 

 At noon, the Jewish police came running to our barrack and ordered all of us out on the 

Appel Place.  The camp chief, Impling, was already waiting for us.  He conducted an inspection 

of all inmates in the camp.  I felt that this time I would not be saved from the ‘angel of death.’  

The chief chose the people he assigned for the night shift.  He asked me, “Why are you not at 

work?”  I said, “I am sick.  I have a note from the hospital.”  He started screaming, “You swine! 

You damned Jew! You are cheating us.”  He grabbed his revolver and aimed it at my head.  At 

that moment, my Skarzysko landsman, Albirt, assistant to the camp chief, started beating me and 

slapping my face.  Also the Jewish policeman, Feldman, joined him in beating me.  I fell to the 

ground, bleeding all over.  The German chief put back his revolver into his case and ordered me 

to stand up.  I did what he said.  “Will you tomorrow go back to work?”  I answered, “Yes, Herr 

Chief!”  This was the second time that day I was saved from the angel of death.  In the evening 

Albirt called me, “Tomorrow go to work, don’t stay in the camp.  The beating you received 

today from the Jewish policeman saved your life.  We did it in order to save you from being shot.  

I know you and your family.  I wanted to save you.”  I thanked him with tears in my eyes. 

 

Delegation, International Committee of The Red Cross 

 

 How would we know that the Germans considered our camp as one of the best?  An 

indication:  every time a delegation arrived from somewhere, they were shown the Economy 

Camp.  It was hard for us to imagine that there were worse conditions anywhere else.  We 

already knew that Auschwitz, Majdanek and Treblinka, with their gas chambers and crematoria 
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were more dreadful than our Skarzysko Camp.  The other camps the commission was not able to 

visit; having no option, they came to us.  I don’t know who were the commission members or 

what did they see.  I am convinced that if they would visit Hell, they wouldn’t encounter more 

pain and suffering than in our Economy Camp.  The persecution and tyranny they witnessed 

should haunt them the rest of their lives.  I observed the faces of the delegates; they looked at the 

emaciated skeletons (God’s creations?) with sorrow and grief, some with tears in their eyes, 

inmates destined and lowered to the abyss of physical and spiritual extermination.   

 

I don’t know if the Red Cross delegation shared with the free world their findings, what 

they observed in our Skarzysko Camp.  If they did, why did the free world keep their silence and 

the Nazis continue to go on murdering ruthlessly millions of people, only because they were born 

Jewish?  This question has nagged my mind all my life.  I never did find an answer.  Soon after 

the delegation left our camp they started building a new barrack for more slave laborers at Werke 

A.  Exactly who they were, no one knew.  But rumors spread that this was a delegation from the 

International Red Cross. 

 

Spring on God’s Universe 

 

 Spring arrived on God’s Earth, the sun rays mildly warmed us, and the trees were dressed 

in a mantle of blooming green, announcing, “We Made It!  We arose from the winter slumber.”  

Green grass rose from the earth over night, yellow field butter cups swayed coquettish on their 

stalks, and everything was awakening, blooming, growing.  But things in our camp were 

different.  Spring did not reach us; it stopped at the wired walls.  The sun did not warm us; the 

grass and trees did not bloom for us. 

 

 Our days started at 5:30 a.m., with the Jewish police and barrack elders running around 

screaming, “Appel!  All Out!”  Several thousand men jumped off their bunks, dressed in their 

rags, and hurried to the latrine, washed their faces and hurried in line for their coffee.  There was 

a hurry and congestion; everyone wanted to be there early.  If he was a moment too late, he 

would not receive the cup of hot water.  He would have to wait until 12:00 to be able to moisten 

his dried up lips.  The police did not stop hurrying the inmates!  At 6:30 a.m., we had to be ready 
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at the gates to march off for work.  The inmates were counted and under the escort of the Jewish 

police, we were delivered to our working places.  There we were taken over by the command of 

Polish ‘brigadiers’ and foremen.   

 

Again we were hurried, “Shnell! Hurry!”  From the first moment at work, every task had 

to be performed in one breath, in a running tempo.  For the smallest attempt to rest a moment, 

you felt on your back the fist, the whip or stick.  At 12 noon was lunchtime; again a hurrying to 

be in line at the kettle for your cup of the watery soup.  It became a ‘hobby’ among the inmates 

to rush; we paid dearly very often for being late, so we pushed as fast as we could to be the first 

ones at the soup kettle.  We swallowed fast the watery soup and then we really felt the nagging 

hunger.  In the evening, as the work was over, the Jewish police arrived again and marched the 

inmates back to the barracks.  We were tired, hungry, exhausted.  We threw ourselves on our 

planks, trying to rest our hurtful bones.  From all sides we heard moaning.  Lying on our planks 

we really felt all the soreness and pangs of our sprained, exhausted bodies. 

 

 It was Spring on God’s world, everything was blooming.  But in our camp, Spring did not 

reach us.  In our immense barrack reigned total darkness for us, a thousand expiring inmates, 

starved men and women. 

 

‘Prominent’ Jews 

 

 All the administration in camp were Jewish:  the camp chieftain, the police and police 

commandants, the doctor, barber, hospital supervisor, barrack service personnel and supply room 

overseers, all of them were Jews.  The police guarded the camp, made sure that no one escaped, 

took care that all inmates reported to work and kept order in the barracks.  The police decided 

about all and everything.  The camp had two gates; the first one was watched by the Jewish 

police, in back of this gate ended the ‘Autonomic Jewish Republic.’  At 6:00 a.m., the 

Commandant of the Jewish police, Teperman, was already stationed at the camp gate.  At 6:00 

a.m., all inmates had to be ready to march to work.  The ones who were late were taken to the 

police station.  Soon Teperman arrived and he started the daily procedure of whip lashing.  Each 

inmate who was late had to lie down on a bench, two policemen held him down, head and feet, 
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and Teperman gave the order to start.  After several lashes, the inmate would lose consciousness 

and fall to the floor.  They poured water on the victim, revived him, and continued the procedure 

until the inmate received his full punishment.  He was not allowed off the bench until they 

finished delivering the twenty lashes. 

 

 I will remember all my life the lashes I received for being late five minutes for work.  

Teperman marched me off to the police station and ordered, “Beat him to death!  As much as he 

can take!”  I fainted several times; I screamed and wailed.  From my nose and my mouth rushed 

blood.  The police didn’t care.  They continued to revive me with buckets of water and 

proceeded with the beating.  When they saw that I was expiring, they stopped and ordered a 

policeman to march me off to work to the factory. 

 

 From among the many thousands of slave workers in this camp, the Jewish ‘prominent’ 

were recognizable; they looked distinctly different than we skeletons, dressed in dirty rags.  

These ‘prominent’ were dressed in elegant clothes; their faces looked well fed and healthy.  They 

looked more like the Germans than the Jewish camp inmates.  Also their behavior toward the 

inmates was more German than Jewish.  In our daily life, they held themselves detached from the 

masses.  They lived in separate quarters above the big building, where the conditions were much 

better.  There they carried on with debauched parties and banquets, serving foods that we 

inmates could not even dream about. 

 

 To the prominent also belonged the workers employed in the clothes magazines and at 

the kitchen supply station.  They had some extra income that they shared with the police and the 

other Jewish authorities.  At the automatic department (?) some Jews did business with the Polish 

workers.  Two of the Jewish foremen who did know of their business exchange demanded a cut 

of the food deals.  When their demand became too high and they could not give in to their 

demands, the two Jewish foremen divulged the going on transactions between the Jews and the 

Polish workers to the German chief of the department, Seidel.  The two Jewish inmates 

disappeared the next day. 
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 One of the most worrisome problems for us inmates was the question of clothes.  The two 

unmanageable quandary, hunger and rags, were hard to cope with and often decided the lot of the 

inmates.  As long as you managed to wear more or less decent clothes, you were able to move 

around.  But when the rags you were wearing fell apart, and the shaggy corroded pants displayed 

naked parts of your body, we felt ashamed, lost, humiliated.  The tailors and shoe repairmen 

among the inmates had plenty of work replenishing the rags.  The inmates would do anything to 

cover the naked, intimate parts of their emaciated bodies.  The tailors and the shoe repairmen 

performed tricks laying a patch on a patch on the rags, or sewing ‘new’ clothes from cement 

bags, for almost nothing, from pieces of rags repaired falling-apart rags.  Twice yearly the Jewish 

camp rulers distributed to the inmates some clothes, hard to recognize what kind of garb this 

was.  The better cloth went to the black market to the Polish workers in exchange for bread, 

sugar, some sweets or vodka.  All of the good clothes were divided among the ‘prominent.’  

They exchanged them for food and organized parties for their own comrades.   

 

 On the other side, you saw half naked men and women, fainting at work, taken to the 

‘hospital’ and removed to Werke C to be buried in the mass grave of the martyrs. 

 

 There was in our camp a Jewish policeman from Vienna, Austria.  He was in charge of 

the soup distribution at the Economy Camp.  His attitude toward us inmates was like we were 

homeless dogs.  He used to beat us, kick us with his feet.  After dividing the watery soup, there 

was always some soup left on the bottom of the kettle.  Hundreds of the inmates surrounded him, 

begging for an extra spoon of soup.  With vicious fury he used his rubber stick beating the 

inmates, their heads and backs.  This was a daily occurrence.  It never happened that this 

policeman gave an inmate an extra spoon of soup; still, every day the hungry inmates waited.  He 

kept kicking and beating them and what was left in the kettle he carried away for himself. 

 

 Through the hands of the Jewish ‘prominent’ the Germans perpetrated their plans of 

tormenting and annihilating of Jews.  The Jewish police, camp chiefs, medics and all other 

functionaries were forced to fill out the German orders; otherwise they would not be able to keep 

their positions.  Therefore, there was a certain element that thrust themselves forward to get these 

positions, even though they negated all moral and ethical principles.  Many of them fell even 
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lower that they expected; they served the Germans with zeal and eagerness, with more vim and 

energy than was demanded of them.  They torched their own brothers and sisters.  Only very few 

of the ‘prominent’ were able to endure the fire temptation of this hell and survived with clean 

hands and unstained conscience. 

 

A Baby Is Born In Camp 

 

 There were many couples in camp living like man and wife.  The majority of the inmates 

were people of a young age.  The police and camp overseers, who supported themselves through 

black market business and other activities, tried to enjoy love life.  They ‘found’ female cousins 

and lived with them.  The great worry of the young ‘cousins’ was not to get pregnant.  

Everybody in camp knew, if a woman became pregnant, this was a death sentence for her.  So, I 

was not familiar with a woman conceiving, with one exception. 

 

 There was among us in camp an inmate by the name of Finger.  For a long period, he was 

the leader of a brigade of Jewish workers.  He was not a very good-natured person and his 

‘brigade’ did not lick any honey.  He was later promoted as caretaker of the ‘Death Command 

Chamber.’  His task was to remove all the dead to the mass grave and bury them.  This position 

was tailor-made for him.  From the ‘Dead Command,’ he was promoted to overseer of the 

hospital.  There was no great distance from the Dead Command to the hospital and with his 

experience of transferring people to the other world, Finger adjusted well to this new position.  

The cries and begging for help by the patients were of little concern to Finger.  Another in his 

place could help the patients with some water and make the moments of their departure more 

bearable.  But Finger did not care about saving lives.  All he cared about in this hospital was to 

be secure in his position.   

 

There was one person that he was concerned and worried about; this was his cousin, 

Lalia.  As much he did not care about the fate of the patients that passed through his hands, how 

he was able to observe with silent indifference their agony and convulsions, he did show toward 

his cousin the greatest endearing tenderness.  Suddenly, a rumor started in our camp that Lalia 

was pregnant.  Despite that no one felt great love for Finger, not even his ‘cousin’ Lalia, we all 
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were concerned for Lalia’s fate.  How would this problem be solved?  We counted the months 

and waited to see what would happen.  Finger had the ability to cover for his cousin and we did 

not see her in our camp for a long time.  When she returned months later, she looked again 

slender and slim.   

 

What happened with the child?  No one knew.  But, one thing was clear for all of us:  the 

moment the child was born, it was moved into eternal darkness.  It was for all of us a painful 

experience.  We felt that the child was ours; all of us mourned.  We knew that here in the camp, 

we were not allowed to have children.  This was a place to wither, fade and expire. 

 

A Heavenly Decree 

 

 There were in our camp many religious Jews.  In addition to all the misery and hardships, 

the religious Jews faced the problem of faith.  But these observant Jews continued to practice 

their religion.  They prayed every day, observed ‘Kashrut’ (dietary laws) and all other 

Commandments.  The Hitlerian molestations and afflictions they accepted without any questions, 

as a ‘Heavenly Decree,’ with this conviction, all debates and contentions were answered.  There 

were others whose faith crumbled.  They complained to their Heavenly Father, asking “WHY?  

Why such punishments?”  Even the very observant Jews weren’t able to answer the question, 

“Why such a terrible decree on the ‘Chosen People?’”  The answer was, “We are not in a rank to 

judge the Heavenly Decrees; we cannot understand God’s direction.” 

 

 In our camp, I met a Rabbi from Piotrkow.  This was a man of great intellect, 

knowledgeable in Torah and philosophy, a man with a keen mind and passionate heart.  In the 

camp and in the factory, the Jewish inmates respected and took care of him.  He worked at the 

shell grenade shop.  The job was very arduous and thorny.  To his fortuity there was at his shop a 

Jewish overseer, Hershel Aftornik.  He liked the Rabbi and saw to it that his work assignment 

was not so torturous. 

 

 I found chances to meet the Rabbi and converse with him.  His deep faith in God 

remained unyieldingly forceful.  He saw our misfortune as a “Heavenly Decree” and he 
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continuously prayed to God that He shall have compassion on His suffering people.  He was 

hiding his ‘Tallith’ (prayer shawl) and ‘Tephillin’ (phylacteries) like a most valuable treasure, 

always worrying, God forbid, the Nazis would discover them.  All the time he was in camp, he 

observed Kashrut laws.  He never touched the soup from the kettle; he lived only on dry foods 

given to him by fellow inmates.  We all respected him for his deep, sincere faith, his wisdom and 

compassionate heart.  Many of us used to come to him, asking for advice and listening to his 

comforting words.  If he survived, or shared the doom lot of the other martyrs, I don’t know.  

From other inmates, I heard that he was tortured and perished in ‘Camp Shnibli.’ (?) 

 

 At the painters’ brigade, I worked with Samuel, a 25 year-old man.  I often conversed 

with him.  He was sent here together with his older brother, a man of 30.  Both came from an 

affluent, very religious family.  Samuel brought some worthy things, among them, a pair of 

‘Tephillin’ that he was hiding and cared for more than all other things.  I am sure that in the case 

of the law of ‘Pikuach-Nefesh’ (saving a life) all the Rabbis would give permission to eat the 

camp’s watery soup.  But Samuel did not take the ‘permit’ and did not touch the soup.  He gave 

away his soup portion to others and he lived on bread and coffee.  Having some sellable items he 

was able to bring with him, he could afford to buy some extra portions of bread to keep alive and 

feed his emaciated body.  Every morning he hid in a corner and, wearing his Tephillin, he 

prayed.  In my conversations with Samuel, he tried to justify God’s edict that our sufferings 

came because we did not serve God ‘with heart and soul,’ we did not follow the laws of the Bible 

given to us.  We cheated God with our prayers and praising Him, but in our hearts we walked 

away from Him, not believing in the prayers we uttered with our lips.  In our relations between 

people, we used falsehood, larceny, plunder; therefore, we were punished by God.   

 

On one winter day when we returned from the ‘Colonia Urzendnica’ from painting the 

German bureaus, we were stopped by the German guards for inspection.  They took away all the 

valuables in our possession, money and all the food we bought from the Polish workers.  They 

searched Samuel and took away his money, chips of gold and his Tephillin with the embroidered 

Tephillin bag.  Arriving in camp, Samuel cried.  What would he do now?  He was left without 

money; how would he survive?  But his greatest distress was the loss of the Tephillin.  He felt 

orphaned, despaired, lost in an ocean of inhuman wickedness.  In the following weeks Samuel 
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changed, not to be recognized.  All better clothes he still had, he sold for bread.  Now, he walked 

around in dirty rags, exposing his shrunken body parts.  It was hard to recognize the stylish, 

esthetic young man, who always tried to keep himself clean, even in the camp conditions.  Now 

he looked dirty, negligent and resigned.  He got sick, but refused to go to the hospital.  He was 

able for a short while to stay in our camp.  I often went to see him.  My heart was hurting seeing 

this respectful young man change into a ‘musulman.’  To my great sorrow, I wasn’t able to help 

him.  I myself struggled between life and death.   

 

One morning, a truck arrived at the Economy Barracks and removed all sick inmates.  

Samuel was among them.  When I returned from work that evening and found out that Samuel 

was gone, I cried bitterly.  Also his brother found out that Samuel was gone when he returned 

from work.  It was for him a great shock, but his strong faith that this was all destined from 

heaven helped his brother to continue to overcome despair and desperation. 

 

The Rape of Women 

 

 The common entertainment habit of the Gestapo and SS was the torching and humiliating 

of the inmates.  Each one of them tried to outdo the others in their sadistic undertaking, to win 

recognition and admiration from their fellow tormentors.  They were in constant contest to see 

who would be more excessively cruel in the task of degrading and obsessive harassing the 

inmates.  A special amusement for them was the public executions, staged like a theatrical 

performance, with pomp and parades.  On one side they lined up several thousand ragged 

inmates, forced to witness the gruesome painful spectacle the Germans prepared for them.  From 

the other side there was a line of flamboyantly dressed, well fed German cutthroats, awaiting 

happily the forthcoming spectacle, squirming bodies of inmates on the gallows, in their agony 

wheezing. 

 

 We paid a high price for the German victories on the war fronts, or when they celebrated 

their holidays.  A winter night in 1943, several thousand inmates lay on the three-storied planks 

in the large structure of the Economy Camp.  On the lower planks lay the men; above them, the 

women wrapped in their rags.  In the half darkness they looked like a line of corpses spread on 
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the cemetery.  Only the sighing and moaning from the inmates let us know that these were living 

creatures.  Suddenly, this nightly muteness was interrupted. 

 

 Batenchleger and Eisenschmidt, accompanied by armed SS, penetrated the Economy 

Camp.  Sleep vanished; our eyes filled with fear.  A midnight visit by Batenchleger and his band 

at the Economy Camp did not forecast anything good.  The Nazis ordered all women to come 

down from their planks, disrobe and build a line.  Batenchleger and Eisenschmidt forged by the 

lined-up women.  One pointed to the other, the younger women still healthy looking, one asked 

the other his opinion and ordered the chosen women to step aside.  They picked a group of the 

best looking young girls and ordered them to follow.  All night they carried on drinking, 

molesting the Jewish girls.  In the morning the girls were all shot.  Is it possible to describe the 

physical, ghostly pain of these young women, modest Jewish girls raped and shot?  When I write 

these lines, my hands are still shivering. 

 

New Barracks, Old Distress 

 

 In the spring of 1943, the Economy Camp was moved to new barracks, newly built not 

far from where we were before.  The new barracks were of different sizes, they accommodated 

from 10 to 50 inmates.  The sanitary conditions seemed here much better.  The toilets and wash 

room could accommodate up to one hundred inmates at a time and we didn’t have to run in a 

hurry to grab a place.  We also received new blankets to cover ourselves with, a thing that had 

never happened before.  The greatest surprise was that one day we were given a piece of sausage 

in addition to our bread ration.  A few days later, they gave us some marmalade and even butter.  

We were happy with it like small children receiving gifts on holidays. 

 

 Our ‘joy’ was not only the piece of sausage or the butter we received, which was an 

essential, life-saving food supplement, but we thought that this is an omen of better times to 

come.  We heard rumors that the Germans were suffering one defeat after another.  It gave us 

new hope that the war would soon be over, maybe in weeks to come, we would be free again.  

As fast as our dreams were born, they trickled out.  Life in the new barracks was as miserable as 

it was in the Economy.  Also the hunger nagged us as before and the work in the factories was 
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not easier.  They hurried us with their rubber sticks with the same ferocity as they did before.  

The news reaching us from the war fronts was really gladdening, but we wondered in these 

conditions, would we live to see the Nazis defeated?  Would our downfall come first? 

 

 In the new barrack the inmates walked around half naked.  From under the rags you could 

see the bone parts of their dried-up bodies, their genitals they tried to cover with their hands.  

Also here they tried to use the ‘new discovery,’ clothes made from cement bags.  The trouble 

was that when it rained, the bags melted away, stuck to the bodies and fell apart, and the inmates 

were left with exposed underpants or naked breast.  Around the barrack went a young man, 

Moshe Orensztein, from Opatów, carrying two buckets of ‘coffee’ and calling, “Hot Coffee, 10 

groszy a cup.”  This repeated itself daily.  As soon as he returned from work, he boiled the hot 

water and offered his coffee until late into the night.  When all were already on their planks, he 

still walked around, hoping that someone of the inmates would need a cup of his coffee to wet 

their dried-up lips.  From his coffee business he could hardly save up to afford to buy a piece of 

bread.  His body was dressed in rags and covered with paper.  Moshe Orensztein got sick, was 

running a high fever.  His greatest worry was not to be taken to the hospital.  His worries were 

solved by Lager chief Impling.  He arrived to our barrack with his auto and took him away to 

Werke C to the mass grave for thousands of Jewish inmates. 

 

At The ‘Juden-Rein’ Skarzysko 

 

 I and a few other inmates were ordered by the ‘Folks-German’ Grabowski to work in our 

town.  On Pilsudski Street there was a new school building that the Germans converted to a war 

lazaretto (hospital) for wounded soldiers from the Russian front.  Our assignment was to paint 

the rooms.  We marched over the streets of Skarzysko, my home town.  Everything here was 

known and dear to me, as a young boy working as a ‘runner’ at the Jewish Bank, delivering mail 

to all parts of town.  Now everything looked so strange.  Here were the Jewish homes, 

businesses, shops, always full of Jews, with their noises, clamor.  Now, we saw strange faces 

looking out the windows.  We saw the new Polish store owners observing us with bizarre looks, 

wondering ‘from where are these Jews coming here?’  We marched the streets where Jews lived 

for generations; they lived, died and were buried here.  Now there were no more.  No Jewish 
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shopkeepers and craftsmen, running every morning to prayers and working all day to support 

their families.  There were no more learned clergy, who studied day and night, discussing 

Talmudic chapters of the holy books.  There were no more Jewish butchers, load porters, market 

peddlers, the young and strong, we called the ‘brawny’ who did not fear anyone. 

 

 There were no more young pioneers:  Chalutzim, Shomrim, “Gordonists” who traveled to 

‘Hakhshara Farm training camps’ to learn trades and farming, in order to go to Palestine and help 

build the Jewish homeland.  And the Jewish working youth, the fighters for a better, just world, 

where all mankind are equal, a world without race hate.  There were no more Jewish children, 

running every morning with the holy books under their arms, to the Hebrew Schools.  Skarzysko 

was now ‘Juden-Rein.’  No more Jews and their institutions; schools, banks, TOZ, Linas 

Hatzedek.  All looked at us with strange, curious faces, in wonderment, “From where are the 

Jews?!”   

 

When we arrived at the Lazaretto, we met Jews from Kielce Ghetto, sent here for work.  

We worked together and fell close to them like family.  After work we sat together and talked 

about our sad situation in Kielce.  We shared with them the slave labor conditions at Werke A. 

There was nothing pleasant to tell each other.  Sometimes we sat too late, we forget the danger; 

after 7 p.m. we were not allowed outside our confined barrack.  Two guards, Lacny and Szelski, 

watched our barrack.  Peering around on all sides we still risked to get together with the Kielce 

inmates, not seeing the guard, they crawled over to our barrack. 

 

 It did not pass without a casualty; one night we heard shooting.  In the morning, we 

discovered that one of the Kielce inmates had gone out after the ‘police hour’ to relieve himself 

and was shot by the Nazi guard.  We buried him, said the Kaddish prayer.  We all mourned the 

martyr, but many of us were thinking, “Will we have the merit to be buried in a Jewish burial 

and someone will chant Kaddish after us?” 
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I Work At Transporting Coal 

 

 Returning from town, I was informed by the chief of the painting shop that there was no 

more work for me and I was transferred to the coal transport brigade.  I was not elated by this 

gloomy message.  Here I had worked for a long time, knew my overseers, the ‘Folks-German’ 

Grabowski, the ‘Reich-German’ Rosenkiewicz and the Polish foremen, Gali and Knzieniawski.  

They often spared me from reprieves because they considered me as a good worker and needed 

me.  Now I didn’t know into whose hands I would lapse.  Most of the work chiefs and overseers 

were known for their cruel and sadistic treatment of the inmates; moreover, I was not such a 

great stalwart worker.  At my job, I was able to perform, but how would I manage at the coal 

transport brigade?  It was no use mulling it over.  No one would ask me where I wanted to go.   

 

I reported to the office of the assistant to the chief of the coal transport brigade, the 

Reich-German, Briks.  I told him that I was sent to him by Grabowski.  He asked me what kind 

of work I did; I told him.  He told me to pick up a shovel and step outside to the coal place and 

the Polish overseer would tell me what to do.  I reported to the Polish foreman, Czarniecki, a 

native of Skarzysko, and he positioned me to work unloading wagons of coal.  The transport 

brigade work was divided in three groups.  One group loaded the wagons with all kinds of 

ammunition, grenades, and bullets; all day they carried the heavy loads of crates.  The second 

group unloaded coal, destined for the factory.  The third group unloaded food products, flower, 

potatoes, and all kinds of vegetables that were sent to the ‘Weks-Consum’ Kitchens.  This place 

fed soup to the thousands of Jewish slave workers and the food products were destined for the 

thousands of Polish workers in the factories.   

 

The Chief leaders of the transport brigade were the German Leffler, Briks and the Polish 

overseers, Zabi, Karzdop, Botchek and Czarniecki.  The work for all the three groups at 

“Transport” was very arduous and exhausting.  The Polish foremen were constantly hurrying us; 

the wagons had to be loaded and unloaded at marked schedules.  As soon as we finished loading 

or unloading a transport train, there were new wagons waiting to be loaded.  It was very hard for 

us to recognize the faces of the inmates working in our group.  They were all black; the coal dust 

ate into our clothes and skin and we couldn’t get rid of it.  The dust crawled into our mouths, 
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noses, eyes, clogging all canals that made breathing impossible.  We perspired, and the black 

sweat burned like needles.  We had nothing to wipe off our faces with and there was no time to 

do it.  Everything on us was coal black and the foremen keep hastening us, “Shnell! Shnell!” 

(Hurry up!).  Every morning at 6:30, the Transport brigade had to be at the gates ready to march 

to work.  The camp policeman, Levi Fax, was in charge of the coal brigade and he took us daily 

to work and back to the camp.  He was responsible that all was in order and that the number of 

inmates, especially the Jewish inmates, must correspond when we passed the German control 

guard. 

 

 Arriving on the work place, we went through another control.  The Polish foremen and 

workers stayed separated from the Jewish slave inmates.  Briks held the list of workers; he called 

out the names of the Polish workers, followed by reading out loud the names of the Jewish 

inmates.  Jewish workers missing at work had to present a note from the camp doctor that they 

were sick.  Often it happened that Fax did not have a doctor’s note for a missing inmate.  He 

would get an order immediately to go to the camp and ‘deliver’ the sick person or persons.  

When they were brought to the factory, Brix would order the Polish foremen to punish the ‘lazy, 

sluggard dogs’ with twenty lashes with their rubber stick on their backs.  The screams of the 

punished inmates reached the heavens.  They fainted, and they were revived and beaten again.  

For some of the Polish workers it was an ‘entertainment’ show; they looked on and reveled.  

They lost their human feelings.   

 

The ones assigned to the Botczek and Karzdop brigade were in desperation; they would 

case the inmates and beat them with the shovels over the heads.  Our ‘wage’ for this penal labor 

was a quarter kilogram of bread and two watery soups; with this we had to exist and work.  It is a 

wonder how we, emaciated skeletons were able to carry the heavy boxes, crates with 

ammunition, unload the wagons of coal and products, going around barefoot, naked, starved, 

dirty, full of lice.  It was hard to recognize ‘the crown of God’s creations’ as human beings.  It 

was even harder for the German occupants and their Polish helpers, who volunteered for service 

to the devil and brought us to such condition.   
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I worked in the Czarniecki brigade.  It was cold outside, the chilling weather 

overwhelmed me, and my dilapidated rags were no protection for my emaciated body.  Across 

the coal place there was the ‘Sniarade shop.’ (?)  I went in for a moment to warm up.  At that 

moment, I didn’t care what would happen; let it be what will be; let this be the end of my 

miserable life.  Czarniecki noticed that I went into the shop.  He came with a shovel in his hand 

and started hitting me over my head.  He dragged me outside, shouting, “Don’t you know that 

Jews are not allowed to enter the shop to warm themselves?”  I stood before him, bleeding and 

didn’t know what to answer him.  He continued, “You know, Celinski, were you not a Skarzysko 

native, I would now dispose of you.”  I said to him, “It’s enough that the Germans ‘dispose of 

us;’ why should Polish people help the Germans?”   

 

It seemed that my words disturbed Czarniecki.  He opened up a tirade of words, “Listen, 

Celinski.  It can be that you will survive the war. You better remember that Czarniecki was not 

the meanest Polish overseer.  I regret that I was beating you.  It was in an angry mood, so I did 

‘take it out’ on you.  I am not as mean as you think.”  After this happened, he gave me a piece of 

bread, brought water to wash off the blood and shook my hand.  “Don’t be mad at me,” he said, 

“we all come from the same town; let us remain friendly compatriots.”  Until now I can’t figure 

out where this human behavior came from.  Was it fear that, maybe, I would survive the war and 

later accuse him? 

 

A New Camp Chief 

 

 A little time after we were transferred to the new barracks the camp chief, Impling, 

disappeared.  In his place came a new chief, Killisman.  The new chief was a short man, a 

hunchback, always strolling around accompanied by a large shepherd dog, called Mentch.  

Pointing to us, he used to call to the dog, “Catch the dogs!” 

 

 This physical cripple, this ugly, vicious creature, now ruled over the life and death of 

thousands of Jewish inmates.  He unloaded the madness of his lamentable, repulsive appearance 

by tormenting and killing us, inmates.  Camp chief Impling was content and satisfied to remove 

all sick inmates from the hospital and send them to Werke C.  For Killisman this wasn’t enough.  
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From time to time, he used to come to the camp in his car, riding around from barrack to barrack, 

ordering all the sick who did not go to work on that day to get on a truck.  He took them away to 

Werke C.  Killisman enjoyed personally killing his victims.  He wasn’t ready to delegate this 

pleasure to others.  He searched among the Jewish inmates for subverts and saboteurs and he 

personally killed them.  Killisman remained in his position at Werke A until the liquidation of 

the camp and the banishment of the inmates to other camps, deeper in the country.  Even when it 

was already known that the Third Reich was wobbling and crashing, Killisman continued his 

bloody work, using more often his revolver as the only ‘device’ to hold on to Nazi rule.  After 

the liquidation of the camp in Skarzysko, I met Killisman in Schlieben where he was the 

overseer of a group of Jewish slave laborers. 

 

 One day, Transportation Chief Lefler came to the Appel Place, giving instructions for 

work assignments for that day.  He asked who among us could write or draw.  I declared that I 

was a sign board painter and knew how to write.  He marched me off to the warehouse magazine, 

where they gathered the crates and wooden boxes of ammunition to be sent off to the war front.  

My duty was to write or print the address destinations of the crates.  Most of them were sent to 

Hamburg, Dusseldorf and Bremen.  These hours, when I was writing the addresses, were for me 

hours of real rest.  No one hurried me.  I sat there quietly at a desk and slowly wrote the letters.  

Lefler liked my work and started to call on me in the mornings to follow him to the warehouse 

magazine, “Painter, follow me!”  To rid myself for several hours from my work of unloading 

coal was for me a life saver.  These were the only hours that I almost forgot that I was an inmate 

in a German slave camp. 

 

Gallows and Executions 

 

 The shooting of Jews in our camp was a regular occurrence.  No one was obligated to 

find a reason for killing a Jew; rather, the more the Nazis showed cruelty toward the Jews, the 

more they grew in rank and more respected by their elders.  Some Nazis used the inmates as a 

kind of sport; to shoot Jewish inmates and later boast to their comrades how many Jews’ heads 

they had blown off. 
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 The shootings were also used as a tool to hold the inmate and also the Polish population 

in constant fear.  By the free-wheeling killing of Jews, the Germans let the Polish workers know 

their power and what they were able to do, if they dreamed about raising their heads.  This 

treatment was not incidental, but planned executions where all the camp inmates must attend.  

These executions, often punishment for trying to escape, were officially announced, so the Polish 

workers would know about them. 

 

 One evening the German guards, inspecting the Jewish inmates returning from the 

factory, discovered that one inmate was hiding a bullet in his pants.  The inmate claimed that this 

small bullet had fallen into his pants while he was loading them in boxes, and he had not noticed 

it.  The Germans did not accept the young inmate’s excuse and accused him of sabotage.  In all 

barracks appeared announcements in German and Polish that a “Jewish war criminal committed 

sabotage and according to war regulations, he will be hanged.”  This was a warning to all 

workers and inmates to learn to respect the German rule and do their jobs with loyalty.  For two 

days they kept the young inmate, constantly flogging him.  Then came the execution.  Several 

thousand of Jewish inmates were gathered on the Appel Place, a gallows was erected and all of 

us were forced to watch how one of us was hanged. 

 

 It is hard for me to say if his excuse was truthful, that the bullet fell accidentally into his 

pants.  Maybe he belonged to an underground group who planned an uprising against the 

Germans and he tried to gather some of the bullets.  Still, we were all upset watching how the 

Nazi oppressors killed one of our martyrs. 

 

 Hunger was stronger than fear.  To overcome hunger, even for a while, inmates risked 

their lives to steal some potato peel or vegetable rinds, and when they were discovered, they 

were shot by the Nazis.  Also in our camp hunger drove inmates to death.  From our factories, 

boxes with silken strips were imported to the war front.  From these silken strips they could pull 

threads of yarn and sell them to the tailors and shoemakers.  Inmates working at the Transport 

brigade were helped by selling these silky yarns, exchanging them for food.  When the boxes 

were already loaded on the wagons, ready to be sent to the war front, they removed the silky 

strips.  This continued for quite a long time.  The boxes went to the front without the silken strips 
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and our tailors and shoemakers had material to do repairs and mend the rags.  How they 

discovered that the boxes arrived at the front without the silken strips, I don’t know.  But one 

day, while the Germans checked the already loaded boxes, they discovered that the silky strips 

were missing.  They immediately searched the inmates working at the transport brigade and the 

people working at the tailor shop.  There they found the silky strips.  They were arrested and 

accused of being “Sabotageists.”  One from my group, Tischler, was also arrested and taken 

away under a strict escort.   

 

On the way to work, we were held up by Killisman and his underlings.  Killisman gave a 

speech, “A group of inmates committed sabotage and will be executed.”  He himself was the 

judge and the executioner, shooting the inmates.  A while later we were forced to watch another 

execution.  An inmate who was employed at the electric station cut off a piece of a leather belt in 

order to buy bread for his starving girl.  The Germans called it sabotage and the verdict was 

ready.  Killisman did the shooting.  On Sunday mornings, when we were ready to do washing, 

mending rags and disposing of lice, armed SS came and ordered us out to the Appel Place.  

Facing the victim stood Killisman, calmly smiling, caressing his dog.  Also the SS guards were 

in a good mood, like people awaiting a Sunday spectacle that would start any minute.  We stayed 

in lines, with our feet unruly quivering and our hearts full of pain, forced to witness another 

inmate facing the gallows.  The minutes dragged on; it felt like an eternity.  The hunchback 

Killisman was in no hurry; he liked to enjoy the tormenting of the victims and the pangs of the 

assembled inmates.  What could be more pleasurable for him than to watch the painful look in 

the inmates’ faces?  After playing around with his dog, Killisman again made a speech, “This 

God-damned Jude practiced sabotage; therefore, he will be shot.  All of you inmates better 

remember that for committing sabotage we will kill all of you, up to the last Jew.”  After his 

harangue, he ordered the victim to turn around.  Killisman liked to shoot his victims in the back.  

Every one of us cried, we grieved and had to stay and watch the execution. 

 

We Paid For the German Defeats 

 

 The news that reached us about the situation on the war fronts lifted our spirits.  The 

Germans were suffering great losses and setbacks, the Russian and Allied armies delivered 
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strong blows to the Germans on all occupied fronts.  The German defeat was almost secured.  

But in our camp, nothing changed, everything continued like it was a year before, two years 

before, when the Germans spoke of establishing the “Thousand year rule of the third Reich.”   

 

 The German factory chiefs, the SS, Gestapo, the Ukrainian SS guards didn’t show any 

feelings or fear that the ground under their feet started to shake.  They continued behaving with 

the same arrogance as before, that they were the rulers of Europe.  The camp was a world by 

itself.  We had the impression, even when the whole world would free themselves from the 

Nazis, we would continue slaving under the barbed wires and the hunchback Killisman would 

continue to walk around with his gun in his hand, shooting whoever he liked for his pleasure.  In 

our camp, everything remained as it was; the ragged, hungry inmates ran around from barrack to 

barrack searching ways to earn a chip of bread.  The tailors, shoemakers, and sheet metal 

workers worked away, mending torn pants, fixing torn shoes, creating coffee cups from pieces of 

tin or tin cans, used to boil water.  The ‘merchants’ chased each other around the barrack, 

offering ‘hot coffee,’ or some soup to the inmates who still had a few groszy to spend.  Others 

looked jealously at the ‘lucky’ ones; they didn’t have the 10 groszy for a cup of coffee.  They lay 

all night on their planks; the nagging hunger did not let them sleep.   

 

Late at night it got quiet in the barracks.  The inmates crawled up on their planks, trying 

to rest their hurting bodies, but an army of flies, lice attacked them.  They replaced the Nazi 

guards; they sucked the blood out of the inmates.  The nightly silence was often disturbed by 

screams.  Someone was awakened and was shouting up to the women on planks above, “Who is 

pouring water on me?  It is flowing down on my face.”  Over his plank lay a woman inmate.  She 

couldn’t hold back and she urinated on her plank.  Soon you heard another scream, “Catch that 

thief!”  Inmates stole from one another; they stole the last piece of bread from under their heads.  

The Jewish police chased the thief and took him to their barrack where he got a murderous 

treatment.  But, this didn’t hold back other hungry inmates from doing the same.  The nights at 

the barrack were as nightmarish as the miseries of the days. 

 

 The news from the war front was delightful; one German defeat after another.  With all 

our miserable life here in the camps, the news brought some comfort, some cheer and courage 
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among us, even a spark of hope that maybe we would live to see our liberation and the full defeat 

of the Nazis.  The Germans felt our moods.  Their answer was to strengthen the terror against the 

inmates.  We knew that when Killisman behaved wildly in the camp or factory, he was trying 

through his torture to find comfort for the German losses on the war fronts.  In the beginning we 

paid for the German victories.  Later, we paid for the German defeats. 

 

The Last Time I Saw Miriam, My Sister 

 

 Of all my family, the only one left was my sister Miriam.  She was working at Werke C.  

I saw her from time to time, once monthly, when the female inmates were taken for showers and 

clothes disinfections.  I was not always so lucky.  When I was able to see her, it was minutes of 

great content, but also of great downcast; my heart ached when I looked at her.  

 

If we considered Werke A as hell, Werke C deserved more the right to be called ‘HELL.’  

The conditions at Werke C were much worse than ours.  The terror of the German and Ukrainian 

SS and the Jewish Police, their savagery and atrocious treatment of the inmates, were the cruelest 

of all units in these factories.  The work with the chemical substances, ‘Tratil, Picric’ and others 

were ‘eating alive’ the people employed there.  My sister worked with ‘Tratil’ and it did affect 

her skin color.  All her face looked yellow; it was hard for me to remember how she looked 

before.  She was ill and could hardly stay on her feet.   

 

The last time I was able to see her, she cried like a child, “I can’t stand it anymore, let it 

be what can be, I want to go to the hospital.”  I cried with her and implored her to please not go 

to the hospital.  They would come and take the sick and shoot them.  My heart was even more 

grieving because I wasn’t able to help my sister with anything.  I myself was not in a better 

condition as she was.  I never saw Miriam, my sister, again.  In August 1944, when the Nazis 

liquidated the camp at Werke C and the remaining slave laborers were evacuated deeper in the 

country, was my sister in the hospital.  Together with sick patients they were taken out and shot. 
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Werke C 

 

 Werke C was the scare-word of the Skarzysko Camp.  The inmates who did not die from 

exhaustion or starvation, if they committed the smallest transgression, were punished by transfer 

to Werke C.  This was also almost a death sentence.  In the time when I was working in the 

‘Transport section’ at Werke A, I was on several occasions sent with deliveries to Werke C and 

was able to acquaint myself with the conditions there.  My sister, Miriam, completed the 

information about the section C.   

 

Counter to Werke A which was located close to the road, Werke C was disguised and 

camouflaged deep in a forest.  Here were located the main sectors of the factory, devising 

important war products like underwater mines, grenades and other ammunition, replenished with 

‘Picric’ (picric acid) and other chemicals that poisoned everything around.  In the shops 6, 13, 

15, 58 and others, these chemicals were smutted, ground and boiled in large kettles that poisoned 

the air around and the lungs of the Jewish slave laborers who were forced to work twelve hours 

daily and in a short period of weeks, paid with their lives.  From day one, the inmates working at 

the ‘picric’ and ‘tratil’ chemicals all turned yellow.  Not only their clothes but also their looks all 

changed; their hair, faces were covered with yellow spots, hands were burned from the sores and 

the poisoning of their inner organs started.  They were not able to digest their little food rations 

and kept vomiting.  Their knees hurt like filled with lead.  Every bite of food tasted bitter and the 

air they inhaled was full of bitterness, a feeling that constantly tormented them.   

 

In the prewar Poland, the workers at these horrendous shops received special privileges, 

all wearing protection masks that protected them from the poisonous gases.  They received 

additional food allotments, like milk, fats and other benefits.  They worked three hour shifts and 

rested for a full two hours, working only four hours a day.  They also received gloves and other 

protective items to avert any dangers for the workers’ health.  For the Jewish inmates, none of 

the above-mentioned elementary health precautions existed.  This was not enough for the 

Germans; they did everything in their power to aggravate the inhumane conditions. 
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Shop 13 

 

 Among the many shops at Werke C, shop 13 was notorious for their cruelties.  Here they 

produced underwater mines loaded with ‘pikrin.’  For this work they assigned the youngest, 

strongest boys and girls.  After only a few days, you were not able to recognize them; they lost 

their individual semblance and likeness.  They were called ‘The Pikrins.”  They looked different 

from all inmates; no one had to ask them in what shop they were employed.  The yellow color of 

their faces and rags spoke for them.  Because the chemicals destroyed their clothes, the ‘Pikrins’ 

walked around dressed in rags, a mixture of paper and tatters.  The burned holes in their clothing 

were covered with paper, held together by pieces of wire.   

 

In this attire we saw the ‘Pikrins’ drag around the camp.  None of them had a shirt that 

they could take off during the night.  It was not easy to pull off the rags; a lot of time was needed 

for this task.  The ‘Pikrins’ were isolated in special barracks, 11 and 12, where the air was 

poisoned, laden with the bitter smell of the chemicals they were working with at their shops.  

These two barracks had no problems with lice and other vermin; in this poisonous air, even the 

lice were not able to survive.  The ‘Pikrins’ were isolated and avoided even by their own fellow 

inmates who considered them as lepers.  As soon as one of them entered a barrack, you 

recognized them by their odor.  

 

 The ‘Pikrins’ were not able to deal in the exchange of goods for food items; everything 

they touched had a bitter odor and lost its natural color.  All food, like bread or soup the ‘Pikrins’ 

ate, all had the same bitter taste.  Their overseer never entered their shops.  His presence was not 

needed.  They were forced to fulfill their ‘norm;’ otherwise they were not allowed to leave the 

shops and they kept constantly adding numbers to the ‘norms.’  Before the war, a worker was 

producing three boxes daily; now the ‘norm’ was eleven boxes daily.  The merciless ‘norms,’ 

continuous barbaric punishments, lacking nourishment killed the ‘Pikrins’ daily.  Of 25 ‘Pikrins’ 

who worked at the kettles, 17 died in less than several months.  After the liquidation of the camp, 

when the surviving inmates were transferred deeper into Germany, the Germans did not want the 

world to see the ‘Pikrins,’ the yellow inmates.  They were all shot. 
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Shop 58 

 

 From a norm of 2,200 grenades per shift, they increased the norm to 5,500 grenades daily 

output to be produced and delivered by each one of the inmates of shop 58.  The inmates were 

chased wildly, without a moment of rest.  It was impossible to even stop for a second, because 

the tape was running.  If an inmate with swollen hands did not rush fast enough, the whip of the 

overseer immediately hit the inmate over his head and back.  From the inmate’s face the blood 

would run, but there was no one who would wipe away the blood and the overseer stayed ready 

to continue the beating.  If the inmate fainted or couldn’t continue, he was taken away to the 

firing range.   

 

The thought of the firing range kept the inmates in a steady suspense.  The fear of the 

firing range was the drive power that ran the life of the camp.  The firing range was a camouflage 

that covered the eyes of the inmates; all roads led to that place.  In order to fulfill the excessive 

norm, the inmates neglected the smallest precautions when working; therefore, explosions were a 

frequent happening at the shops where they produced exploding materials that kill many of the 

inmates.  Soon after a transport arrived from Krakow to Skarzysko, there was an explosion at 

shop 58.  The wounded Polish workers were immediately taken to the hospital.  The wounded 

Jewish inmates they let lay in the shop in pain, until the special investigating commission arrived 

and finished their inspection.  Then they took the 8 wounded Jewish inmates to the firing range 

and killed them.   

 

At shop 58 were employed a number of elderly women.  Their situation was more tragic 

than the other inmates.  Not too many elderly people were in the camps.  At ‘selections,’ they 

were the first ones to be marched off to the gas chambers and firing ranges.  Still, a number of 

these women were ‘lucky’ to avoid the eyes of the Germans and make it to the shops.  With the 

Plaszów transport of Jews to Skarzysko, there came a group of elderly women.  At the first 

Appel, a number of them were taken away, never to be seen again.  The shop overseers did not 

want to pick any of them to work for them.  The ones not chosen at the Appel were marched off 

to the firing range.  The overseer of shop 58 did pick a number of the women inmates.  Knowing 

that they were being watched with suspicion, the elderly women worked with the greatest 
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exertion, but it did not help them much.  They became the scapegoats, the most persecuted and 

tortured.  Life for them was twice as hard harder than for the younger inmates.  Their struggle for 

survival, for some extra days of living, was more painful and tragic. 

 

Death and Amusement 

 

 To the Germans, death and amusement went hand in hand.  They enjoyed hooking the 

noose-loop on the neck of their victims to the sound of music.  The sound of rifle salvos and the 

last agony rattles were mixed with cheerful marches and sentimental gypsy music that an 

orchestra played with full solemnity.   

 

In the ‘valley of death’ that was Werke C, in this hell of human suffering, the Germans 

did not forget to stage performances by Jewish inmates.  These ‘concerts’ were aimed to show 

the camp for the outside world, the opposite truth about the conditions in the camp.  The concerts 

took place on a field outside the barracks, and the Polish Skarzysko population on the other side 

of the wires, judging from the ‘performances’ concluded that the Jews were having it not too 

bad, if they had the initiative to arrange such performances.   

 

Among the inmates were many talented artists, singers, authors.  They were the ones who 

directed the programs of dances, song readings in Yiddish, Hebrew and Polish.  The ‘sketches’ 

presented the camp life in a caustic format, making fun and criticizing the Jewish ‘prominentes’ 

all kind of ‘influential fixers’ who were the leaders of the life in the camp, the oppressors of the 

inmates.  The writers and artists who did criticize the Jewish overseers and Kapos paid a heavy 

price for their performance.  The prominentes took revenge by sending the performers to the 

worst tasks and persecuted them on every occasion.  The Polish population attending the 

concerts looked at the dance numbers and wondered, “Are these people the same inmates we 

hear about that live in terrible conditions, that all of them are condemned to die?  That they are 

killed daily?  Are these only rumors or is this what our eyes see here?”  Also among the inmates 

appeared false illusions, sparks of hope that there was still a distance from amusement to death.  

We forgot at that moment that, for the Nazis, death and entertainment went together.  That 

human suffering and amusement were for these ‘obermentchen’ a part of their recreation. 
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Grenades Stuffed With Sand 

 

 In the dreadful conditions at the German slave camps it was almost impossible to 

organize a resistance or sabotage.  All the inmates were in constant observation under the terror 

of the Germans and their helpers.  To establish contact with the outside world was almost 

impossible.  Even inside the camp it was hard to communicate; you were not allowed even for a 

moment to leave your assigned working place.  Still, in many camps, despite the rigid control, 

were acts of resistance and insurrection, acts of sabotage and from the camps was sent help to the 

partisans.   

 

Also in the Skarzysko Camp continued spontaneous, regularly-organized sabotage 

actions, and from there help was sent to the partisans.  In January 1944, in the middle of the day 

during lunch break, two crates with ammunition suddenly disappeared.  The directors of the 

company came running and started an investigation.  They arrested some Jewish women inmates, 

believing that they would be able to get some information from them about the missing crates.  

They tortured the women and threatened them with death, if they did not divulge who was 

behind the disappearance of the two crates with ammunition.  In camp we heard that this was not 

the first time that ammunition was stolen and given to the partisans.  We also heard that there 

existed an underground, secret organization working among us, under a strong conspiracy 

leadership.  The Germans were not able to get anything out of the women inmates.  They took 

one of the magazine foremen and shot him.  Two of his helpers were taken away and sent to 

Kielce, where they were probably executed. 

 

 The overseers constantly controlled the production.  One time, as they turned around, the 

workers did not fasten the grenades openings and in a hurry packed them into the crates.  The 

steady danger hanging over the heads of the Jewish inmates, men and women, did not scare 

them.  They considered it a holy task.  According to rumors I heard in the camp, there was a 

group of Jewish inmates in contact with a Polish train mechanic, who was working with the 

Polish partisans.  He was the one that transferred the ammunition crates that the Jewish inmates, 

risking their lives through different ways were able to carry off from the shops, to the Polish 

underground.  In some shops there continued a systematic sabotage action.  Much of the 
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ammunition transported to the war front was worthless; the bombs and mines did not explode.  In 

the 6th and 50th shops they loaded sand in the crates of ‘tratil.’  While the ‘tratil’ was boiling, they 

added sand and water and they packed the ruined chemicals that became good for nothing.  In the 

24th and 85th shops, the sabotage work was done by not closing the upper parts of the grenades as 

was demanded.  These grenades were worthless; they never exploded. 

 

What Will Happen With Us? 

 

 The Soviet front moved closer to Skarzysko.  The Germans tried to stifle their insecurity 

and uneasiness; still we felt it all around.  We were even more anxious than the Germans.  Our 

destiny was on shaky ground; what would happen to us?  What would the Germans do to several 

thousand Jewish inmates at Werke A?  We met in groups and talked about our situation, looking 

for ways to save our lives.  Escape?  Hide ourselves?  Wait for the mercy of the Germans?  No 

way!  They would torture us up to the last moment, when they would themselves try to escape to 

save their hides and they would murder us all. 

 

 What could we do?  Liberation was so close, so near, but we stayed face to face with 

death.  Our discussions and thinking led us to nothing.  We were in a cage held by the Germans, 

who could do with us everything they liked.  Most of us were broken bodies, hardly able to 

undertake any steps, to decide any actions.  But the Nazis did plan what to do with us.  Until 

their last convulsions they decided not to let the Jewish inmates out of their control.  Escaping 

themselves, they took the inmates with them in order to murder all of them. 

 

 On August 5, 1944, came an order that all women and men, up to the last one, must 

gather on the Appel Place, close to the camp.  Among the several thousand Jewish inmates a 

panic broke out.  Was this our end?  There was no time for thinking.  The Jewish police were 

hurrying us, “Shnell!”  The Appel Place was full of SS and Ukrainian guards, all armed with 

machine guns.  They arranged us to five inmates to a line, men separated from the women.  

Heavy trucks arrived with armed SS and they loaded all sick patients from the hospital on the 

trucks.  Hearts all devastated, we felt the breath of death.  Were we all condemned to perish?  

Some of the sick were taken on cars.  Among them I saw a Skarzysko girl, Nahum, the butcher’s 
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daughter.  She was lame on a leg and begged Killisman to let her live, that she worked all this 

time at the shop and she would continue to work.  She was kissing Killisman’s hands and cried, 

“Please, don’t send me to die.”  Killisman ordered the Ukrainian guard to throw her on the 

wagon.  At the transport brigade worked a young man, Mayer Mandelman, from Zwolen.  At 

work an accident happened; a piece of iron fell on him and broke his leg.  Killisman ordered him 

to crawl on the truck.  Mayer knew what it meant to crawl on these trucks.  He begged Killisman, 

“I worked hard for several years at Werke A.  Why do you send me to death?”  Killisman 

repeated the order, “Crawl on the truck.”  Mayer refused the order, “I will not crawl up on this 

truck!”  Killisman grabbed his gun and shot the young man.  All the trucks were now loaded 

with the sick and left to the cemetery, to Werke C.  We were loaded into wagons waiting for us 

at the railroad station. 

 

In The Wagons 

 

 We were pushed into wagons, men separated from women, 50 inmates to a cattle car.  

The SS chased and beat us, and shouted, “Shnell!  Hurry up!”  After the wagons were loaded, 

they were closed, locked.  It was terribly hot and stifling in the wagons; we couldn’t breathe.  We 

were thirsty but had no water.  The whole reserve consisted of two pails of water.  No one knew 

how long we would travel in the wagons.  We limited the consumption of water to two cups 

daily.  Almost the first time in my camp life I faced a situation when inmates didn’t swallow 

their chunk of bread; they still saved.  Here in the wagon they had difficulties swallowing 

because of the suffocating, arduous lack of air and thirst.   

 

Night came.  There was no space for all to lie down, so we alternated groups; one group 

lay down and took a nap, followed by a second group waiting for their turn.  There was no place 

to relieve yourself.  Inmates held their bellies, having colic, stomach aches; they urinated on the 

places where they stood.  The air in the wagon was unbearable, people fainted and the water was 

gone, run out.  There was no more water to resuscitate the fainted inmates.  We looked out the 

little window of the wagon and tried to figure out in what direction they were taking us.  It was 

hard to get oriented and each one looking out had his own guess, assumption.  Most of us were 
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so weakened that we didn’t show any interest in where they were taking us.  “Let it be what it 

will be, and let come an end to our miseries.”   

 

After a day and a night in the wagons we arrived in Czestochowa.  The wagon opened 

and they marched us to the latrine.  We could hardly stay on our legs and shuddered like 

drunkards.  After several hours in Czestochowa, we were loaded again into the wagon.  The 

hours faded slowly; the heat, foul air and thirst tormented us.  We passed Breslau and Berlin and 

arrived in Leipzig.  There all the women disembarked and were taken away.  In silent pain, the 

men watched their dear ones, the only family they had left, as they marched away.  Many of the 

men had become attached to their ‘cousins’ and now they watch helplessly as they were taking 

away, wondering if they would ever see them again.  The assumptions were that the women 

inmates would work here in ammunition factories, and that they were taking us to labor camps.  

But who knew what the Nazis were planning for us?  What devilish plans they contrived for us?  

After several miserable days and nights we arrived in Buchenwald Concentration Camp. 

 

 

CONCENTRATION CAMP:  BUCHENWALD 

 
What Awaiting Us Here?   
 

The name Buchenwald was known to me.  I knew that this concentration camp was 

founded in 1937, near the city of Weimar, by the Nazi rulers under the leadership of the SS, as a 

camp for political opponents of the Nazi regime.  As the Germans occupied European countries, 

they sent labor leaders to this camp for ‘re-education.’   

 

They gathered us on a huge plot in the camp.  We were tired, exhausted.  Our minds were 

tense, searching an answer to the question, “What is awaiting us here?”  We looked around us 

and saw people moving around, but we could not approach them.  We were lined up, waiting for 

orders from the authorities.  For the years as inmates we were trained to do things only by 

command…Stop!  March!  Eat!  Sleep!  Pee!  Everything was done by command.  Now we were 

waiting in line for an order, what to do next.  Then came a command:  to take us to showers.  
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They divided us in groups.  The first group marched off, but they never returned.  They were 

leaving through another exit and we couldn’t find out what procedures they used at the shower 

cells.  Then it was our turn.  We entered a huge building and were ordered to undress and stand 

under the shower and wash.  I noticed a cold water fountain.  I ran toward it.  I couldn’t have 

enough of the water; everything in my body was dried up.  We were days without water.  After 

drinking, I took a shower and felt my system start functioning again.  It was like a transfusion of 

fresh blood.  Leaving the shower we were forced to immerse our heads in a barrel of red-colored 

liquid.  I was scared and hesitated to do it.  The inmate in charge did not wait for my decision; he 

grabbed me and forced my head into the liquid.  This was a ‘disinfectant devise’ against lice. 

 

We were marched off to the clothing magazine and given new camp attire.  From there, 

we were taken to the camp office.  There were employed political prisoners; they registered all 

new arrivals.  My name, profession.  They wanted to know to what political party I belonged to.  

They wanted to know how we were treated at the Skarzysko Camp.  I told them that I never 

belonged to any political parties.  I was told that here I didn’t have to fear telling the truth.  If I 

belonged to a workers union, here I was not under the rule of the Nazis and nothing would 

happen to me if I told the truth.  I repeated that I had told them the truth.   

 

From the work office we were taken to a huge camp enclosure and given bread and soup.  

In comparison to the Skarzysko camp soup, this one was more appetizing.  This was for us a sign 

of the conditions here.  According to the pieces of potatoes in the soup, we judged which camp 

was better.  The day was over and they marched us into barracks.  There were no planks for us, 

so we were told to sleep on the floor, but were given blankets to cover ourselves.  The blankets 

had a double meaning for us.  They protected us from the cold and gave us some dignity as 

inmates, that we received something as our own possession.  Tired and exhausted I lay on the 

floor, my mind was obsessed with one question, “What is awaiting us in this new camp?”  

According to my first impression, it was hard to judge.  Still, I would rather remain here, among 

the sixty thousand political prisoners. 
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A Saved Benefactor 

 

On the second day after our arrival, the political inmates running the camp ordered all of 

the Skarzysko transport to gather on the Appel Place.  They counted us, making sure we were all 

present. 

 

The political inmates called upon us that we point out Kapos, Jewish policemen, shop 

chiefs and ‘prominentes’ who mistreated or beat inmates in the Skarzysko camp.  “We don’t 

have to fear any retribution here, just point out the oppressors.”  Many of us started to point out 

the Jewish policemen, hospital overseers and other chiefs who collaborated with the Gestapo and 

the camp overseers. They were ordered out of the lines, taken away and we never saw them 

again.   

 

Among the men people were pointing was the former Camp Chief, my Skarzysko 

landsman, Albirt.  This was the same Albirt who had given me a beating and had slapped my 

face, but it had saved my life.  Now he pointed at me; he asked that I verify that he saved my life.  

I immediately acknowledged that he was an honest person and really did save me from being 

shot.  No one opposed my statement and they released him.  With tears in his eyes, he thanked 

me for my intervention on his behalf.   

 

We were still tired from our ‘voyage’ from Skarzysko to Buchenwald and we were again 

on the road.  All the Skarzysko transport of inmates were sent to Schlieben, near Dresden, some 

one hundred kilometers from Leipzig.  The journey did not take long and we arrived there on the 

same day.  As soon as we arrived in the camp, the Kapos divided us and assigned us to different 

work brigades – to railroad transportation, work commandos and ammunition transports.  I was 

assigned to transport; the chief of our team was Lehman, a German.  After being assigned we 

were marched off to the barracks.  The greeting of the German Kapo did not predict any good.  

Instead of using his mouth, he used his whip, constantly pushing, hitting our heads.  Our dark 

predictions were affirmed soon enough.  Five in the morning we were chased out from the 

barracks to the latrines.  There were no wash rooms available.  We were rushed to the Appel 

Place.  For being late, even for a minute, you were beaten mercilessly.   
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The inmates were divided to their brigades and the Kapos took them to work.  While still 

waiting in line, the two Kapos, Eric and Paul, walked around beating the inmates with rubber 

sticks.  They continued the beatings on the way to work and at the work places.  All day they ran 

around like poisoned rats, beating us, screaming, “Faster!  Shneller, Farfluchte Juden!”  This 

went on for all of twelve hours.  Also, we were hungrier here than before, even though we 

received the same portion of bread and the same two cups of watery soup.  The difference from 

Skarzysko to this camp was that in Skarzysko many of us were able to buy some extra food items 

from the Polish workers.  Here, there was no place to buy anything, and we all were hungry.  

After twelve hours of harassment and rigorous work, we were taken back to the barracks, we ate 

our evening soup and dead tired, we fell on our planks.  But, even then, they did not let us rest.   

 

The Kapos, after they consumed a full meal, liked to ‘have fun’ by abusing the inmates.  

They liked to watch how the inmates curdle from pain.  The Kapo, Paul, pointed to my plank, 

telling me that my blanket was not properly straightened out, and he started to beat me.  I lay on 

the floor bleeding and he didn’t stop until I fainted.  So our days were dragging.  Days and nights 

of hard labor, beatings, hunger, not a spark of hope, no outlook of improvement.  The transport 

workers at the railroad brought daily good news.  Transports of German wounded from all war 

fronts were filling up all hospitals.  Theoretically this was good news for us, but practically, it 

gave us nothing.  The regime in this camp was rigorous; the Nazis tried to cover up their defeats 

on the fronts by tormenting us inmates.  In these conditions, would we live to see the final defeat 

of these Hitlerian oppressors? 

 

The Will to Live Is Stronger Than Death 

 

 This is against any logic, hard to understand and justify; still, it was true.  The more 

rugged life became, the stronger our passion to survive.  In the Skarzysko Ghetto, with all the 

pain, suffering and distress, I never heard of people committing suicide.  In the Skarzysko Slave 

Labor Camp, where conditions were more hellish, almost no one went voluntarily to the hospital, 

to be killed.  Also here, in Schlieben, where our tormenting situation was unbearable, we 

clutched to life with all the little energy still in us.  During the horrifying years, deep in our 
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hearts nestled a spark of hope, that the Hitler era was a temporary calamity, it would pass.  Now, 

these expectations became real.  The Nazi defeats became a reality.  The question now was, 

“How can we persevere?”  More than ever we yearned to survive, to live. 

 

 The Germans also knew of their situation.  Also for them it was clear that time was not 

working in their favor, but rather, to the benefit of their victims.  They did everything in their 

power and used the time left to kill and annihilate as many of the remaining Jewish inmates 

under their control.  We struggled with the last little energy left in us, despite the gruesome, 

hideous conditions, against any logic, to survive, to live.  This will to outlive the Nazis was 

powerful against the extinction that we faced now and was following us on every step. 

 

I Am Wounded 

 

 We were in Schlieben for almost two months.  I worked in the ‘Transport brigade.’  The 

work was divided in two shifts:  day shift from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. and night shift from 7 p.m. to 7 

a.m.  For 12 hours, without rest, I dragged heavy loads on my weak shoulders.  From where did I 

get the energy to do it?  Only God knows.  In normal times I wouldn’t be able to endure even one 

day at this kind of work.   

 

In our section we put together armor parts, no more for the war fronts, but for the civilian 

population for their self-defense against the attacking Soviet and Allied forces.  It seemed that 

the Germans were getting ready for resistance battles; up to the last moment and they were trying 

to draw into battles all the civilian population.  On October 13, I worked the night shift from 7 

p.m. until morning.  Under the control and constant hurrying and beating by the Kapos, I dragged 

the heavy crates.  In the first hour of the evening, I could still cope, but as the hours passed, all 

my body parts were getting tired, numb, like they were loaded with lead.  Around 1 p.m., my 

legs refused to move and my arms were not able to lift the heavy crates.  I told my co-workers, 

“If God helps us and a bomb hits this factory, this would mean an end to our woes.”  My fellow 

inmates looked at me with tacit sorrow, and helped me load the next crate on my shoulders.   
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In that moment when I carried the crate into the factory and set it on the table, a powerful 

explosion hit the air.  I lay on the floor, feeling blood flowing from my mouth.  My head and 

right eye hurt, burning like fire.  I felt like a heavy load was covering me.  From all directions I 

heard moaning, “Please, Help!”  I tried to move my left leg, my arm, to no avail.  I was pressed 

under a heavy load.  As I kept moving my right leg, pieces of stuff started to fall on my legs and 

I was able to move.  With my last strength I tried to get up.  I noticed that the entire factory was 

in flames.  With all my last capacity to move, I dragged myself out of the burning factory.  I was 

still bleeding, my head was swollen and my right eye was hurting.  I covered my eye, afraid it 

would fall out.  My clothes and shoes were scorched, singed.  I dragged myself to a tree, not to 

collapse.   

 

A German soldier, his right arm missing, likely a war invalid, approached me.  His first 

question was, “Are you Jude?  (Are you a Jew?)  Where are you going?”  I told him that I was 

wounded and needed help.  He told me to walk and he followed in back of me.  I kept looking to 

see if he would take out his revolver and shoot me in the back.  I imagined that this was his 

intention.  We walked through a small forest.  It was dark.  I could hardly see the road.  I felt 

dizzy, my head was burning.  I needed to lie down.  But the presence of the soldier was holding 

me on my legs and I moved forward.  Finally I saw barracks, people walking around.  I started 

screaming, “Help!”  Two men approached me and asked “Who are you?”  I told them my name.  

The two men were my Skarzysko landsmen (compatriots) Yerachmiel Wolkowicz and Mayer 

Wardi.  In the first moment they did not recognize me because of my bleeding and my wounds.   

 

They took me to a field and let me lie down on the grass and ran to find a doctor.  They 

soon arrived with the camp doctor.  The doctor claimed that I was so severely wounded that he 

was not able to help me.  He bandaged my head and eye.  He wasn’t even able to wash off the 

blood and bandaged my wounds on top of all the dirt and blood spots.  I remained on the field 

until the morning.  I was shaking from the cold and the temperature of my body.  All this time I 

was thinking that this was my end.  I was convinced that the Germans would not help me.  In the 

morning I was taken to the camp.  The camp doctor again claimed that he could not help me.  He 

refused to take off the bandage, afraid it would cause a blood poisoning.  He telephoned 
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Buchenwald and asked that they send an auto for all those wounded in the explosion.  He hoped 

that they will do it that day.   

 

From the doctor, I dragged myself to the barrack.  I looked in the mirror and saw what 

had happened to me.  I was scared at the way I looked.  I was thirsty, but could only swallow a 

small spoon of water.  I was dead tired; I lie down on my plank and fell asleep.  I was awakened 

by the screams of the Kapos, Eric and Paul, ordering all inmates to immediately leave the 

barrack and gather on the Appel Place.  I could hardly move; still, instinctively I tried to get up 

and out to the Appel Place.  Eric looked at me and told me to remain in the barrack.  After 

counting the number of inmates, they found out that 200 inmates lost their lives last night in the 

bombing and in the flames.  In my barrack of 30 people, only ten inmates remained.  According 

to the rumors in the camp, the explosion was the sabotage work of the communists.  They were 

the ones who placed the bomb to blow up the ammunition factory. 

 

Buchenwald Hospital 

 

 At dusk, a large truck arrived and picked up all heavily wounded and took them to the 

Buchenwald hospital.  The camp chief counted thirty seriously wounded inmates, many with 

severed arms, legs, burned faces and blinded eyes.  From our camp to Buchenwald was a 

distance of 240 kilometers.  The trip, the bouncing of the truck on the road, caused us pain.  The 

wounded moaned and groaned, asking God to relieve them from their agony.  After seven hours 

of travel, we arrived at midnight in Buchenwald.  Political inmates were waiting for us, and 

helped us to get off the truck.  The ones not able to walk were carried on stretchers.  There was 

no doctor available in the hospital at night and until morning we lay on the stretchers without any 

help.  A Russian inmate asked me if I wanted any tea.  He brought me a cup of warm tea.  This 

was all he was able to do to help me.  All night we lay there in pain, waiting for daylight to 

receive some medical treatment. 

 

 In the morning, doctors arrived.  They asked me to take a shower.  For a long time I stood 

under the shower, washing off the blood from my wounds.  The water softened the bandage that 

was stuck to my wounds.  My right eye was still sticking out, ready to fall out.  I covered it with 
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my hand.  After the shower, I was accepted in the hospital ward.  Several doctors of many 

nationalities, with a German chief doctor, examined me.  One of them called out, “Oh, God!  

How heavily wounded you are!”  The chief doctor asked me, “Can you see with your right eye?”  

I answered him, “I can’t see anything!”  “So, we will remove this eye altogether!”  “Not so fast; 

we must try to save his eye,” said a Czech doctor.  He asked the French eye specialist to take me 

to the operating room.  He took several ‘Roentgen x-rays’ and poured some drops in my eye.  

After a while I was again able to see.  Now they started the operation.  Sleep injections were not 

available.  Several doctors held me down, while the others operated.  It took them a long time to 

put back the eye and sew up the wound.  I can’t describe the pain.  I begged them to let me die.  

The doctors calmed me down, saying, “You will recuperate.” 

 

 After the operation, I was taken to the hospital ward, to a bed with clean bedcovers, 

something I hadn’t seen for many years.  The beds were two tiers and I tried to take the lower 

tier.  The Russian ward steward advised me to take the upper tier because the lower tier was for 

people who had lost their legs.  I did as he advised.  I was thirsty and I was given tea.  I asked for 

another cup and was given a second cup of tea.  It was hard for me to believe that just for the 

asking, they gave me another cup of sweet tea. 

 

Between Life and Death 

 

 For two months I was in the hospital with high temperature and pain.  I couldn’t hold my 

head on the pillows and I was not able to sleep.  The doctors encouraged me, saying that I would 

endure, recuperate and survive, that I had a healthy heart.  The doctors and all the medical staff 

were political prisoners from many nations.  They treated all patients with respect and did 

everything in their power to comfort and help save the patients’ lives.  The German chief doctor 

also wore a ‘red insignia’ labeling him as a political prisoner.  He came to see me every day, 

checked my wounds, and asked how I felt.  When I said “Shlim” (bad) he comforted me that my 

wounds were healing and advised me to take a shower every day and change the bandages.  The 

Czech doctors bandaged and cleaned away the ‘wild skin’ from around the wounded eye.  They 

were very friendly to me and always stressed that I should be happy that I came to this hospital 
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in a ‘favorable time’ when orders arrived from Berlin to cure all wounded or ill inmates.  Earlier 

when inmates got sick, they shot them.   

 

After two months my eye was partly healed; I started to feel better and was able to look 

around my ward.  My large ward looked like a regular, normal hospital room.  I had not lived in 

such cleanliness for a number of years.  Several times weekly we received clean shirts and bed 

sheets.  We got rid of lice; this was unbelievable.  All this time of my camp life, the lice, like the 

Nazis, did not for one moment let us rest.  Now, it was hard to believe that we got rid of this 

plague.  In my room there was a radio and they played light music and concerts.  Again, it was 

unbelievable that the Nazis installed music for the ‘Damned Jews” and the “War criminals” for 

their entertainment.  Hard to believe all this when you remember all the gruesome, horrible 

things we had seen and experienced all these years.  Hard to believe in all this here, when around 

us moved around the same Germans, the embodiment of evil and mass murder. 

 

 My eye was getting better but I suddenly got dangerously sick.  Not knowing how this 

happened, I woke up with my head swollen.  The doctor came for the morning visit and was 

shocked by my looks.  He decided that this was a “Rose.”  I was transferred to the department of 

contagious diseases.  Several days I lay there with high temperature and aches.  I had been given 

injections and after several days, the swelling went down and also the temperature.  For four 

months I was in the hospital.  My eye and my head wound healed.  I still felt a steady noise in 

my head and in one of my ears dripped pus.  At the hospital they checked my ear and discovered 

that at the explosion a nerve busted in my ear and a bone in my nose curved.  This could not be 

operated on.  If I survived, this would remain as a memoir of the explosion for the rest of my life. 

 

 The hospital in Buchenwald represented an international collection of races, nations and 

countries.  The Nazis tried to isolate one ethnic group from another.  As to Jewish inmates, 

according to Hitler’s doctrine, the most inferior race, they were always kept isolated in the most 

degraded conditions.  Here, in this hospital they seem to forget their race theories and all sick 

inmates lived under the same rules.  It may be that in a great measure this was thanks to the 

medical personnel.  They showed a human, warm attitude to all patients, without difference of 
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their nationality.  In the ward where I lay, there were German, Polish, Russian, Jewish and 

Hungarian patients.   

 

Next to me lay a young Jewish man born in England.  He had come to Poland, ready to 

marry a cousin.  They were ready to leave for home, back to England, to their affluent parents.  

Suddenly the war started and they were not able to leave.  After the liquidation of the ghetto 

where his wife and he were living, the Germans sent him to a camp.  Where his wife was taken, 

he doesn’t know.  The women in that ghetto were taken away separately.  In the camp he 

suffered real hell, like all the Jews.  He arrived in Buchenwald with frozen feet; naked and 

barefoot he was chased to work during frost and snow storms.  Here, they operated on him.  But 

even if he survived this war, he would remain crippled for the rest of his life.  It was hard for him 

to accept the thought that at his age, in his twenties, not in his homeland, not on the war front, 

only through an accident, he fell into the war mishap, into the Nazi nails and was paying such a 

terrible price.  During our conversations I tried to give him some courage.  I almost assured him 

that we would survive this war, and he would get well, find his wife and his family and live a 

happy life.  I don’t know if any of my assurances materialized, because soon we parted and what 

happened to him, I don’t know. 

 

The fate of the other patient in the next bed I saw up to the end.  He was a Hungarian.  He 

looked like a man around 40; maybe he was younger; in the camp it was hard to decide peoples’ 

ages.  Sometimes you judged someone that he was in his 50s and he was only in his 20s.  My 

next bed neighbor was wounded all over his body and was unable to get up from his bed.  He 

was numbed, almost paralyzed, always with high temperature.  He continuously cried, screamed 

from the high fever.  Suddenly he crawled down from his bed and while dragging himself he 

kept asking the other patients if anyone had seen his wife or children.  He needed to speak to 

them.  The doctors noticed that he moved around the ward and wondered from where did this 

sick man get the strength to go down from his bed?  They took him under their arms and begged 

him to return to his bed.  He continued screaming, “I must speak to my wife and children!”  The 

doctors calmed him down and assured him that he would see his wife and children, and gave him 

a tranquilizer.  He fell asleep and never woke up again.  One hour later his emaciated body was 

taken to the Crematoria ovens.  From the chimneys you could see the black smoke.   
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In my room lay some Polish inmates, one of them a professor of The Warsaw University.  

He told us, with wonderment, how the Jews of the Warsaw Ghetto resisted the Nazi occupation 

for several weeks.  In April 1943, from the other side of the ghetto walls, he had seen how the 

Germans bombarded the ghetto.  He had also observed the cruel scenes on the ghetto streets, the 

burning houses, the flames, how people jumped from the burning windows, how mothers threw 

out their children to the resistance fighters on the streets.  He also had seen many German 

corpses on the streets of the burning ghetto.  For many days the Jewish fighters continued their 

resistance, showing valiant heroism.   

 

From the professor’s words I felt his respect for the Jewish fighters that had resisted to 

their last breath, until mid-May 1943.  The professor’s story made a deep impression on me.  

Until then, I hadn’t heard that armed Jews actively resisted the Nazis.  I only knew about passive 

resistance, in persevering, enduring, trying to stay alive.  This passive resistance was not only a 

natural instinct of keeping alive, but also our own struggle, willing to overcome all suffering and 

survive the Nazis.  Now I heard that the largest Jewish community in Poland, the spiritual center 

of Polish Jewry had organized an active resistance against the Nazis.  Jewish inmates at 

Buchenwald suddenly felt uplifted.   

 

The Polish professor was well oriented in the war positions.  He had a map of Europe and 

he showed us war front lines.  The situation was really hopeful.  Poland was almost liberated.  

The war front was nearing the German territory.  Now the Germans would themselves taste the 

war.  The bombs started falling over German cities.  Instead of packages with goods from Kiev, 

Warsaw, Paris, Praga, the Germans smelled the smoke from Russian and American gunpowder.  

The professor shared with us the daily war news.  He was not exaggerating.  He did it to 

encourage us.  In the world of hate in which we lived, this righteous Polish professor 

strengthened in us the belief in a better world of mutual respect for all people.  Our conversations 

with him were a balmy medicine for all of us.   

 

The attendant serving us the soup was a Russian.  If there was soup left after everyone 

was served, we all received additional portions.  One day, when he was ready to give me some 
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extra soup, a Polish inmate on our ward told him, “Don’t give the ‘Zid’ (Jew) any additional.”  

The attendant got real angry; it took him a long time to calm down.  He told the Polish patient, 

“In Russia, there are no “zids” but “Yevreys,” all people in our country are equal, except people 

like you!”  I continued to receive the additional soup leftovers and the Polish patient kept looking 

at me with jealous eyes.  There were no more anti-Semitic incidents on our ward. 

 

Deutschland Uber Alles! 

 

 Outside, a calm winter day, the shining sun illuminated the white snow.  Under the snow 

cover and sunshine, the Buchenwald Concentration Camp was losing its grimy, somber look and 

was wrapping itself in reposing muteness.  It looked like a place where people go to spend a 

restful Sunday.  Also, on our hospital ward we felt the quiet restfulness.  In all corners the 

cleanliness shined, the radio played music and the patients lay in half dozing, as if this were a 

vacation spot and they were resting after a pleasant stroll on a frosty outside.  In the middle of 

the calm morning, the music was interrupted by a maddening voice, “Germany will be victorious 

in this war.  The German people must not lose their courage.  The ‘fuehrer’ is with us and we 

will win this war!”  This was the voice of the German propaganda minister, Goebbels. 

 

 On all fronts the Germans suffered one defeat after another and Goebbels spoke about the 

invincible, omnipotent German Armed Forces and the Third Reich.  With this deceit they had 

enticed the German nation into the Hitler ploy and with the same lies they were trying to hold on 

to the end.  For them, nothing was too dear, even the blood of their own people, just to hold on to 

their power.  The Soviet and Allied forces were already entering Germany.  Many German cities 

were in ashes.  They were receiving pay-back for the destruction they caused in Europe, the 

millions of peaceful people they murdered in the occupied countries.  Hitler, Goebbels, Goering 

knew this score, but they didn’t stop for anything.  Let Germany go down with them.  Goebbels 

hollering on the radio awakened us from our dozing, bringing us back to reality, reminding us 

that we were still in the Nazis nails.  Would we survive? 
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Block 48 

 

 The favorable medical treatment I received helped me to get back on my feet.  In the 

atmosphere of wanton and extinction, the conscientious attitude and humane conduct of the 

doctors toward the inmates became even more pleasing.  Their devotion to the patients was in 

great dissonance with the surroundings.  Here in the hospital, among the sick and wounded 

inmates, the ‘angel of death’ was helpless.  It was the same time when destruction and 

extermination ruled all around us.  It is hard to judge the humanity of the doctors who worried so 

much for the recovery of the patients in this hospital, knowing that on the other side of the fence, 

there is worthlessness.  That all of the inmates healed and saved would again be transferred to the 

Nazi oppressors.  The few of us, patients of the Buchenwald hospital who survived, will always 

remember these doctors, who in the midst of the Hitlerian desert of blood and deluge, created an 

oasis where the name HUMAN BEING was not disgraced.   

 

One day, the chief doctor told me that he had some sad news.  That day I must leave the 

hospital.  I was all upset.  I tried to convince the doctor that I was still sick and pleaded with him 

to leave me here.  The doctor agreed that I was still not fully healed, but I was a patient in this 

hospital already for four months.  A new transport of wounded arrived and they needed my bed.  

In the hospital office I was given my torn camp clothes, my wooden shoes and a note to present 

to camp commandant asking him to accept me in one of his barracks.  Shaking from the cold I 

left the hospital, with the wooden shoes falling off my legs.  I finally dragged myself to the camp 

and presented the hospital discharge note, but the barrack chief looked me over and said, “We 

have no place for you here.”  I returned to the hospital, telling them that they refused to accept 

me.  They gave me another note, sending me to the ‘Convalescent Block 48,’ where patients 

were transferred to recuperate after surgery.  The name and the task of ‘Block 48’ absolutely did 

not match.  In reality, everything here was reversed.  If we came here from the hospital partly 

recovered, we soon lost our health again; cold, dirt and hunger ruled here as an undivided 

‘threesome link’ that followed us day and night.  It was very hard for me to start again this 

regime, after four months in the hospital, so different than the reality of the Nazi camp.   
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 A Russian inmate wearing a pair of wooden (Holandric) shoes, carried around a pair of 

good military shoes.  I tried them on and did not take them off.  I asked him, “How much?”  He 

demanded two daily bread rations.  I still had some bread from the hospital and gave it to him.  

He savored the bread and I relished the shoes.  I hardly went outside the barrack, but the shoes 

were a life-saver.  From time to time we were rounded up on the Appel Place; they constantly 

kept counting us, to see if anyone was missing.  How could a Jewish inmate escape from 

Buchenwald Camp?  Still, they continued counting us.  At one of the Appels I noticed close to 

me a Hungarian Jew was holding a small prayer book and was praying.  I asked him to please 

hide the prayer book, because we would all be punished.  The man answered me, “I trust in God.  

He will protect us.”  What a strong faith this Jew possessed. 

 

Parcels From The International Red Cross 

 

 In the ‘Convalescence Block 48’ prisoners from many nations were confined.  The 

German race theories and race hate never reached here.  The Hitler doctrine that Jews are the 

lowest human race spread all over Europe, but did not find acceptance in this block. 

 

 We lived in harmony with the inmates of many nationalities and all of us dreamed about 

our futures, about freedom.  Soon we had the opportunity to see how deep this friendship 

flourished here.  One day large trucks arrived in camp, loaded with a variety of products from the 

International Red Cross as gifts for the inmates. 

 

 For the Nazi camp chiefs, it was too much to even think that the Jewish inmates should 

also receive some of the arrived food items.  The Barrack chief excluded all Jewish inmates, 

declaring that the packages are only for ‘Arians.’  But, the Block headman, a political prisoner, 

called together all Jewish inmates, explaining the situation with the parcels.  He declared that he 

would not allow this to happen.  “For me,” he said, “all people are equal.  This is the reason that 

I am interned in Buchenwald for so many years.  The Nazis are dividing the packages one parcel 

for two inmates.  I decided to divide the packages one parcel for three inmates.  The Jewish 

inmates will receive the same allotment as all others.”  He asked us not to tell anyone about his 

decision.  If it reached the Nazis, he would be in danger of being shot.  Naturally, we promised 
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our Block headsman that we would keep the secret.  In the packages were coffee and food 

products we hadn’t seen for many years.  For us, it was hard to believe that such things still 

existed.  We enjoyed them for a number of days.  But the greatest satisfaction was the 

humanitarian behavior from the Arian inmates who, under the threat of death, repulsed the Nazi 

theory of race hate. 

 

 On March 15, all Jewish inmates were ordered to take our belongings and move to Block 

62, a large building holding a thousand inmates.  The overcrowding was tremendous; twenty 

inmates slept on one plank.  The word ‘sleep’ did not exist here; few of the inmates were able at 

all to sleep.  They lay pinned down, pressed to each other and could hardly move.  If they wanted 

to turn over from one side to another, they all had to do it, on command.  Among the inmates 

were many sick, with high temperature.  They lay here in pain, crying and disturbing the lives of 

the others.  The mortality here was very high.  Every morning large numbers of inmates were 

taken to the crematorium from where the black smoke was poisoning air and frightening us. 

 

 An acquaintance of mine from Szydlowiec was taken to the crematorium.  We were 

standing in line to receive our bread portion.  He did not have time to taste his bread and fell 

down.  He said to me, “Usher, I don’t feel good” and he dropped dead, holding his bread portion 

in his hand.  I was awaiting the same end.  I was fully exhausted, the hunger was nagging me and 

I was losing the will to live. 

 

 Among the German inmates there were a large number of highly intelligent writers, 

musicians, professors, lawyers and engineers.  I met an inmate with the number 100.  (My 

number was 67,722.)  He told me that was a professor and languished already in concentration 

camps for 12 years and that many thousands anti-Nazis like him were interned in Buchenwald 

and in other camps.  “Hitler,” he told me, “did not spare any political opponents, even if they 

were Germans.  You are lucky that you came here in a better time.  Do you see the crematoria?  

Now they are burning here only inmates who die.  Earlier they used to burn here living people.  

Yes!  Living men and women, my close friends, in minutes their lives changed to ashes and 

smoke, can you imagine what we suffered here?”  My conversation with ‘inmate 100,’ the 

German professor, made me dizzy.  No, I couldn’t imagine how the Nazis killed living humans, 
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even their own people in the ovens.  It was also hard for me to understand why the professor said 

that I had arrived here in a ‘good time’ when the ‘angel of death’ followed us daily and we 

expired from hunger, disease and exhaustion.  The professor’s words nagged me - living people 

being taken to be gassed and burned in the crematoria.  A cold sweat covered my body.  I held 

myself leaning on the wall, afraid I would faint. 

 

The Skies Belonged To the Allies 

 

 If the German soil still belonged to the Nazis, the skies were now ruled by the Allies.  We 

heard the rattling noises of airplanes bombarding the area with tons of bombs, rockets and guided 

missiles.  This reminded me of the first days of Hitler’s march on Poland, September 1939.  

Then, the situation was vice-versa – the soil was Polish, with a Polish army and a Polish 

administration, but the skies were ruled by the German air force.  Their ‘Messeschmidts’ circled 

around freely all over Poland, planting death, destruction and panic.  Because they ruled over the 

skies, they were able to overrun and occupy the country.  Now, the wheel of history turned 

around.  All over Germany, the Allied air forces ruled over the skies.  Was this a prelude to our 

liberation? 

 

 Over our heads, over the Buchenwald Camp, zoomed hundreds of Allied airplanes.  We 

watched with tears in our eyes, as our liberators soared in the air.  The Gestapo guards moved to 

the corners; they lost their firm hold on us.  The inmates looked with hope and expectation.  The 

first squadron hovered over us, giving signals to the following squadrons not to bombard 

Buchenwald.  But we heard the continuing explosions, heavy blasts becoming closer.  The 

ground under us shook like an earthquake.  They were bombing the historic city of Weimar, the 

same city where in 1919, after the end of World War I, they established the first “German 

Democratic Republic” and which Hitler, two decades later, destroyed.  Weimar was the home of 

Goethe and Schiller, whose writings were burned in Hitler’s Germany.  Now the people of 

Weimar were paying the bill.  Thousands of innocent people of the city paid with their lives on 

that day and the city turned to ashes. 
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Play Gypsy! 

 

 The Jews and Gypsy inmates shared the same fate; they were doomed to annihilation.  In 

all camps where Jews perished were also Gypsies.  They were murdered in Auschwitz, Majdanek 

and in other annihilation camps.  According to Hitler’s race theories, the Gypsies belonged to the 

lowest race on earth and must be erased.   

 

The Gypsies were known for their musical talents.  The Germans picked the best 

musicians from among them for Gypsy orchestras.  This was devilish, ludicrous mockery that the 

Germans conceived.  Under the accompanied Gypsy music the slave laborers were led to work; 

when they returned from work, often carrying the inmates who died or were shot at work, they 

were greeted by the orchestra.  The sound of Gypsy music accompanied their own women and 

children when they were led to the crematoria ovens.  The Germans loved to perform executions 

to the sound of Gypsy music.   

 

Also in Buchenwald there were a lot of Gypsies.  They were interned here for only one 

committed sin – they were born Gypsy.  Until their dispose, they were ordered to entertain the 

SS and Gestapo officers with their music and concerts were arranged to entertain them.  The 

concerts took place under the stars.  The sound of the music reached us and, for a moment, we 

forgot where we were.  We were taken away to a dream world of beauty and love.  We also 

heard the commanding voice of the Gestapo officer, “Play Gypsy!  If you play great, you will 

deserve a good death.  If you play badly, you will receive severe punishment.”  Only a few 

weeks later all the Gypsies were taken away.  How they died, I don’t know. 

 

Maybe, Is This Our Spring? 

 

 Spring in Buchenwald.  Thousands of inmates rushed out from the dirty barracks to 

inhale to spring air and the sunrays that warmed.  We took off our rags and exposed our dried-up 

bodies under the sun.  We saw the first signs of spring, shrubs started to bloom.  Even in 

Buchenwald this was a powerful stimulant of energy, new courage, and new hopes, that maybe 

this would also be our Spring.  The stimulus for us inmates was the beginning of a real Spring; 
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for the exhausted European nations, it was hope for peace, tranquility, and to be able to enjoy the 

beautiful nature so gloriously gleaming in her young, springy appearance.   

 

Buchenwald was now a central transit camp.  Daily transports came with inmates from 

the territories from where the Germans were escaping.  From here, they were sent to ammunition 

factories, to build fortifications to help the German ‘Victory.’  The camp was clamoring like a 

beehive.  Thousands of inmates ran in all directions, being divided in work commands, 

magazines, sanitation commands, and kitchen servants.  Hundreds of trucks were constantly 

loaded and unloaded with foods and other products.  The kitchen building took up several 

blocks, where they prepared the watery soups and coffee for 60,000 inmates, fed twice daily.   

 

Buchenwald was a city under barbed wire; a city for men only, no women or children.  It 

was a city where everything was done under command.  At 6 a.m., on command, the inmates left 

their planks, washed themselves, rushed to the latrines, swallowed their coffee, ran to the Appel 

place and were marched off to work.  This was all done under strict command, all at the same 

time.  Here, 60,000 inmates from different countries, nationalities, religions, habits, and 

professions lost their names, individualities, and became numbers, digits.  They lined up to 

receive a watery cup of soup. 

 

The Prime Minister Under Barbed Wire 

 

 Among the deadly numbers and digits was an inmate, Leon Blum, former Prime Minister 

of France.  In the years of the “Folks Front Rule” Leon Blum was the leader of the Socialist 

Party and was elected as Prime Minister.  He saw the danger of the expanding of the Nazi 

movement and opposed the pro-German policies of the French reactionary parties.  He also 

strongly resisted the ‘Munich Pact’ that opened for Hitler’s Germany the doors to Europe.  After 

the capitulation of France the treacherous Vichy government sent Leon Blum to Germany in 

1942, and he was confined in Buchenwald, in the huge precinct close to the hospital.   

 

During my stay in Buchenwald, I had a strong desire to meet this great Jewish statesman, 

but I did not succeed.  Still, while I was a patient in the hospital I heard many stories about him.  
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Many inmates employed in the medical services were able to have a contact with Leon Blum.  

They shared with us their encounters.  Despite the Nazis, they addressed him as “Mr. Prime 

Minister.”  The political inmates displayed much care for Blum, providing him with proper 

clothes and food.  It was rebellious, in contrast and the Nazi rules, that the Jew Leon Blum 

received a warm human treatment from the German and other political inmates.   

 

On April 1, the SS and Kapos came running and ordering all Jewish inmates immediately 

to appear on the Appel Place.  Among the Jewish inmates there was already a sense of panic for 

the last days, an intuition that something was going to happen soon, so the transfer of Jewish 

inmates from one place to another, the gathering of all Jewish inmates in one place, did not 

profess any good.  Were they planning a mass extermination of us, Jewish inmates? 

 

 Many were hiding and did not report to the Appel Place.  The SS were searching all 

blocks and the ones hiding were mercilessly beaten with rubber sticks.  On the Appel Place 

several thousand Jewish inmates gathered, lined up to five in a column.  The SS controlled the 

columns and counted us.  Under command we were taken to a new place, a huge stone building.  

Entering the new place we were in shock; there were no barracks with planks where inmates 

were usually detained.  No floors, it looked like a horse stable.  It was dark, damp and wet, we 

stepped in water.  What were they planning to do with us?  No one had an answer.  We were 

helpless, cut off from the world, cut off even from the inmates of the Buchenwald Camp.  Night.  

I try to find a piece of board to lie down on, not to lie in water.  In sleep I felt cold and wet; I 

noticed that the piece of board was gone and that I lay in water.  I didn’t have anything I could 

trade.  I nestled myself in a corner all shaking from the cold.  Daylight.  But the morning did not 

bring us any relief.   

 

There were among us many sick inmates.  They cried, begging for help.  No one from the 

outside could hear their lament.  We inside had nothing we could help them with.  Many of us 

suffered from diarrhea; the smell was choking, unbearable.  Besides being locked up in these 

conditions, we were anguished by worrying what awaited us here.  What was our destiny?  

According to all indications, the Nazi regime was falling apart.  The Third Reich was crashing.  

Would we, the last remnants of the murdered Jewish people, live to see this moment?    
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THE DEATH MARCH 

 

We Left Buchenwald 

 

 After 48 hours locked in the horse stable, cut off from the whole world, the doors opened 

up.  German and Hungarian SS, with machine guns stayed in lines on both sides in a lane and 

chased us again to the Appel place.  Thousands of Jewish inmates were again divided into five to 

a line.  The SS divided us in two groups, left and right.  No one could figure out why this 

selection.  Everything was done in a hurry; there was nowhere to turn to ask a question.  The SS 

pointed with his hand:  Right! Left!  And we were to immediately stand ourselves on the 

pointed-out place.   Still, in your mind there glittered a spark of hope that maybe the group you 

were assigned to was not destined to die.  Maybe you would survive.   

 

After dividing us, we received a portion of bread as provisions for the road and marched 

out of Buchenwald.  The first transport of several thousand Jewish inmates was driven in the 

direction of the Tyrol Mountains.  Ninety percent of them perished on the road.  The second 

transport of 1,650 inmates, myself among them, was driven to Thueringen.  This was April 3, 

1945, a month before the German army capitulated.  Germany was already in agony.  The cities 

and villages we passed lay in ruins, under the ruins lay thousands of innocent people.  The Allied 

armies were almost on our backs, but the Jewish victims were still not allowed out from under 

German control.  I wasn’t able to understand the bloodthirstiness of the Germans.  When it was 

already clear that they had lost the war and would have to account for their murderous deeds, 

they still continued spilling Jewish blood. 

 

 Before, all this was a way of robbing Jewish wealth, a question of ‘Career,’ the more 

brutal they were toward the Jews, the higher they rose in the Nazi hierarchy.  Now, this was no 

more; the brutal treatment of the inmates would not be rewarded with medals.  Why did the SS, 

the Gestapo and their helpers continue to torment and kill us?  Murdering us for the pleasure of 

killing?  Does history ever register a chapter of a nation falling down so low a range of 

savageness and barbarity? 
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April 3, 1945 

 

 In front of us the ‘Oberstumfurer’ rode on a horse.  On both sides of us marched German 

and Hungarian SS armed with machine guns, and a herd of dogs surrounding us, 1,650 Jewish 

inmates.  We marched in a hurried tempo.  For the well-fed, warm-dressed SS guards, it was 

easy to march fast.  For us, half-naked, hungry, exhausted and barefoot inmates, this march was a 

lost contest with death.  We marched; if you stopped for a moment, you felt on your back or head 

the whip or machine gun handles from the wild SS guards.  If you were not able to walk 

anymore, you got a bullet to your head.   

 

So we marched; the Oberstumfurer on his horse.  Such a parade march the world has 

never seen.  Lunchtime we stopped, we got some watery soup, after half an hour we continued 

marching.  The rest of the day we got nothing.  The dust on the road made us thirsty, but there 

was no water for us.  Late in the evening, we arrived in a village and were driven into peasant 

stables for the night.  As tired as we all were, we fell asleep.  We all wondered where they were 

taking us.  What were they planning to do with us?  No one knew the answer. 

 

April 4, 1945 

 

 At dawn, we were chased out from the stables and hurried to march.  There was no bread, 

no coffee and no food of any kind.  The hunger and thirst started to torment us.  At lunchtime, 

they gave us each three raw potatoes and this was all we had this day.  Passing the villages and 

small towns, we ‘invaded’ the garbage barrels searching for some kind of food.  The SS beat us 

mercilessly, but we didn’t care.  We took the beatings; the hunger was stronger than their whips.  

Until then, the SS did not use their ‘hot arms,’ when we passed inhabited villages, they behaved 

with more restraint.  I found from a garbage box some potato peel and other food rinds.  I 

swallowed it and immediately felt stomach pains.  Many of us got sick from eating the food we 

found in the garbage. 
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April 8, 1945 

 

 We had been marching already for five days.  Marching without stopping.  All we 

received were three potatoes daily.  Almost nothing to drink.  While we marched us through side 

roads, we found fields with grass, oats, or barley grains.  The SS shall not see as we pulled and 

tore some grains and swallowed them.  Today, one of the SS noticed us eating grass and opened 

fire.  Many of us lost their lives.  The death command covered them with earth and we continued 

marching. 

 

 Again they locked us up overnight at farm stables.  The doors locked from the outside 

and the guards, with loaded machine guns made sure no one left during the night.  In the stable 

we found burlap sacks, and many of us covered our naked body parts with the sacks.  Some of us 

cut up the sacks and, with the pieces of burlap, wrapped their feet. 

 

 In the morning the farmer noticed that burlap sacks were missing and reported it to the 

SS.  They marched off 10 inmates on the field and shot them.  I myself was also scared.  In the 

barn where we slept last night, I found bags of cereals.  I ate some and poured some grains into 

my pants.  If the SS guard discovered it, I would be shot on the spot. 

 

April 10, 1945 

 

 Our lines became smaller with every day, the week on the march had exhausted us; 

inmates who fell while walking were shot.  We all had stomach problems, but we were not 

allowed to leave the line to relieve ourselves.  The ones who tried to step out of the line to do it 

were shot.  Beside the nagging hunger, we were tormented by thirst.  Today we passed a small 

creek with polluted water.  We threw ourselves to the creek.  The SS opened fire, and a score of 

us were shot.  I will never forget this scene:  The SS guard continued shooting, but the people lay 

at the creek couldn’t get up, and the water turned red from their blood. 

 

 I supported myself with the grain I still had in my pants, but my stomach was bursting of 

pain.  I couldn’t relieve myself and suffered terrible pangs in my lower intestines.  The tempo of 
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our march was intensified.  We marched also at night, moving like drunkards, we could hardly 

keep ourselves on our feet.  The SS continued chasing us; they didn’t give us a moment of rest.  

If one stopped and couldn’t walk anymore, he was shot and buried at the side of the road.  I 

couldn’t keep my eyes open; they were like glued.  I felt that any minute I would tumble, fall to 

the ground and pay with my life.  Under my feet I felt moisture and I bent down, scooped some 

water with my hand and rubbed it into my eyes.  I opened my eyes and saw that the SS guard 

was looking at me, the next candidate to be shot. 

 

 We passed German towns and villages, all windows were lighted, from some homes we 

heard music, the people savored the evening, sat at their tables, after they enjoyed a normal 

supper they went to sleep in clean, comfortable beds.  Did they realize for what price they had all 

this restful comfort?  Did they know that all their cozy existence was paid for by human blood, 

Jewish blood that was still being spilled, still flowing? 

 

April 12, 1945 

 

 We continued marching by German towns and hamlets.  It was difficult for us to face the 

tranquility and coziness prevailing here, the fresh painted houses with well-kept gardens, the 

clean streets, the stores, displaying their goods in their window showcases.  We felt that we were 

so remote, so behind the times to all of this.  It was hard for us to believe that just some years 

ago, we also lived in homes with families and friends.  It was so difficult to bind our present 

reality with the past.  We didn’t know whether what we saw was reality or hallucinations. 

 

 We watched Germans strolling unhurried, some smoking, going to work.  Housewives 

hung out their windows laundry, rugs, bedding and conversed with their neighbors.  Some 

worked in their gardens, planting flowers and listening to radio music.  No one paid attention to 

us, marching inmates, dressed in rags, ahead of us the Oberstumfurer on his horse, on both sides 

of us, SS guards with dogs and armed with machine guns.  Now, we were naked, barefoot, dried-

up skeletons.  The Germans looked on us unconcerned, disinterested, with not a sign of 

sympathy for us, an astonishing indifference. 
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 Passing an alley, we found a cat.  My ‘landsmen’ Zalmen and his son, Mendl, grabbed 

the cat; in minutes he ripped the cat in two parts, hiding it in his sack.  During our half-hour 

lunch rest, he made a fire and roasted the cat while his son watched, making sure that the SS 

guards didn’t see it.  They knew that if this was discovered, they both would be shot.  Zalmen 

said to us, “Such a tasty meal I did not taste for a long time already.” 

 

April 13, 1945 

 

 After lunching on three raw potatoes, we continued marching.  Not all of us were able to 

get up; some rose under the whipping by the SS, but some remained lying and were shot.  While 

marching, we found a dead horse; many of the inmates not caring about the danger of leaving the 

lines ran toward the carcass and tore it apart.  I also joined in, tearing a piece of the liver from 

inside of the horse.  I couldn’t get up again; other inmates were lying on top of me.  The SS came 

running, beating us with their machine guns.  Inmates lay wounded, bleeding and the SS kept 

shooting.  Around the horse was now a fresh grave for many Jewish inmates.  From my dirty 

sack, I took out the liver and ate it raw.  In normal circumstances I would be sick, just by looking 

at it.  Now, my stomach did not pay attention to it.  My stomach digested anything it could be 

filled with. 

 

April 17, 1945 

 

 Not too far from us, in the opposite direction, today we saw a large transport of Jewish 

women inmates.  We were all greatly upset by their looks.  We were also in the same 

appearance, but the way the Jewish women’s column looked moved us to tears.  We were 

shocked by the half-naked, barefoot skeletons dressed in torn rags, covering with their hands the 

bare parts of their unclad bodies.  They tried to communicate with us, shouting in Yiddish, but 

the SS guards kept beating them with their sticks and rifle butts.  Also our SS guards were 

getting ready with their machine guns aimed at us.  Both our columns broke out crying.  The 

women cried looking at us and we wept looking at them.  We couldn’t help each other; we were 

not even allowed to speak to them.  From a distance, we looked at the women inmates, at what 

was done to them.  What pangs and pain they had already suffered and what torments and 
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wretchedness they were going through now.  No one knew where they were taking them, as 

nobody knew where the Germans were taking us.  All we saw was that with every day our 

columns became narrower and the treatment we experienced becomes more cruel, more 

atrocious.  The women’s colony marched by and disappears.  Would we ever meet them again? 

 

April 19, 1945 

 

 Those among us not able to walk were shot.  All that was left from our column was one-

third of the inmates.  Next to me walked my Skarzysko ‘landsman,’ Freilich.  He fell to the 

ground and couldn’t get up.  His son grabbed him by the hands and begged him with tears, 

“Please get up.  They will kill you.”  He tried desperately to get up, but could not.  The son held 

on to his father’s hands, “Please try!”  A SS bullet killed him in front of his son.  A few days 

later, the younger Freilich, his son, fell to the ground and wasn’t able to get up.  He was shot, 

like his father. 

 

April 20, 1945 

 

 The ‘Todesmarsche’ (Death Marches) continued, our lines got smaller.  We walked in a 

downpour on a muddy road, hard to move.  The SS became wild, chasing us with their machine 

guns and sticks.  They picked more than two hundred inmates, lined them up and killed them.  

We covered the victims with muddy earth and marched off. 

 

April 21, 1945 

 

 An inmate from Hungary, a 16-year-old boy, fell to the ground not able to walk anymore.  

His shoes fell apart, from his toes ran blood.  A Hungarian SS ordered him to get up; if not, he 

would shoot him.  The boy cried, “I can’t walk anymore.”  But the guard insisted, “Get up and 

run!”  The boy crawled on the ground, grabbed the legs of the Hungarian SS guard and begged 

him, “You are from my land, my brother.  Look at me.  You can see I m not able to walk.  Let 

me live.”  The guard used three bullets to kill the young boy.  The young Hungarian martyr was 

lying at the feet of his Hungarian brother. 
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 A Hungarian SS guard hit me over my head with his machine gun.  My head wounds 

were not healed from the explosion I suffered and I was bleeding.  The SS man took me out from 

the line and moved me to the back.  His intention was clear to me.  As we reached the forest, he 

would kill me.  I used the occasion and I kept moving to further lines, but the other inmates 

didn’t want me in their line.  I screamed, “Murderers!  I am going to be shot!”  Finally, they 

allowed me to join their line.  I covered my head with a piece of burlap so that he would not 

recognize me and I was saved.  Still, I felt that my strength was coming to an end.  Soon I would 

fall down.  The inmate next to me, a young man from Zwolen named Wolman, noticed it.  He 

took me under his arms and led me like a child.  That moment the SS guard noticed it and started 

beating him, his head bleeding and swollen.  Days later, in our liberation, I washed Wolman’s 

wounded head.  His hair was glued together from the blood.  (I now meet Wolman occasionally 

in Toronto, Canada.  But this tragic scene, when our lives were ‘hanging on a hair’ we will never 

forget.) 

 

April 24, 1945 

 

 A sunny Spring day, everything turned green, from the ground sprouted out new life, 

birds chased each other, farmers plowed their fields, and everything was gushing with life.  We 

were now on our death march a full three weeks.  Of the 1,650 inmates in our group that left 

Buchenwald, only a small group remained.  The road we passed is full of graves of the inmates 

killed by the SS guards, or just passed out from hunger and exhaustion.  If someone of their 

families survived, they would never know where their dear ones were buried.  They were 

nameless, killed by the Nazis.  The surviving inmates didn’t look like human beings, more like 

ghosts from another planet.  They counted the steps they made.  Every step for them was a 

strenuous effort.  How much energy life possessed that these ghosts could still move and walk 

was a wonder.  Marching became very, very hard; the ground pulled us down, down.  If you sat 

down for a minute to rest, you were not able to get up any more and you remained laying there. 

 

 We stopped for a half hour lunch time.  We were given the three potatoes, our food for all 

day, and we fell to the ground.  Next to me lay a young man from Wierzbnik, Hershl Rubinstein.  
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He cried, his shoes fell apart, his feet were bleeding, he couldn’t walk anymore, and he knew he 

would be shot.  Someone, also a young inmate close-by, heard Rubinstein crying, moved closer 

to us, hugged him and said, “I am a medical doctor; I will help you.”  He asked me if I could find 

a piece of linen.  I tore off a piece of my shirt.  Risking my life, I crawled over to the water and 

dipped the piece of linen in the water.  The doctor carefully washed off the dirt and blood from 

his leg, cut off a piece of his blanket and bandaged Rubinstein’s leg.  This made it easier for him 

to walk.  The following days, the doctor watched over him with fatherly love.  The attention and 

care of this doctor saved Rubinstein’s life.  He was able to continue the marching and was among 

the lucky ones to survive.  I met him later at the D.P. Camp in Bergen-Belsen.  I did not 

recognize him at the first moment.  He looked like a nice, healthy young man.  I could not 

compare him with the skeleton on the Death March. 

 
 The doctor and I became friends.  He entrusted me with a secret; he was planning to 

escape.  He believed that the Germans would try to kill us all during this march, so why wait?  

He was not risking too much, anyhow, we would all die.  He would try to save himself by 

escaping.  One night he disappeared.  If he succeeded in saving himself, I don’t know.  His warm 

human nature, his friendliness and image still lives in my memory. 

 

April 25, 1945 

 

 Not too many of us were still alive; there were less and less with every day.  The ‘Death 

Command’ constantly dug new graves to bury the inmates.  Apart from the ‘Death Command’ 

there was also a ‘Wagon Command.’  At the back of our column we were followed by some 

wagons, harnessed by inmates.  They carried our provisions, the sacks of potatoes.  On the 

wagons also carried the sick inmates not able to walk.  In the beginning of the march, we were 

misled by the Nazis, thinking that they would treat the sick humanely.  Soon we realized it was a 

mistake.  If an inmate got sick while we were marching through an inhabited town or village, the 

SS allowed him to sit on the wagon.  As soon as we reached an open field or a forest, the sick 

were ordered off the wagons and were shot.  Now we knew that the ones sitting on the wagons 

were destined in the next hour to be shot.  The Death Command would bury them and we would 

silently say ‘Kaddish’ for our unknown, but still our own brothers.  These executions took place 
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every day.  The Death Command worked in a hurry, digging graves and burying the inmates in 

their dirty, blood soaked rags.   

 

Today they killed the two Jewish inmates who were in charge of the potatoes distribution.  

They were from the strongest among us; they always marched around the food wagons, watching 

the sacks with potatoes.  Today, the SS took them out of the line and shot them.  Night.  We 

marched through a grove.  Suddenly we heard the familiar German outcry, “Catch the dog!”  The 

meaning of the words was familiar to us.  This was the way they call the inmates – DOGS.  We 

heard the howling of dogs and human lament.  A few minutes later, the dogs returned, cringing 

to the guards.  They stroked them, meaning they did a good job, that they found the inmate who 

tried to escape and ripped him the pieces.  These scenes repeated themselves every night.   

 

Inmates, individually or in groups, in their desperation, tried to save themselves by 

escaping.  Seldom anyone succeeded.  The specially trained dogs took chase and tore apart the 

escaping to wails of the inmates.  The dreadful wailing and screeching of the wretched inmates, 

reaching us every night, scared us enough not to try to escape.  Also, where could we escape to?  

Even if we succeeded to elude the Nazi dogs, where would we hide?  We were still in Germany, 

among the German people.  Were they better than the SS who were guarding us?  In all the days 

of our Death March, we never met a sorrowful, sympathetic glimpse from the Germans we 

passed.  No desire to help us, to lighten our misery. 

 

April 27, 1945 

 

 During the march we noticed Allied planes flying over our heads.  The SS guards were 

getting panicky; we inmates felt hopeful.  The planes sometimes flew low over our heads; they 

did not fire on us, as it seemed that they recognized that we were prisoners, inmates.  They 

sought out the SS guards and shot at them from machine guns.  The ‘heroic’ guards hid among 

the lines of inmates, seeking cover under our backs.  We, the Jewish inmates became their 

protection wall as they tried to save their skins.  We thought maybe we should use the situation 

and attack the SS and Hungarian guards and save ourselves.  Actually, we were in numbers, 

more than them.  We were in the hundreds; they were only in the twenties.  But, the reality was 
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different.  We were all exhausted, sick, and could hardly stay on our feet.  They would kill us all.  

We looked at the planes.  How close they were above us.  We could even see the pilots.  They 

flew above us without any fear and we were so helpless, still in full possession of the SS guards.  

They were killing us under the eyes of the Allied armies.  The thought about an uprising 

continued to pester us.  Many inmates were ready, but the majority claimed that we were too 

weak, too exhausted, and in our situation we would not succeed.  This held back the initiators of 

the uprising.  They didn’t want to take the responsibility for the lives of the majority of the 

inmates. 

 

May 1, 1945 

 

 From our transport of 1,650 inmates that left Buchenwald four weeks ago, only 162 were 

still with us.  We marched over the Dunai River.  One of us jumped into the river; the SS did not 

notice it.  We looked to see if he was able to swim.  This gave him away.  The SS opened fire.  

He disappeared for a while under the water.  The SS guards waited with loaded guns for him to 

come up.  A red stream of blood appeared and the body was swallowed up by the Dunai River.  

We passed a farm.  Two brothers Ginzburg saw a hilly place, and one of the brothers tried to 

hide.  The SS guard found him and shot him.  Marching through a town, a general suddenly 

appeared.  He gave an order to stop.  The general asked the Oberstumfurer how many Jews were 

in the group.  The answer was, “160; the rest died on the road.”  “Take them all to the next camp 

at Lebenau,” ordered the general, “the Americans are already there.”  The Oberstumfurer saluted 

and said “As you ordered, heir general!”  When the general was gone, the Oberstumfurer 

addressed us, “You are all lucky.  If not for the general, I was ready at the nearest forest to kill all 

of you.”   

 

 We arrived in Lebenau.  The Oberstumfurer got off his horse, commanded us to stay and 

wait and entered the camp to inquire if there was room for us.  Fifteen minutes later he returned 

saying that there was place for only 80 inmates.  We were worried about what would happen to 

the rest of us.  But, after a while he returned and asked the rest of us to follow him into the camp.  

But all the German and Hungarian guards disappeared.  At the entrance was an older German 

Wehrmacht soldier.  We asked him if we would remain here.  He said, “Yes.”  We hugged each 
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other and cried from happiness and bitterness.  We were the orphans of the murdered Jewish 

people.  The little joy was mixed with our tears of sadness that we inhaled in the Nazi camps.  

This was May 1, 12:00 noon.  The German soldier gave us bread and coffee, something we 

hadn’t tasted for more than a month.  At seven in the evening came to us in camp Zvi 

Rosenwein, a native of Czestochowa, giving us the good tiding, “The American Army is already 

here, in Lebenau.  You are all Free!” 

 

 

AFTER THE HOLOCAUST 

 

We Were Free 

 

 We were free people; no Gestapo, SS, Nazis guarded us.  At first, we were not able to 

grasp, comprehend our new situation.  Our minds needed time to get used to, to understand the 

meaning of freedom. 

 

 After the first elated outburst of the news that we were free, liberated, we calmed down, 

thinking maybe is this a dream.  The Nazis would appear any minute and continue beating us as 

they did for the last six years at the ghettoes and the camps.  The years of Nazi rule changed our 

way of thinking, our mentality.  We were people who sat in darkness for six long years and 

suddenly were exposed to daylight.  We veiled our eyes, not able to deal with the light that 

dazzled our sight.  We didn’t know how to accept freedom. 

 

 Also physically we were not able to deal with this new freedom.  We were all exhausted 

and could hardly stay on our feet.  On the day of our liberation, I weighed 75 pounds.  It was for 

us a mysterious riddle how our dry bones, just a few hours before, were able to march in the 

murderous tempo the Germans demanded. 

 

 We were free people.  Now the Nazis were hiding.  We were free to go outside and enjoy 

the shining sun.  We felt an exhilarated awakening, thankful that we lived to see this day.  But 

again, now came the realization of our tragedy; the loss of our families, our parents, brothers and 
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sisters, we mourned the loss of our spouses, our children, our murdered Jewish people.  The 

feeling of our misfortune erased the gladness of being free. 

 

New Victims 

 

 We lay on the floor and rested, an odd feeling.  We could lay here as much as we liked; 

no one would come now shouting, “Appel!  Raus!”  The Nazis would not come for inspections, 

check the cleanliness and whip us.  We were still full of lice and other blight crawled all over us, 

eating us alive.  We needed to wash our bodies and change into some other clothes; if we did not 

do it soon, the vermin would finish us off and accomplish what the Germans did not succeed to 

finish.  At 10 p.m., large military trucks arrived with packages of food products.  We received 

one package for two people, cans of conserved meats, fish, marmalade, coffee, chocolates, 

cigarettes and other good things.  Foods we hadn’t seen for many years.  I boiled myself some 

coffee, but did not touch any of the other ‘goodies.’  My stomach still hurt and common sense 

told me not to overdo, that I would pay a high price if I overate. 

 

 A large number of the inmates started to indulge in their given foods, and it did not take 

long before many of them started to groan from cramps and pain seizures.  They informed the 

American military command and soon three military autos arrived and thirty inmates were 

carried away on field beds to a hospital in Lapin. 

 

 Next morning came to our barrack a Belgian Jewish doctor, telling us the sad news that 

all thirty inmates taken last night to the hospital had died.  The doctor told us that they tried 

every measure of help to save the lives of the sick, but it was impossible.  Their intestines turned 

over and nothing could help them.  The sad news shook us up; again we were mourning.  So few 

survived, the thirty were the last representatives of Jewish communities and now, after liberation, 

they expired. 

 

 The doctor appealed to us to please be careful with our eating.  He said, “Your stomachs 

shrank and dried up.  For the first few months you must eat like small children and watch your 

diet.”  We told the doctor that we suffered from lice and other vermin, that we needed showers 
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and some clean clothes.  He promised immediately to take care of our problem.  It didn’t take 

long and we received new beds, bedding, were taken to a bathhouse.  I could not pull myself 

away from under the shower.  After the bath, we were given new clothes and we were transferred 

to new barracks.  I lay down on a clean bed with new bedding, and felt like a new born.  Just 

now, I felt the taste of freedom. 

 

Revenge of the Germans 

 

 It was a nice Spring day.  We lay on the grass warming ourselves in the sun.  Yesterday 

we were still marching under the command of the SS and their dogs, ready any minute to jump 

on us and choke us.  Today, we were free people.  We could rest here as long as we desired and 

enjoy the mild weather.   

 

An American officer arrived at our resting place.  He spoke Polish.  He told us that he 

was a Pole, serving in the American Armed Forces.  Today they received furlough to visit the 

town and see the German defeat.  He turned to us and invited us to come with him.  He showed 

us that he was wearing two golden watches that he took away from the Nazis.  He told us not to 

be scared; he would go with us and we could do whatever we wanted.  The Polish military man 

told us that he hated the Germans.  He discovered that they killed all his family; therefore, he 

would take revenge whenever he could.  He showed us two revolvers and was ready to give us 

one if we wanted it.  I told the Polish officer to look at our feet and our skeletal bodies; then he 

would realize what kind of revenge-takers we could be at this moment.  Neither I nor my friends 

were able to accept his offer for the simple reason that not one of us was able to stay on their feet 

or walk.  He understood our condition.  He took pictures of us.  One of the photographs of our 

group of inmates I still have to this day.  Before leaving us, he gave us packages of American 

cigarettes and wished us a speedy recovery. 

 

No Longer ‘Musulmen’ Again ‘Mentschen’ 

 

 The good nourishment and humane treatment proved to be a miracle; we were gaining 

weight and starting to feel like human beings again.  Six times daily, former inmates from the 
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women’s camp delivered food for us, according to a special diet prescribed by the American 

doctors.  American officers visited us daily to make sure that we had everything we needed. 

 

 On a Friday evening we were invited by an American chaplain for Sabbath dinner.  The 

tables were overlaid with food we hadn’t seen in years.  One hundred former inmates spent the 

evening in a warm homey atmosphere.  After dinner we didn’t want to leave.  We sat there 

listening to the chaplain and reminiscing of Shabbat dinners in our homes.  The chaplain told us, 

before leaving, that the American military stationed here would do everything to help us.  Any 

problems or requests we had, we should turn to him and he would try his best to help us.  He 

assured us that the American government would try to help some of us to immigrate to the USA.  

We expressed our appreciation to the chaplain for the inspiring Shabbat dinner and for his 

encouraging promises.  This wholeheartedly genuine Sabbath gathering with the American 

chaplain was not only a tasteful feast, but a nourishment for our wounded souls, a lift for our 

spirits and hope that healing was coming to our mutilated bodies. 

 

We Bury Our Fallen Brothers 

 

 Having the promise of help from the American Jewish chaplain, a group of us went to the 

American headquarters to see him and ask for his help.  Our appeal to him was important to us 

all.  On the roads of our Death March, close to 1,500 Jewish inmates were killed or died and 

were buried on the side of the roads.  We asked the chaplain to help us to gather and bury them, 

according to Jewish laws.  The chaplain immediately agreed to our request.  He transmitted our 

appeal to the military high command; they also agreed and gave us autos and trucks and we went 

back on the road and participated in the exhumation and transfer of the martyred inmates to a 

mass grave for their final rest in Lebenau.   

 

The Commanding General of the American Forces with his staff of high officers 

participated in the funeral ceremony.  A military orchestra played solemn music and an armed 

military honor guard saluted.  Box after box was lowered into the mass grave while the military 

honored the martyrs with rifle salutes.  We all cried; the surviving inmates, the chaplain, the 

general and the officers all wiped away the tears as the grave was covered.  The general spoke, 
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but stopped in the middle of his remarks; his words got stuck in his throat.  Also the chaplain 

wasn’t able to hold back his tears while reciting the final eulogy prayers.  We all recited the 

Kaddish taking leave from our fellow inmates with whom we shared years of pain, terror and 

indescribable suffering up to the last moment before our liberation.  They did not have the 

privilege as we did to see the final defeat of our enemy.  Similar funerals for Nazi victims took 

place also in Ravensburg and in other towns and villages. 

 

In Place Where German Officers Lived 

 

 A few months after liberation we were transferred to Eidelstein and lodged in wooden 

barracks.  The American officers visiting us assured us that we would not stay for long in these 

barracks, and that we would be given decent homes.  Soon after, trucks arrived and we were 

transferred to Eiring (?) and given apartments in two large buildings, rooms with all comforts, 

wash rooms, a library, a modern furnished kitchen and dance hall.  Not too long before, these 

apartments were the living quarters for officers of the German air forces and the Nazi elite.  

Close by was Berchesgarden, the summer home of the ‘Fuerer,’ now the home of former inmates 

of German Death Camps. 

 

 We, survivors of the Buchenwald Camp, lived here like a close family.  We were all 

orphaned, no families, so we held on to each other like close relatives.  The American officers 

visited us, brought films, sports, and entertainment.  They tried to inject in us a will to live, of 

normalcy, to help, as much as we were able, to forget our tragic losses and sufferings. 

 

 For the young ones among us this was easier; they were faster at adjusting to the new 

feelings of freedom, the new life status.  Outwardly, it was now hard to recognize what these 

people suffered not so long ago.  They even attended concerts and dances or other recreations, 

trying to unload their newly-acquired energy that was dormant for so many years.  With the 

elderly it was a different case; physically and mentally it was impossible for them to forget the 

heavy ballast of the Nazi years. 
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A Wedding In The Displaced Persons Camp 

 

 In Lebenau, Zalmen and his son, who went through the Death March from Buchenwald 

with me and lived to see the Nazi defeat, found out that his daughter survived and was in Austria.  

His daughter came to Eiring and they lived together.  Here, Zalmen’s daughter met a former 

inmate and they decided to get married.  Zalmen informed his brother in the United States about 

this happy occasion; his daughter survived and was getting married.  His brother arrived from 

America.  The joy of this encounter is not possible to describe.  All former inmates were invited 

to the wedding.  We all felt like close relatives, like they were our own children, the remnant 

children of our people, who were destined to be gassed in Hitler’s crematoria and now were 

getting married.  This was our great celebration, our happiness; we sang and danced and cried.  

Zalmen kept toasting our liberators and encouraging us, “Keep dancing!  Thank God we lived to 

be free and celebrate a wedding.” 

 

In Free Poland They Were Still Spilling Jewish Blood 

 

 Occasionally, news from liberated Poland reached us.  The news about the remnants of 

the three million murdered Polish Jews was not amusing.  The new Polish government was 

showing some sympathy, but the majority of the Polish people held onto their past dislike of 

Jews.  The hate for Jews during the occupation years not only continued but was now becoming 

more vicious than before.  Organized bands of ‘NARA’ and other groups disliking the Polish 

government attacked Jews under the old slogan, ‘Zydo-comuna’ and continued killing Jews.  

 

 The second reason for killing Jews was material.  Many Poles during the occupation had 

looted Jewish homes, businesses, workshops, home furnishings and other things.  There were 

also Jews who entrusted their possessions during the banishment period, with the hope that if 

they survived the war, their possessions would be returned.  The looters and the second group 

were scared that the survivors who returned home would ask for the return of their things.  Not to 

allow this to happen, as soon as an individual or an inheritor returned, he was murdered.  This 

also happened in my hometown, Skarzysko.  Several from my hometown, Yitshe Warshouer, 

Shmuel Miller, Zelik Beker’s son, Isaac Blacharz’s son, a woman, Mrs. Lewitt who moved to 
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our town from Warsaw and settled in Skarzysko, they all survived Hitler’s hell and in 1945 

returned from Germany to Skarzysko, our hometown.  They all lived in the house of Yitshe 

Warshouer on Third-of-May Street.  Yitshe was the owner of one of the largest businesses of 

men’s and women’s clothing and was considered an affluent man.  In the time of the occupation, 

he gave part of his possessions to Mrs. Gzimza, a Polish woman he used to deal with in business 

trading. 

 

(photo) 

 

 Maybe this was his reason for returning to Poland.  Late at night when Yitshe and the 

others were sleeping, they heard a knocking on their door.   They asked who it was.  A voice 

said, “Gzimka.  I want to talk over with you some important matters.”  When they opened the 

door, Gzimka, accompanied by masked policemen came in and opened fire.  All five Jews were 

killed.  A lucky coincidence saved my cousin, Chaim Shifman.  He also lived in that house, but 

on this day he had gone to Lodz and this saved his life.  In the morning the Polish neighbors 

reported to Kielce the horrible murder.  In a few hours the Jewish commandant of the Polish 

police and the Russian ‘En-Ka-Ve-De’ (Secret Police) arrived.  They arrested Mrs. Gzimka.  At 

the investigation she mentioned the policemen who participated in the massacre.  They all faced 

a trial.  Gzimka was given a life sentence; the policemen were sentenced to death.  They 

appealed to the Polish President, Bierut, for clemency but their appeal was denied and they were 

shot.  A few more survivors had also returned to Skarzysko.  The morning after the tragic 

executions of their Jewish brethren, they all left for Lodz.  For the second time Skarzysko 

became JUDENREIN. 

 

The Fate Of The Surviving Inmates At Schlieben 

 

 The arduous life in the Nazi camps did, in certain measure, numb the inmates of their 

normal human feelings.  Each one of them carried such a heavy load of pain and misery that they 

were unable to see and sympathize with their fellow inmates.  But this was only a temporary 

phenomenon.  Under the hard ice cover of their behavior vibrated a gale of human emotions that 

even in the hardest moments were seen and experienced.  In Lebenau and in Eiring the surviving 
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inmates became one close family, caring for each other, paying close attention to each other’s 

needs.  We became one close-knit family.   

 

When I was taken from Schlieben to Buchenwald after the explosion, I was always 

interested in what happened to my fellow inmates who remained in the camp.  I found out only 

after liberation. 

 

 A few days after the explosion, a large unit of Hitler youth, ages 15-20, had come to save 

the sinking Nazi ship.  Their atrocious savagery toward the Jewish inmates was worse than the 

treatment given to the Jews by the elderly SS or Gestapo guards.  The elderly inmates did not 

envy the inmates who were wounded during the explosion and taken to Buchenwald.  It took 

four weeks to clear the debris from the explosion, four weeks of torment for the inmates.  After 

four weeks, the Hitler youth left and the inmates felt lighter.  Even the ‘leaders’ from the camp, 

trained to torment the inmates, did not believe that youth were capable of such torching of 

human beings.  The factory was opened again and war production continued. 

 

 The situation of the inmates became worse with every day.  They stopped the delivery of 

bread and the inmates lived on watery soup.  Many inmates died daily from hunger.  They loaded 

all the Schlieben inmates on a cattle train to Schlossberg.  Among them were two of my friends, 

Pinie Eliaszewicz and Mayer Aizenberg.  In Schlieben we were together in the same barrack.  

We were close pals always cheered each other with hope that we would survive to see the Nazi 

defeat.  Regretfully, they did not survive.  They were tormented and shot by the SS. 

 

 On April 15, all inmates were loaded on trains from Schlieben to an unknown destination.  

They pressed the inmates into the wagons like herring in a barrel and traveled many days without 

water and any food.  On the road, many of the inmates got sick, a regular epidemic.  Many of the 

inmates died and were not removed from the wagon.  In Drezenschtadt (?), Czechoslovakia, in 

the first days of May, they were liberated by the Soviet army.  Only a small number of the 

inmates were still alive. 
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Exodus From Germany 

 

 When we started to feel like normal people again and our dry bones absorbed some flesh, 

we started thinking of what to do with our lives.  We wanted to leave the bloody ground of 

Germany.  For most of us this was not an easy problem.  The borders of many countries were 

closed to us; they did not want to accept the remnants of the murdered Jewish people.  Among 

these countries were America and Canada, two countries we most wanted to immigrate to 

because many of us had relatives and friends living there.  In these two great countries we hoped 

to start new, normal lives.  But the two countries had strong immigration laws and they were in 

no hurry to change these laws. 

 

 All were obsessed with the thoughts of how to leave Germany and find a place for a new 

home.  My problem was solved by a cousin of mine, Rachel Bernstein, of Canada.  She 

discovered that I survived and started correspondence with me.  A short time later, she 

introduced me to her friend, a Montreal girl named Briane Sherman, a volunteer in the Canadian 

armed forces who just returned home to Canada from fighting the Nazis in Europe.  Briane 

helped me to get my entry paper to Canada.  After a long waiting period and formalities, I 

finally, in 1948, arrived in Montreal.  Soon after my arrival, I married Briane and we live a quiet, 

happy life in Montreal. 

 

Usher Celinski 

Born in Skarzysko Kamienna, July 16, 1915 

Died in Montreal, Canada, October 21, 1984 

Yehi Zichroy Baruch 

May his memory be of a blessing! 
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i  (“Wierzbnik-Starachowice, Kielce dist. Poland, the Jewish community played a leading role in 
the town’s development of foundries and lumber industries, attracting buyers from Russia and 
Germany.  The town was captured by the Germans on September 9, 1939, soon burning down 
the synagogue.  A ‘Judenrat’ was established on Nov. 23, charged with furnishing forced labor 
and tributes.  Refugees increased the population to about 4,000.  On October 27, 1942, 2000 
Jews were deported to Treblinka death camp and the rest dispersed among the labor camps, 
mostly working at the nearby munitions factories.  In 1945, several survivors returned, but after 
the murder of a Jewish family by Polish partisans, the remnant of the town left for Lodz.”  (From 
the “Encyclopedia of Jewish Life, Before and During the Holocaust” / Volume 3, page: 1445/) 
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